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Abstract—The growing interest in Internet of Things (IoT) has facilitated the appearance of different devices that use Low-Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN), Networks based on the Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) standard highlight among these. This paper presents a wide overview of this recent technology and some practical experiments. The developed LoRaWAN devices that compose the network as well as the server used to collect data are presented. Based on this testbed, some experiments are performed in two different scenarios to check the performance in terms of coverage, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). Results show that LoRaWAN networks can be a useful solution to implement monitoring networks.

Keywords—Internet of Things (IoT); LPWAN; LoRa; LoRaWAN; LoraServer: Highway; Rural; SNR; RSSI.

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of technologies and the ability to interconnect different devices have led to the existence of networks capable of communicating and acting together, creating what is known as Internet of Things (IoT) [1]. Thanks to sensors and actuators, it is possible to measure our environment and share data which, collected by platforms, allows the developers to create useful applications for the society [2]. The critical point in many scenarios resides in the energy consumption due to the batteries which feed these things. This is why so-called LPWAN technologies, which permit low power transmission, have been developed. In return, the transmission data rate is reduced (e.g., hundreds of kbps) but it is still enough for many IoT applications. Because of their standardization and the usage of non-licensed spectrum, these technologies have become serious competitors of solutions based on cellular networks, such as Long Term Evolution-Category M (LTE-M) or NarrowBand-IoT (NB-IoT) [3]. The most popular LPWAN technologies are Sigfox, LoRaWAN, Ingenu TPMA, and nWave. Their main characteristics and differences, assuming European parameters, are shown in Table I.

In this paper, we present the LoRaWAN technology and its main features to be considered for deploying this kind of networks. The paper also presents the devices we develop that compose our network and the server used to collect the data. Finally, practical experiments are carried out in two different scenarios to check the actual performance of this kind of networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Band</td>
<td>LoRa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sigfox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nWave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>868/915 MHz ISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Ultra NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>8x125kHz Mod: CSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>1 MHz 40 channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>2-5k urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>15k rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>30-50k r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>1000k LoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>500k LoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>10k u. 20-30k r.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents some related work. Fundamentals of the LoRaWAN standard are explained in Section III. Section IV depicts our LoRaWAN network prototype. Section V describes the performance evaluation experiments and results. Finally, Section V draws the main conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present the related work on LoRa and LoRaWAN performance evaluations and LoRa implementations.

A performance analysis of the LoRa FABIAN network protocol stack for IoT, that employs protocols, such as CoAP, HTTP and DNS, was performed by Tara Petrić et al. in [4]. Authors evaluated the Packet Error Rate (PER), the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of three LoRa stations deployed over Rennes, France. They highlighted the importance of the location and elevation of the antenna on the performance. Results showed frame losses of 3% under the best conditions. Authors concluded that SNR could be the best metric as RSSI did not present strong correlations.

A performance analysis of LoRa over critical noise conditions was performed by L. Angrisani et al. in [5]. For the transmitter, a LoRa STM32 Nucleo pack comprised of a SX1272 low-power RF shield and a NUCLEO-L073RZ board was utilized. The testbed utilized a master-slave configuration between the transmitter and receiver and employed LabView to perform the measurements. Results showed worse communication with larger bandwidth configurations. High SF (Spreading Factor) values achieve better performance. Finally, higher CR (Coding Rate) values obtained lower improvements in packet loss.
LoRa servers have been implemented in order to be utilized for different types of applications. Jaeyoung So et al. implemented in [6] a LoRa server on OpenStack called LoRaCloud. Authors employed four virtual machines to implement the functions of LoRaCloud. These functions were the application server agent, the gateway agent, LoRa data and LoRa control. The gateway was implemented employing the SK-iM880A and the LoRa device was implemented with the 868 IoT station (Kerlink), using Semtech’s HAL as software.

T. Hirata et al. presented in [7] a rice field management system employing LoRa servers. The servers were comprised of an AVR microcontroller, an SD card module, a LoRa module and a battery. The master was implemented utilizing a Raspberry Pi. Experiments were performed for seven days employing seven field servers. Results showed a power consumption of 75.36 mW per day providing the system with a 995-day continuous operation time.

Lastly, W. Zhao et al. implemented in [8] a smart irrigation system that utilized LoRa as the communication protocol. The system was comprised of a LoRa server for validation, description and data analysis, a cloud server for data storage and, as an interface between the applications and the LoRa server, the irrigation nodes and the gateway. Real experiments were performed measuring SNR and RSSI every 500 meters. Results showed that the SNR decreased 20 dBm and the RSSI presented a sharp decrease in the first kilometer. However, the SNR presented a slow decrease and RSSI remained stable in the last 7 km. Moreover, a communication distance of 8 km was achieved between node and gateway.

Other papers have studied performance analysis of LoRa or have used LoRa for diverse IoT systems. In this paper, we focus on the performance analysis of LoRaWAN with the implementation of TTN (The Things Network).

### III. LoRaWAN Overview

This section presents some of the most important issues to be taken into account for deploying a LoRaWAN network.

#### A. LoRa Modulation

LoRa® (Long Range) is a proprietary modulation of Semtech. It is based on CSS (Chirp Spread Spectrum) and aims at increasing the communication range while keeping the same low power characteristics of the FSK modulation. This modulation uses the full channel bandwidth to send signals, making a distinction between 'up-chirp' and 'down-chirp'. 'Up-chirp' refers to transmissions in which the frequency changes from the lowest to the highest value, and 'down-chirp' refers to the opposite situation. This technique allows LoRa to modulate its symbols in 'up-chirps' with a bandwidth of 125 kHz, 250 kHz or 500 kHz and with different Spreading Factors (SF) depending on the required data rate and channel conditions [9][10].

#### B. LoRaWAN Networks

The LoRaWAN standard, which is managed by the LoRa Alliance, defines a protocol architecture (specifying the Medium Access Control layer or MAC) and a system architecture. This standard allows devices to use either FSK or LoRa as modulations on the physical layer.

Regarding its architecture, it uses a star topology with a central device known as gateway. End-nodes communicate directly with the gateway through the radio interface. The gateway uses a normal network interface (e.g., Ethernet or Wi-Fi) to communicate with an application server through a network server. The usage of a star topology, instead of mesh network architecture, increases the lifetime of batteries, network capacity, security and quality of service (QoS), among other characteristics. In a mesh network, each node would act as an end-node and as a gateway (router) [11], which causes a greater number of hops and their corresponding packet forwarding, hence producing higher power consumption.

Nodes are not associated with specific gateways. Instead of this, any message received by a gateway will be forwarded to its network server, and these, in turn, will forward it to its application server.

Bi-directional communication between nodes and gateways are allowed by LoRaWAN. In particular, there are three classes of end-nodes named A, B and C [10]. Class A must be implemented by all the nodes, and all the classes are able to coexist in the same network. The characteristics of each class, whose transmission is depicted in Figure 1, are defined below:

- **Class A:** It is the class that consumes the lowest possible power. It is used in applications with unidirectional communication (from nodes to gateway), allowing a transmission in the downlink direction just after the node has finished its transmission. It is suitable for battery-based sensors.
- **Class B:** It is characterized by the possibility of opening extra reception windows at certain moments, in order to increase transmissions from the gateway to the nodes. For this reason, the consumption is higher than that of class A. This class is suitable for battery-powered actuators.
- **Class C:** The devices that implement this class are able to receive data from the gateway at any time (except when the device is transmitting). It is suitable for nodes connected to the electricity grid.

The prototype presented in this paper will employ class A devices.

#### C. LoRaWAN Security

LoRaWAN uses two security layers characterized by protecting data at the link layer as well as at the application layer. As for the application layer, data is encrypted between the node and the application server, which implies end-to-end confidentiality. As for the link layer, a field (MIC), which allows guaranteeing data integrity between the node and the network server, is included. Figure 2 summarizes LoRaWAN security, which is explained below:
• Authentication: A shared key is known by the node and the network, and it is used by AES-CMAC algorithms which are employed when a node joins the network. Two keys named AppSKey and NwkSKey, which are used for the data encryption and data integrity, are derived from the previous key.

• Integrity and confidentiality: The previous session keys are used for protecting all the traffic in a LoRaWAN network. Therefore, the NwkSKey is used for the end-to-end encryption between the node and the application server. Similarly, the AppSKey key is used to calculate a Message Integrity Code (MIC) in order to guarantee the integrity between the node and the network server. Finally, a sequence frame counter is included to prevent replay attacks.

There are two activation methods for initiating the connection: Over the Air Activation (OTAA) and Activation By Personalization (ABP). OTAA uses the parameters JoinEUI (Application ID), DevEUI (Device ID), NwkKey and AppKey (end-nodes specific keys). The previous session keys are obtained from these parameters. On the other hand, using ABP, these parameters must be previously personalized in both the node and the servers.

IV. LORAWAN NETWORK PROTOTYPE

In this section, the implemented prototype is presented. This prototype will be used for the performance assessment in several scenarios.

The first components of a LoRaWAN network are the end-nodes and the gateway. The components are shown in Figure 3 and are described below:

• DIY multi-channel Raspberry Pi Gateway: the chosen gateway is composed of a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, an IMST ic880A concentrator with a maximum transmission power of 20 dBm and an 868 MHz antenna with 2 dBi gain.

• End-Device: the used end-device is based on the development board ‘WeMos D1 Mini’, which uses the ESP8266 chip. A shield with the RN2483A chip (up to 14 dBm of TX power), which implements both the physical and the MAC layers of the LoRaWAN standard, is connected to the WeMos board. These are supplied by a external power bank.

As shown in Figure 4, the gateway is connected to a network server by an Ethernet, WiFi or 3G/4G connection. The most popular LoRaWAN network infrastructure is called The Things Network [12]. This infrastructure is an open and collaborative LoRaWAN network. There are other network infrastructures which allow creating a private environment, such as the LoRa Server [13]. The main characteristics of those servers are described below.

A. The Things Network (TTN)

TTN is a community which offers open source software projects to its users to make possible the connectivity between different elements in a LoRaWAN network. One of its main strengths is the capability of connecting any LoRaWAN gateway to its network servers, so no extra infrastructure is required. In addition, it allows the configuration and data gathering through a simple but complete graphical user interface. Even if TTN offers a simple and scalable solution for servers, they are still external and therefore data is shared with the organization.

B. LoRa Server

LoRa Server (LS) project provides open-source components for building LoRaWAN networks. It provides the necessary and MIT licensed software components. Those are depicted in Figure 4, which shows the architecture of this project.

Packets are sent to the “LoRa Gateway Bridge”. This component could be installed both on the gateway and on the server environment, and it is in charge of the transformation of the packet-forwarder UDP protocol into messages over MQTT. The Broker will forward packets received by the Lora Gateway Server to the LoRa Server. This last component is in charge of the control and management of the network state as well as of the knowledge of active devices and their uplink/downlink frames.
Lastly, LS project provides an application server called LoRa App Server, which allows the configuration of users, devices and applications by a graphical user-friendly interface. It is also responsible for handling the request and the handling and encryption of application payloads.

The main difference between both projects is the privacy. Using TTN you are able to create a collaborative network which allows you to use other gateways to reach your network and application server. However, if you are running a commercial solution and data is sensitive, you may create your own private solution with LoRa Server.

Although TTN has been used for the deployment done in this article, we have deployed a private environment using Ubuntu 16.08 Xenial EC2 instances of Amazon Web Services. This server will be used for future works.

V. RESULTS

This section shows the results of the network performance registered in our test bench. In order to evaluate the received signal strength by the nodes, an obstacle-free scenario and a coast rural scenario have been chosen.

A. Highway Scenario

The selected scenario is a road environment very similar to a highway (See Figure 5). It has three lanes in each side and also, pedestrian and bike lanes which lets us walk to take the measurements. Measurements have been taken while walking. The evaluated parameters have been the SNR, the RSSI, the packets loss ratio and the coverage of the end-device.

This road joins together the road named A-4006 on the north area of Granada with the street named Camino Nuevo at the entrance of Maracena. The route has approx. 3.3 km with 74 m of gradient. The gateway, whose location is in (37.2136373, -3.5951833) geographical point, is placed on a bridge which crosses the road as shown in Figure 5. It is almost a straight route without buildings or obstacles.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained as a function of the distance, taking the gateway as reference point. The X axis of Figure 6a and 6b represents the distance from the end-device to the gateway. By performing an analysis of the results (Table II), it is possible to split them into four distance ranges. As shown, at 1000 m from the gateway, the average and maximum SNR values are 8.56 dB and 11 dB, respectively. In addition, Table II shows the 5 and 95 percentiles of the SNR, showing e.g., that 95% of the measurements are above 5.53 dB. The SNR decreases as the distance from the gateway increases. At 2.5 km, we can observe negative SNR values, which indicate that the noise level is higher than the received signal. Despite this, LoRa modulation robustness lets the gateway receive the packets correctly up to 3.3 km (see Figure 6c). It should be pointed out that the urban area of Maracena starts at this point, so the presence of buildings significantly reduces the SNR and the level of the RSSI.

Finally, Table II also shows the percentage of packet losses as a function of the distance to the gateway. As shown, the number of wrong packets received by the gateway increases as the distance to the gateway increases, being these losses more problematic for the last range (from 3 to 3.3 km).
Figure 6. Measurement results of scenario 1. (a) SNR vs. Distance; (b) RSSI vs. Distance; (c) coverage map.

TABLE II. AVERAGE VALUES AND PERCENTILES IN SCENARIO 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dist. (km)</th>
<th>Average SNR (dB)</th>
<th>P5 (dB)</th>
<th>P95 (dB)</th>
<th>Average RSSI (dBm)</th>
<th>P5 (dBm)</th>
<th>P95 (dBm)</th>
<th>% of Packet Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>-89.4</td>
<td>-107</td>
<td>-68</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>-108.3</td>
<td>-116</td>
<td>-99</td>
<td>9.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-7.33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-114.5</td>
<td>-118</td>
<td>-108</td>
<td>28.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3.3</td>
<td>-5.14</td>
<td>-8.2</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-118.1</td>
<td>-119</td>
<td>-117</td>
<td>71.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Coast Rural Scenario

In this case, the gateway with coordinates (38.932457, -0.099974) is placed on the terrace of a second floor house (~9m of height). The building is found at Oliva, a coast village of Valencia (Spain). The path followed and the coverage map is shown in Figure 7. The maximum measured distance is about 615 meters. As we can observe, this scenario has very different conditions. The scenario is composed by several small houses and the climate conditions are also different (higher humidity).

Taking the position of the gateway as the reference point, the measurements show the SNR (see Figure 8a) and RSSI (see Figure 8b) values as a function of the distance. It is remarkable how those values decrease with respect to the highway scenario. This is due to the presence of different obstacles like houses and vegetation. Table III summarizes the performance results. These results can be split into three distance sections. First one ranges from the first 200 meters and it includes the urban core. Considering the height of the gateway, there is practically direct vision with the end-node. The average SNR is 5 dB and the highest value is 8.2 dB.

According to the 5 percentile and Figure 8a, we observe that a 95% of the measurements are over 0.1 dB.

The rest has a negative SNR value due to the non-direct vision with the gateway. The second section ranges from 200 to 400 meters. In this area, we find the beach (in front of the gateway), a nautical port (right) and houses with empty parcels (left). As we can see, SNR and RSSI values start to decrease because of the distance and the different nature of the environment. The average RSSI decreases by 20 dBm, which implies that the strength of the signal worsens considerably.

Last section ranges from 400 to 615 meters approximately. The majority of those measurements are taken in the left area of the gateway. This part includes empty parcels so the measurements improve with respect to the total of measurements in the second area.
As shown in Table III, the average SNR is still positive and the 95% of the SNR measurements is over and above -9.8 dB, two points lower than in the second area. Even so, the 95% of the RSSI measurements are two points better than in the previous section. Regarding the percentage of packet losses, the RSSI and SNR are more affected by the presence of buildings, reaching values of 57% for distances of 600 m.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The aroused interest in LoRaWAN networks and the lack of practical experimental studies have generated the need of deploying these networks in several scenarios to get valuable information regarding aspects of maximum coverage and network performance. This article has presented the main characteristics of the LoRaWAN architecture and how these networks work, including as well, a real experimental study performed in two different scenarios. From the analysis of the results, we can conclude that a LoRa network based on our devices could be cover a distance higher than 3 km, in free-obstacle scenarios, since our gateway is still capable of receive packets correctly. Thus, LoRa networks would be an interesting solution for getting data in scenarios, such as crops or rural areas where we want to cover a very large area. As future work, we would like to test new networks and application servers which allow us to deploy completely private environments. The different power options will be also measured. Finally, we will perform real experiments in urban and indoor environments in order to compare the LoRa performance in several scenarios, such as agricultural holdings [14].
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Abstract—The Ionosphere is the region from 80 to 1000 km altitude above the Earth and it contains free electrons and ions that disturb the electromagnetic waves when the waves pass through it. The larger electrons density in the Ionosphere disturbs the GPS (Global Position System) signal that passes through it. The Ionosphere is a variable medium and its frequency behaviour cannot be predicted accurately. One issue arises because the Ionosphere near the equatorial region causes more electromagnetic signal errors compared to the North and South Poles. In this article, it has been proved that the GPS signals transmitted in equatorial regions are more refracted than the ones crossing the Ionosphere in the North and South Poles regions. The refraction index will decrease as the electron density increases. This subject is important, because if, for instance, a satellite is not working in military events, then there is an alternative communication solution, which employs Ionosphere as a reflector for long-distance terrestrial communication around the world. The free electrons in the Ionosphere create a high conductivity layer, which could be used as a perfect reflector for short waves in long-distance terrestrial communication. Two models, namely IRI (The International Reference Ionosphere)-Plas 2017 model and VOACAP model (The Voice of America Coverage Analysis Program), have been used in our simulations. These models were used to evaluate the quality of the Ionosphere in different regions for reflecting shortwaves frequencies and the perturbations for GPS signals. The selected regions for the simulations were Iraq, Romania, and Ukraine. The conclusion was that the Ionosphere efficiency of reflecting frequencies for Iraq region is better than the one for Romania and Ukraine regions.

Keywords- IRI-Plas 2017; VOACAP; Refraction index.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Ionosphere is the region between 80km to 1000km of the Earth’s atmosphere. The attentiveness in this region of free electrons is so great that it affects radio waves [1]. The Ionosphere was discovered when it was detected that radio waves can transmit over great spaces and therefore one then must adopt the existence of an electrically conductive layer in the upper atmosphere which could reflect the waves [2][3]. The electrically conductive region extends from about 50km to 500km above the ground and the10th m² at 50km to a maximum of 10²² particles per m² at 250-300 km [3][4]. The challenges of our work were the mathematical equations that cover the derivatives of these equations compatible with the three regions studied in this paper: Iraq, Romania and Ukraine. We had chosen five parameters together: phase and group velocity, plasma frequency, and error distance for the first and second order. All these parameters together prove that the equatorial region has an influence on the GPS signal more than other places on Earth, like the North Pole. In this paper, we have focused on evaluating the disturbances of the lower and upper regions of the Ionosphere from 80km to 1000km. Section II explains the state of art of this paper. In Section III, the related work is presented. In Section IV, the adopted model is described. Section V presents the effects of Ionosphere on the microwave signal with extended numerical examples in Section VI, including approaches for Ionosphere disturbances. The simulation and analysis of the refraction index of the GPS signal are illustrated in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes and hints to future work.

II. STATE OF ART
In [5], the distance error of GPS signal that propagates through the Ionosphere at equatorial is computed by using total electron content (TEC) which disturbs the radio wave propagation. In [6], two models, IRI-Plas 2017 and NeQuick, are used for computing the discrepancies of the Ionosphere. Here, the Ionosphere disturbance at high latitudes was investigated. The output parameters of these models are electron density and total electron content. The electron density is like TEC which disturb the radio wave propagation. In our paper, we used IRI-Plas 2017 model and we computed the refraction index that represents the strength of the signal in the Ionosphere medium depending on the electron density, for both Iraq and Romania regions. This parameter could be used as an indicator of the reflection capabilities of Ionosphere for long distance communications. VOACAP model was used by us provided by free professional high-frequency (HF) propagation prediction software to determine the quality for long distance communications, using the Ionosphere as a reflector [7]. This model is based on frequency. The parameter frequency is used to evaluate the Ionosphere disturbance at low and high latitudes by using VOACAP model. The range of reflected frequencies that can be used for long distance communication provided by VOACAP online model gives an indicator about Ionosphere capacity to reflect the communication signals.
VOACAP provides the observer with more accurate results than IRI-Plas 2017 and NeQuick models, determining the highest usable frequency for the long-distance communications, using the Ionosphere as a reflector.

III. RELATED WORK

In Gsponer [8] showed that Maxwell equations can be used for many applications in Ionosphere for electron density, or another component in the atom that constitutes the plasma frequency. In M. K. Mardan and K. A. Hadi [3] used Baghdad, the capital of Iraq, to test the Ionosphere features, like the energy of an electron. In this paper, the group velocity of the signal that gives the accurate description of the medium of the disturbance of Ionosphere at Iraq space and Romania space was computed. By using VOACAP as in Fig. 1, several different latitudes have been chosen and compared from the point of view of real plasma frequency, instead of electron density. The VOACAP model provides us with the best frequencies reflected from Ionosphere which have good SNR. Based on these frequencies, it is possible to determine the Ionosphere disturbance can be evaluated.

![Figure 1. The coordinates of Romania and Iraq](image)

IV. THE APPLETON–HARTREE EQUATION

IRI-Plas 2017 model has been used in the Appleton–Hartree equation (13). This is a general formula for the Appleton–Hartree equation that comprises all the effects in Ionosphere that could happen and affect the electrometric signal and may disturb the transmission [9].

\[ n^2 = f(\text{variables}) \text{ general formula} \]

\[ n^2 = 1 - \frac{X}{1 - Z - \frac{Y^2}{2(1 - X - J^2)X^2 + Y^2}} \]  

\[ X = \frac{\omega_0^2}{\omega^2} \]  

\[ Y = \frac{\omega_H}{\omega} \]  

\[ Z = \frac{Y}{\omega} \]  

\[ \omega_0 = 2\pi f_0 = \sqrt{\frac{n_e e^2}{\epsilon_0 m_e}} \]  

\[ \omega_H = 2\pi f_H = \frac{n_0 e}{m_e} \]  

| \( \theta \) | Angle between the direction of propagation and the magnetic field. |
| \( Ne \) | Electron density. |
| \( \omega = 2\pi f \) | (Radial frequency). |
| \( f \) | Wave frequency. |
| \( \omega_0 \) | Electron plasma frequency. |
| \( \omega_H \) | Electron gyrofrequency. |
| \( \varepsilon_0 \) | Permittivity of free space. |
| \( B_0 \) | Magnitude of the magnetic field vector. |
| \( m_e \) | Mass of electron. |
| \( \nu \) | Collision frequency. |

TABLE I. ALL CONSTANTS ARE ILLUSTRATED BY THEIR MEANING

By neglecting the frictional force, assuming that we are in a cold, collisionless, magnetized plasma such as the Ionosphere, the refractive index for the carrier phase, \( n_p \), can be expressed by the Appleton expression, for both ordinary (upper sign) and extraordinary (lower sign) waves.

Equation (2) can be simplified by neglecting the parameter \( Z \) that represents the ratio between the collision frequency and signal frequency, being dimensionless.

\[ n_p^2 = 1 - \frac{X}{1 - \frac{Y^2}{2(1 - X - J^2)X^2 + Y^2}} \]  

V. EFFECTS OF IONOSPHERE IN MICROWAVE SIGNAL

For signals with frequencies \( \omega >> \omega_p \) (and hence \( \omega >> \omega_g \)), in satellite communication for higher frequencies, equation (2) could be represented into a second-order Taylor approach which can be obtained in terms only up to \( f^{1-4} \), similarly to \([10]\).

\[ n_p^2 = 1 - \frac{1}{2} X \pm XY_L - \frac{1}{8} X^2 - \frac{1}{4} X Y_L (1 + \cos^2 \theta) \]  

\[ Y^2 = Y_L^2 + Y_T^2 = \left( \frac{\omega_0^2}{\omega} \right)^2 \]  

\[ Y_L = \frac{-\omega_H}{\omega} \cos \theta \]
Here, the positive sign signifies ordinary wave and the minus sign extraordinary wave. It is possible to identify the equation (8) by real parameters that describe the Ionosphere state in:

$$ n_p^2 = 1 - \frac{a_1}{f^2} - \frac{a_2}{f^3} - \frac{a_3}{f^4} $$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Where $a_1, a_2, a_3$ and $a_4$ are constants. All these constants comprise the physical constants $m_e, q, \varepsilon_0$, their units being in SI. The simulated data are provided by [7][11].

VI. NUMERICAL APPROACHES FOR IONOSPHERE DISTURBANCES

After inserting the physical contents and proceed with numerical calculations, the constants $a_1, a_2, a_3$, and $a_4$ can be expressed as follows:

$$ a_1 = 40.3 \int_{RX} N_e \, dl $$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$ a_2 = 1.1284 \times 10^{12} \int_{RX} N_e \, B \cos \theta \, dl $$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

$$ a_3 = 812.42 \int_{RX} N_e^2 + 1.5793 \times 10^{22} \int_{RX} B^2 N_e \, (1 + \cos^2 \theta) \, dl $$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$n_p^2, Y^2, a_1, a_2, a_3$ and $n_p$ as shown in [9][12][13]

These parameters $a_1, a_2, a_3$ will determine the error distance for all electromagnetic waves that propagate in the Ionosphere. In this paper it has been used GPS signals. The GPS signals are in microwaves frequencies. These waves usually refract tens of meters in the ionosphere. But shortwaves will be refract hundreds of meters. The free electrons and ions are responsible of these error distance and especially the free electrons because they are lighter than ions. This error distance is significant in the Equatorial region because they highly concentrated there. The most important parameters is $a_1$ because it depends mainly on the electron density and no other factor. The second parameter depends on magnetic field that is very weak in Equatorial regions and mid-latitudes. But in the Poles the magnetic field is very large. This work is specifically employed for low latitudes that comprises Iraq region and mid latitude that comprises Romania and Ukraine.

VII. SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

A. The simulations and analyses in Iraq and Romania regions by using IRI-Plas 2017 model.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that the refraction index in Iraq is smaller than the one in Romania. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the group velocity of GPS signals for Romania region is larger than in the Iraq region. The results are mentioned in Table II and Table III.
The curves in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 represent all the hours in one day. These results have shown higher refraction index for Romania, compared to the Iraqi region. Higher refraction index means low perturbations in the Ionosphere region. It is definitely clear that Iraq region is a better place for reflecting higher frequency, by using Ionosphere as a reflector. The Romanian region is a better place for GPS signal, penetrating the Ionosphere with low error-distance.

### TABLE III. REFRACTION INDEX ROMANIA REGION AT SUMMER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Refraction index distance [km]</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.999925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.99992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.999975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section, the refraction index is determined by simulations using a GPS signal. This refraction index shows the disturbance of Ionosphere. Higher disturbance means good reflection medium for higher frequencies. This results could be used as an estimate for the quality of the signal for long communications around the world, using reflection on Ionosphere.

**B. The simulations and analyses for Iraq, Romania and Ukraine regions by using VOACAP model.**

In this section, a VOACAP model is used to predict the high-frequency propagation in communications, using Ionosphere as a reflector. The quality of the Ionosphere space reflection was evaluated for two scenarios. One scenario assumed a long communication channel between Iraq and Romania, and the second scenario used a communication between Romania and Ukraine, which takes place at higher latitude. The results obtained for the reflection quality on Ionosphere were correlated with the results provided by the IRI-Plas 2017 model on refraction index and electron density.

By using online data of VOACAP model in 2018, the highest usable frequency for the communication link between Iraq and Romania was obtained. The results are presented in Fig. 6; the three curves represent the best signals with the highest SNR, maintained for at least half a day. The results demonstrate that the highest usable frequency reached up to 20 MHz, for the best signal that has the highest SNR. In Fig. 7, the highest usable frequency for the communication link between Romania and Ukraine was obtained. Romania and Ukraine have higher latitudes than Romania and Iraq. The results are shown here demonstrate that the highest frequency reached up to 7 MHz for the best signal that has the highest SNR. The comparison between Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8, by using the mean values of the three frequencies from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Now, it is very clear that the Ionosphere disturbance at the space between Iraq and Romania is higher than that of Ukraine and Romania, because they have low latitudes and highest plasma frequency, as shown in Table V. Based on the previous results, it is definitely clear that low latitudes have higher disturbance than higher latitudes.

### TABLE IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN ROMANIA AND IRAQ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Phase velocity [m/s]</th>
<th>group velocity [m/s]</th>
<th>phase velocity [m/s]</th>
<th>group velocity [m/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>300012872.9</td>
<td>299987127.7</td>
<td>300012627.1</td>
<td>299987373.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>299985000</td>
<td>299990000</td>
<td>299995000</td>
<td>300000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>299987127.7</td>
<td>299987373.5</td>
<td>300005000</td>
<td>300010000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>300010000</td>
<td>300015000</td>
<td>300020000</td>
<td>300025000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Phase velocity versus Group Velocity at Romania region at summer.

Figure 5. Phase velocity versus Group Velocity at Iraq region at summer.
The best frequencies between Iraq and Romania are produced in November 2018. 

The best frequencies between Iraq and Romania are produced in November 2018.

The mean values of the plasma frequencies between Romania and Iraq and between Romania and Ukraine are produced in November 2018.

TABLE V. THE REFLECTED FREQUENCIES FOR LOW AND HIGH LATITUDES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Iraq and Romania</th>
<th>Ukraine and Romania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>The mean value frequencies in [MHz]</td>
<td>The mean value frequencies in [MHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 A.M</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 P.M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, Iraq, Romania and Ukraine regions were investigated for the Ionosphere perturbations. The results that are based on IRI-Plas 2017 model show that Iraq has a lower refraction index than Romania in the Ionosphere. The refraction index is decreased because the electron density is higher around the equatorial region, which is closer to Iraq than Romania. As a consequence, the group velocity in Iraq region is lower compared to Romania region, as shown in Table IV. From these results, it is expected to have a higher reflection Ionosphere medium in Iraq, because Iraq is located at low latitudes compared with Romania and Ukraine. VOACAP model depends on the frequencies that are reflected directly from the Ionosphere. The results produced by VOACAP model have confirmed this conclusion, but they have also provided a better picture of the Ionosphere reflection capabilities by producing an indication of the frequency range that is usable for long distance communication. We plan to investigate the phenomenon of creating artificial Ionosphere that reflects broader bandwidth and frequencies for poor reflected frequencies region in the Ionosphere.
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Abstract—Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is a new paradigm in mobile networks that allows users in proximity to each other to communicate directly, without passing data through a central Base Station. However, due to users’ mobility and their location, the users may be far away from each other and this can lead to low-performance data transmission. The multihop approach allows the source user to relay data to the destination user through hop by hop. The advantages of D2D communication can be fully exploited in a multihop communication environment given that the single-hop communication usually limits the communication scope to a specific geographic area. However, routing in multihop cellular D2D networks raises performance-related challenges, versus a traditional cellular network, if non-optimal routes decisions are made. The contribution of this paper is a short review of multihop D2D networks and then a selection is made to discuss more details on a number of centralised routing techniques. The work is still in progress and tries to identify some open research issues to be considered in the future. Therefore, this work will serve as a base model for future performance comparisons, made by simulations between multihop routing techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In traditional cellular communication, if two users close to each other want to communicate, the source User Equipment (UE) has to relay its message to a Base Station (BS), and the BS relays the message to the destination UE. Due to the user’s mobility or physical obstruction, the communication session may suffer from varying signal quality, resulting in low data transfer. In addition, more battery life is consumed by the UEs to communicate with each other.

Device-to-Device (D2D) communication allows users in proximity to each other to exchange data directly without passing or relaying data to the BS. Moreover, this direct communication can be controlled by the BS, i.e., the BS will have responsibility for establish and authorize the D2D connection among users. Additionally, the BS can handle the Quality of Service (QoS) policies and the mobility management. D2D communication has been approved as a part of the cellular communication systems since LTE (Long-Term Evolution) Release 12 [1].

This direct communication has been offered by other technologies, such as Bluetooth, ZigBee or Wi-Fi [19], but these technologies are limited to short ranges (approximately 100 meters) [15]. In addition, interference issues exist, given the operating spectrums (The industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz). On the other hand, the communication range in D2D communication is about 1-2 Km. The interference issue could be handled in a centralised way due to the presence of BS [15].

However, when two UEs are not in proximity to each other, the result is a low throughput in the D2D communication session. The multihop approach allows the source UE to relay data to the destination UE through hop by hop. The multihop communication can increase the D2D communication coverage and possibly increase the throughput rate.

The advantages of multihop D2D communication can be fully realized in the public safety and commercial applications. In case of natural disasters, when the cellular infrastructural is partially unavailable or when the network is congested, the multihop approach provides an alternative solution for the mobile node by relaying the emergency messages to evacuation centers through other mobile terminals.

Many Internet of Things (IoT) applications require the transmission of data between a set of devices to a central station for processing or storage. Moreover, most IoT equipment is capable for short-range transmission due to energy constraints. Therefore, relaying the information through intermediary nodes is required. The integration of cellular and multihop networks provides reliability, and flexibility, and guarantees QoS.

In multihop D2D communication, D2D devices which are out of the coverage could use the intermediary nodes to relay data to the infrastructure network or to communicate with other end-users, resulting in overall network expansion and increased network coverage.

Moreover, the multihop communication supports a number of applications, such as broadcast information (e.g., related to collisions on the roads) between vehicles, in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) network, or broadcast messages to specific nodes in a geographical area in the Internet of Things network.

Due to node mobility and dynamic network topology, routing in multihop D2D networks is a critical issue if wrong routing decisions are made. An efficient routing scheme needs to be designed for better performance in terms of higher network capacity and efficient energy consumption.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II gives an overview of the D2D multihop network. Section III
addresses the centralised multihop routing schemes. A number of research challenges are presented in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion and future works are provided in Section V.

II. THE DEVICE-TO-DEVICE MULTIHOP NETWORK

This section presents a short introduction to Device-to-Device communication and multihop network. The first subsection describes the D2D communication and the types of communication in the cellular network. The multihop network classifications and relay types are provided in the second subsection.

A. Device-to-Device Communication

In a traditional cellular network, a user node communicates with the BS via a single-hop path. However, despite the fact that this type of communication provides good delay characteristic, it suffers from traffic overloading, as the traffic demand grows rapidly [2]. One solution is to deploy more BSs inside a cell, but this leads to increased costs of installation and management [3]. Thus, the D2D communication can be considered as a potential candidate technology to handle the network capacity/coverage problem [4]. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) LTE Release 12 indicated that two devices in proximity to each other could communicate directly. This kind of communication can be seen in different network scenarios [5]: In-coverage scenario when both UEs are under the same network coverage, Partial coverage scenario - one of UEs is outside the network coverage, and the Out of coverage scenario when both UEs are outside the network coverage. In releases 13, 14 and 15, the UE which is out of the network coverage can use another nearby device which is within network coverage as a relay to communicate with the network. There are two types of D2D communications, either, i.e., supervised (under the control of the BS) or unsupervised (when a node is out of the coverage of the cellular network). In the supervised communication, the BS controls the communication and guarantees performance and security by complete control over the control plane and the data plane [7][8]. The control plane is responsible for the establishment of a connection, its maintenance, termination and also enforces security policies, e.g., authentication, encryption. Additional functions of the control plane include collision avoidance and mobility management. Moreover, the data plane is responsible for resource allocation based on control plane instructions. For the supervised communication, the communication can be either: Network-based communication, i.e., all devices are under the full control of a centralised node (BS); or Network-assisted communication, i.e., all devices can make decisions autonomously, but based on the measurements provided by the centralised node. Moreover, in unsupervised-communication, the devices are stand-alone and work exactly like adhoc networks. These networks do not have any constraints due to the failure of the centralised entity, e.g. the (BS). For example, in an adhoc networks, failure of any node has an insignificant effect on the overall network performance.

The only difference between adhoc routing and unsupervised D2D routing is in the usage of spectrum frequency bands. D2D nodes can use both the licensed and/or the unlicensed bands while adhoc nodes can only use unlicensed bands.

B. D2D Multihop Communication

In a multihop network, a UE communicates with another user by relaying the data hop by hop, through intermediate nodes until reaching the destination UE. Thus, the UEs can communicate in one of the four modes [6]: Single-hop D2D communication, Multihop Device-to-Infrastructure (D2I)/Infrastructure-to-Device (I2D) communication, Multihop D2D communication, and traditional cellular communication. In single-hop communication, two devices are in the proximity of each other and directly communicate without needing any relay. For the multihop D2I/2D communication, the multihop route is established between the node and the network service entity, i.e., BS.

In the multihop network, the UEs communicate through an intermediate node that acts as a relay. Thus, the type of relay could be classified into: The Network Relay: The relay used by multihop D2/12D routing scheme, as this relay the UEs to communicate with the BS. This is further classified into fixed network relay, mobile network relay, and Device Relay. The fixed network relay is static and installed by the network operator. A mobile network relay can be a user node, which provides services for data forwarding between the BS and the other users.

III. MULTIHOP ROUTING TECHNIQUES

The multihop routing decision could have been taken by the centralised entity (BS) or distributed, when each node could take the route decision autonomously, while taking into account the presence of other nodes.

The multihop D2D routing schemes could be classified into incentive-based, security-based, content-based, location-based and flat topology-based routing [9]. The security-based routing is used for security concern when the content-based routing used when the frequent data has to be shared among users (e.g., video). The incentive-based routing is used when the users are encouraged to participate in relaying the data of other nodes by using some incentive. In the location-based routing scheme, a centralised entity (location servers) has location information for all nodes. The route decision is either take by nodes using the location information (distributed routing strategy) or with a centralised approach by BS. In the flat topology-based routing case, the network nodes do not have any specific structure (e.g., cluster), nor have any location awareness mechanism.

Another classification based on route mechanism discovery is presented below:

- Reactive routing (on demand-driven): the information about the possible paths between end devices is obtained after a transmission request is issued in the network.
- Proactive routing (table-driven): each node always maintains a routing table containing routes for different
destinations and the updates of routing tables are done regularly.

- Hybrid routing: both the reactive and proactive routings operate at the same time. Hybrid routing divides networks into local neighborhoods (known as zones).

- Adaptive routing: in this scheme, the routing mechanism switches between reactive and proactive routing depending upon network dynamics and their network zones.

Next, we review some related works for a multihop routing scheme.

In case the nodes in the network do not have any specific structure or any location awareness mechanism, then the flat topology routing protocols will be integrated into the network.

In this work, we only focus on centralised flat topology-based routing. The centralised flat topology routing schemes for multihop D2D communications are categorised into reactive and proactive routing (see Table I).

In Centralised-Based Routing schemes, a centralised entity (BS) regularly gathers neighbor nodes information from all the network nodes in order to construct and update the network topology. Serval work routing schemes have been proposed based on centralized reactive approach: multihop cellular network (MCN) [10], cellular based source routing (CBSR) [11] and A Base-centric routing (BCR) [12].

In the Multihop Cellular Network (MCN) routing [10], every node maintains a neighbours table based on the “HELLO” message exchange procedure. The entry of the table includes the received SNR (signal to noise ratio) of the neighbor nodes; if there is a change in the received power level, then updates will be sent to the BS. Thus, the BS has an up-to-date database about all the links in the cell.

The MCN protocol also supports the detection of a broken route. Thus, consider the following scenario when the route between two nodes A and B is (A − X − Y − B), where X and Y are intermediate nodes. Suppose that when X receives a packet from A to B, (the next hop form X is Y), X detects that the link X-Y is no longer available (e.g. timeout of the HELLO message from Y). Here, X will send a route request to the BS; then, the BS responds with a new route update to X and A (to update the cache route at A). However, this route update will result in a high routing overhead, which may severely degrade the network performance.

Another variant of the proactive centralised routing is Cellular Based Source Routing (CBSR) [11]. In this scheme, each node contains a table of its neighbor nodes and periodically exchanges HELLO packets with its neighbors. The HELLO packets contain current address and traffic load information. After receiving a HELLO message, each node updates its neighborhood table and periodically reports it to the BS. The report update contains neighbor load, link quality (between the sender node, of HELLO and its neighbor) and HELLO packet receive instant of time.

Using the information from reported neighborhood table, the BS builds network topology based on two tables, the node table, and adjacency table. The node table stores information about each node in the cell. The adjacency table contains details about each node with its neighbours. In addition, the adjacency table includes additional information of the distance (hop count) between nodes if the hop count is 1 than the two nodes are adjacent.

If two UEs want to communicate, the source node (UE) first checks its routing table cache. If some routes are available, the source UE chooses one of the routes (if there is more than one route available) and start sending the data packet. In case there is no route information available, then the UE sends a unicast route request (RREQ) to BS, with source and the destination addresses as parameters. Then BS replies with all available routes via RREP message, or otherwise, an error route (RERR) will be returned in case of no route available.

A Base-Centric Routing (BCR) protocol is proposed in [12]; it is a hybrid of demand-driven and table-driven routing. The BS draws the network topology by the table driven method and can thus compute paths. The nodes use the demand-driven approach to find the route to the required destinations. These nodes send a route request to the BS, and if there is no route from BS, then the node broadcast route request like in Adhoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [16].

The designed BCR protocol is based on two ideas: the first is that the BS tracks the intra-cell network topology, and lists the user's nodes that reside in the cell. The second is that the mobile node sends a route request on demand to avoid extra overhead.

Adaptive centralised routing: In adaptive centralised routing, a central controller (usually BS) is responsible for all routing decisions.

A Centralised Adaptive Routing (CAR) is proposed in [6]. The algorithm switches between reactive and proactive routing based on network conditions, e.g., node density, average node mobility or traffic load [13][14].

The authors of [6] introduced six types of messages involved in building the route:

- RREQ: it is send by the node to BS requesting a route to another node.
- B-RREQ: the BS broadcast B-RREQ all node to initial neighbourhood discovery phase.
- HELLO message: the node exchange HELLO message for updating their neighbors list.
- U-RREP: after updating the neighbourhood list, the nodes broadcast the updated list to BS.
- Route reply: after the BS received the updated neighbours list from the nodes. The BS computes the route between source and destination.
- B-RREP:

In centralised proactive routing, as shown in Figure 1, each node periodically exchanges HELLO packets with each other in order to update the neighbour table, and broadcast the neighbour table (U-RREP message) to the BS. When a node wants to communicate with another node, it sends a route request (RREQ) packet to the BS. The BS either will provide a route if available (route reply message), or establishes a traditional cellular connection between them.
For the centralised reactive routing, when a node wants to communicate with another node it sent routes (RREQ message) to request to the BS as shown in Figure 2. Upon receiving a route request packet from a node, BS broadcasts the neighbour’s list request (B-RREQ message) to all nodes in order to update the network topology by exchange HELLO messages between them.

Next, all the nodes exchange HELLO packets and then send the updated neighbour list to the BS. The BS computes the route to the destination and sends the routing message to participating nodes (step 5 in Figure 2). In order to further reduce the routing overhead, the authors proposed Node Level Decisions that allow the nodes to decide whether to participate in the route discovery or not, based on their remaining battery energy and current traffic.

In adaptive routing, the routing algorithm switches between the proactive and reactive scheme depending on the different network conditions (e.g., node density and traffic load). The authors proposed a threshold in order to avoid a ping pong effect from switching between the reactive and the proactive scheme (see Figure 3).

When the traffic load is above a given threshold 2, the routing switches from reactive to proactive. However, when the traffic load is below the threshold 1 the routing switches from reactive scheme. In addition, the oscillation timer is used with the threshold value in order to avoid switching fluctuation.

Authors introduced a number of features that could be integrated into the proposed protocol for reducing the routing overhead.

A. Node Level Decisions:

Each node autonomously decides about participation in the route discovery (i.e., neighborus discovery). The node level decision reduced the resources consumption (e.g., energy) in the route discovery phase. Serval criteria (e.g., energy and traffic load) are involved in node decisions. Authors classified the nodes based on residual energy. The nodes participate in the route discovery if residual energy is greater than 50%. Moreover, the node with residual energy less than 25% will never take part in the route discovery.

Another criterion is based on the change of the data traffic load by comparing the current load with the previous average load. When the current load is greater than 90%, then the node never participates in route discovery. However, if the current load is less than 75% and the previous average load is higher than 75%, then the node participates in the route discovery.

B. Variable route’s timeout:

In order to break a route, the route expiration timer (timeout) that is defined as the minimum value of the link expiration timer among all links in the whole route is taken as the route timer. A node participates in route discovery only if the timer is greater or equal to the minimum required route timer.

C. Earlier stop message (ESTOP):

This message is broadcast by BS to inform nodes not to send any route request message due to a large number of messages received by the BS. The ESTOP message could reduce the routing overhead by limiting the number of nodes replying to a route request.

In order to provide a reliable connection and, in case the multihop route is not possible, then the BS will provide a traditional cellular link between the source and the destination node.
Both the cellular mode and multihop D2D mode could be enabled on the user device. Through cellular mode, the UE report updated neighbours list and BS draw Network topology view and provided a suitable route to UEs. This could be seen as a separation of control plane and data plane where the control plane provides the decision of the data forwarding. Moreover, the data plane route the data traffic through multihop D2D.

Based on that, the authors in [15] proposed a multihop D2D SDN network architecture and the low-overhead routing (LODR) protocol. It is known that SDN separates the control plane from the data plane; decisions on the routing of the traffic flows are taken in the control plane; then, flow tables are installed in the forwarding nodes of the data plane.

The proposed architecture assumes that each UE has an OpenFlow capability installed. In addition, the SDN controller controls the forwarding behavior of multihop D2D UE. The authors proposed five procedures to route the data traffic in the multihop D2D network. These procedures include: how to handle an unknown route, add a new UE, installing, maintaining, and updating the routing flow in the multihop D2D, etc. The results show that the proposed procedures perform better then Open Link State Routing (OLSR) [17] in terms of control overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing algorithm</th>
<th>Routing scheme</th>
<th>Simulation implementation</th>
<th>Simulation metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCN[10]</td>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>GloMoSim</td>
<td>Throughput (TCP,UDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCR[12]</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>GloMoSim</td>
<td>Throughput under UDP, TCP with/without mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LORD[15]</td>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>CORE</td>
<td>Overhead, Routing convergence time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Challenges and Open Research Issues in Multihop D2D Routing

Based on the works reviewed in Section III, there are several challenges and, at the same time, open research in multihop D2D routing protocols that need to be considered and solved in the design of the future protocols. This section identifies some of the research challenges in Multihop D2D routing protocols.

A. Reduce Routing Overhead

In centralised multihop routing, the nodes exchange HELLO messages (periodically or on demand) with each other in order to build/update the neighbor’s list. This list is sent (periodically or on demand) to the BS, which creates a global view of network topology and computes the suitable/short path between source and destination in the multihop D2D network. This exchange of messages between the nodes (i.e., BS and UEs) consumes resources. For example, the nodes regularly update their neighbor’s list and send it to the BS; such a scheme leads to high-energy consumption and high delay. Thus, the control messages should be reduced.

Therefore, an open research issue is how to route the data in multihop D2D communication while assuring a low control overhead.

B. Applying SDN to Multihop networks

In the SDN approach, the control logic of network nodes is logically centralised, which programs the whole network (e.g., adjust forwarding rules on network devices based on particular policies and protocols). Applying such approach brings a number of challenges, as indicated below.

The first issue is that UEs need to discover the controller. In some studies, there is an assumption that all network devices know about the controller. In other papers, firstly, the controller broadcasts its existence to all network devices. Moreover, the network devices (UE) can communicate with the controller in one hop or in a multihop fashion. In one hop communication, network devices connected to the controller directly via a wireless link (e.g., cellular link).

While in the multihop approach, the connected UEs communicate with the controller through intermediary nodes. Thus, the shortest path between the controller and network devices (UE) is important to meet the energy constraints of mobile devices.

Minimizing the control messages exchanged between the controller and mobile devices is another issue that should be handled when applying SDN to the cellular network. The control messages are important in reducing delay and optimising the energy consumption.

The controller can be implemented as a single centralised entity or a distributed approach. Selecting an appropriate type of the control plane implementation (centralised or distributed) can affect the performance of the network. The controller manages the overall network view and consequently provides the forwarding rules (based on information collected from network nodes).

Several optimisation problems can be identified, such as:

- the amount of information to be sent to the forwarding nodes;
- how frequently should the controller setup/update flow rules, in order to avoid too much control overhead but still keeping an enough fast response to the network dynamics;
- how frequently should be updated (at the controller level) the image of the current network topology.

C. Failure Recovery Mechanism

In the works reviewed in Section III, a centralised entity (e.g., BS) has a network view and provides suitable routes for UEs. In case of failure of a node (e.g., BS) or no route received, a backup recovery mechanism should be introduced. The authors of [12] proposed a backup mechanism when there is no route from BS. Then the node broadcast route request via AODV routing protocol.
Therefore, introducing a failure recovery mechanism is important to provide a reliable, stable connection between UEs.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In the single-hop D2D communication, the users are limited to communicate with only nodes in the proximity. However, in cases when the UEs are not in the vicinity, a UE has to relay data to a destination through a multihop route. In a centralised multihop network, an updated neighborus list is collected by the BS (periodically or on demand); then, the BS will create a global view of the network topology and will provide the suitable routes to UEs.

Several challenges for D2D centralized routing have been identified in this paper.

The control messages exchange between UEs and BS should be further minimized, aiming to meet energy constraints on UEs. In addition, in order to provide a stable connection between UEs, a backup mechanism should exist, to act in case of failure of the centralised entity or if no route is provided. Applying SDN to the multihop network is a promising approach that should be handled carefully in terms of communication between network nodes and controller and the control plane implementation.

As a future work, a simulation model and a tool (e.g., NS-3) will be developed for D2D routing, to implement the proposed centralised schemes. The simulations will provide as results a comparison of solutions, in terms of routing control overhead (in the control plane) and packet delivery ratio, network throughput and delay (in the data plane).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent mobile terminals are equipped with multiple interfaces. For example, most smart phones have interfaces for 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) and WLAN. In the next generation (5G) mobile network, it is expected that mobile terminals will be equipped with more interfaces by using multiple communication paths provided multiple network operators [1].

However, the conventional Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) establishes a connection between a single IP address at either end, and so it cannot handle multiple interfaces at the same time. In order to utilize the multiple interface configuration, Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [2], which is an extension of TCP, has been introduced in several operating systems, such as Linux, Apple OS/iOS [3] and Android [4]. Conventional TCP applications can use MPTCP as if they were working over conventional TCP and are provided with multiple byte streams through different interfaces.

MPTCP is defined in three Request for Comments (RFC) documents by the Internet Engineering Task Force. RFC 6182 [5] outlines architecture guidelines. RFC 6824 [6] presents the details of extensions to support multipath operation, including the maintenance of an MPTCP connection and subflows (TCP connections associated with an MPTCP connection), and the data transfer over an MPTCP connection. RFC 6356 [7] presents a congestion control algorithm that couples the congestion control algorithms running on different subflows.

One significant point on the MPTCP congestion control is that, even in MPTCP, individual subflows perform their own control. RFC 6356 requires that an MPTCP data stream do not provide too large throughput compared with other (single) TCP data streams sharing a congested link. For this purpose, RFC 6356 defines an algorithm called Linked Increase Adaptation (LIA), which couples and suppresses the congestion window size of individual subflows. Besides, more aggressive algorithms, such as Opportunistic LIA (OLIA) [8] and Balanced Linked Adaptation (BALIA) [9], are proposed.

However, all of those algorithms are based on the TCP Reno [10]. That is, the increase of congestion window at receiving a new ACK segment is in the order of 1/congestion window size. On the other hand, current modern operating systems uses high speed congestion control algorithms, such as CUBIC TCP [11] and Compound TCP [12]. These algorithms increase the congestion window more aggressively than TCP Reno. So, it is possible that the throughput of LIA is suppressed when it coexists with them.

Based on these considerations, we conducted two kinds of experiments. One is for comparing the performance of LIA, the standard congestion control algorithm of MPTCP, with that of the case when subflows use TCP Reno or CUBIC TCP. The other is for evaluating the performance when MPTCP with LIA and TCP Reno / CUBIC TCP share a bottleneck link. This paper describes the results of those experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the overview of MPTCP and the details of LIA. Here we discuss how LIA algorithm is derived. Section III describes the LIA implementation in the Linux operating system. Section IV shows the performance evaluation of LIA itself and the cases when subflows use TCP Reno or CUBIC TCP. Section V shows the performance evaluation when MPTCP with LIA and TCP with Reno/CUBIC coexist over a bottleneck link. In the end, Section V concludes this paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF MPTCP AND DETAILS OF LIA

A. Overview of MPTCP

As described in Figure 1, the MPTCP module is located on top of TCP. MPTCP is designed so that the conventional applications do not need to care about the existence of MPTCP. MPTCP establishes an MPTCP connection associated with two or more regular TCP connections called subflows. The management and data transfer over an MPTCP connection is done by newly introduced TCP options for MPTCP operation.
When the first subflow is established, a TCP option called MP\_CAPABLE is used within SYN, SYN+ACK, and the following ACK segments. When the following subflows are established, the MP\_JOIN option is used so that the new TCP connections are associated with the existing MPTCP connection.

An MPTCP implementation will take one input data stream from an application, and split it into one or more subflows, with sufficient control information to allow it to be reassembled and delivered to the receiver side application reliably and in order. The MPTCP connection maintains the data sequence number independent of the subflow level sequence numbers. The data and ACK segments may contain a Data Sequence Signal (DSS) option depicted in Figure 2.

The data sequence number and data ACK is 4 or 8 byte long, depending on the flags in the option. The number is assigned on a byte-by-byte basis similarly with the TCP sequence number. The value of data sequence number is the number assigned to the first byte conveyed in that TCP segment. The data sequence number, subflow sequence number (relative value) and data-level length define the mapping between the MPTCP connection level and the subflow level. The data ACK is analogous to the behavior of the standard TCP cumulative ACK. It specifies the next data sequence number a receiver expects to receive.

B. Overview of MPTCP Congestion Control

As described above, in MPTCP, only subflows manage their congestion windows, that is, an MPTCP connection does not have its congestion window size. Under this condition, if subflows perform their congestion control independently, the throughput of MPTCP connection will be larger than single TCP connections sharing a bottleneck link. RFC 6356 decides that such a method is unfair for conventional TCP. RFC 6356 introduces the following three requirements for the congestion control for MPTCP connection.

- Goal 1 (Improve throughput): An MPTCP flow should perform at least as well as a single TCP flow would on the best of the paths available to it.
- Goal 2 (Do no harm): All MPTCP subflows on one link should not take more capacity than a single TCP flow would get on this link.
- Goal 3 (Balance congestion): An MPTCP connection should use individual subflow dependent on the congestion on the path.

In order to satisfy these three goals, RC6356 proposes an algorithm that couples the additive increase function of the subflows, and uses unmodified decreasing behavior in case of a packet loss. This algorithm is called LIA and summarized in the following way.

Let $cwnd_i$ and $cwnd_{total}$ be the congestion window size on subflow $i$, and the sum of the congestion window sizes of all subflows in an MPTCP connection, respectively. Here, we assume they are maintained in packets. Let $rtt_i$ be the Round-Trip Time (RTT) on subflow $i$. For each ACK received on subflow $i$, $cwnd_i$ is increased by

$$\min \left( \frac{a}{cwnd_{total}}, \frac{1}{cwnd_i} \right).$$ (1)

The first argument of min function is designed to satisfy Goal 2 requirement. Here, $a$ is defined by

$$a = cwnd_{total} \cdot \max \left( \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i}, \frac{1}{\sum_i \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i}} \right).$$ (2)

By substituting (2) to (1), we obtain the following equation.

$$\min \left( \frac{\max \left( \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i}, \frac{1}{\sum_i \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i}} \right)}{\sum_i \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i}}, \frac{1}{cwnd_i} \right).$$ (3)

C. Derivation of LIA Equation

In this subsection, we give one possible derivation of (2), which is not specified in RFC 6356 explicitly. We suppose a single TCP flow corresponding an individual subflow over an MPTCP connection. Let $p$ be the packet loss rate over the bottleneck link and let $cwnd_{TCP}$ be the congestion window size of the supposed single TCP flow $i$.

We assume the balanced situation indicating that the increase and decrease of congestion window sizes are the same. That is, for subflow $i$ on the MPTCP connection,

$$1 - p \cdot \min \left( \frac{a}{cwnd_{total}} \cdot \frac{1}{cwnd_i}, \frac{1}{\sum \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i}} \right) = p \cdot \frac{1}{2} cwnd_i.$$ (4)

We suppose that the first argument is selected, and then

$$1 - p \cdot \frac{a}{cwnd_{total}} = p \cdot \frac{1}{2} cwnd_i.$$ (4')

For supposed TCP flow $i$,

$$1 - p \cdot \frac{1}{cwnd_i} = p \cdot \frac{1}{2} cwnd_i.$$ (5)

For satisfying Goals 1 and 2, we can specify

$$\sum \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i} = \max \left( \frac{cwnd_{TCP}}{rtt_i} \right).$$ (6)

By eliminating $p$ using (4') and (5), we obtain

$$\alpha \cdot \left( cwnd_{TCP} \right)^2 = cwnd_{total} \cdot cwnd_i.$$ (7)

By squaring both sides of (6) and substituting (7), we obtain

$$\alpha \cdot \left( \sum \frac{cwnd_i}{rtt_i} \right)^2 = \max \left( \frac{cwnd_{TCP} \cdot cwnd_i}{rtt_i^2} \right).$$ (8)

This is leading to (2).
It should be noted that we assume the additive increase and
multiplicative decrease (AIMD) scheme in (4) and (5). More
specifically, we assume that the increase is 1/(congestion
window size) for each ACK segment and the decrease
parameter is 1/2, which is the specification of TCP Reno. That
is, LIA supposes that MPTCP subflows and coexisting single
TCP flows follow TCP Reno. In the case that the high speed
congestion control is adopted, the increase per ACK segment
will become larger and the decrease parameter will be small.
In such a case, we need to formalize (4) and (5) in a different
way.

III. LIA IMPLEMENTATION OVER LINUX

We can obtain the source program of the Linux operating
system including MPTCP from the GitHub web site [13]. We
examined how MPTCP are implemented in Linux.

LIA is implemented within the source file mptcp_coupled.c. In this file, mptcp_ccc_recalc_alpha() and mptcp_ccc_cong_avoid() are major functions. The former calculates the first argument in (1) and stores the result in variable alpha. The latter records the larger of 1/alpha and the congestion window size of the current subflow, and, when this function is called as many times as the recorded value, it increases the congestion window size by one. This procedure is considered to correspond to the specification of (3).

On the other hand, the congestion control mechanisms,
strictly speaking the congestion avoidance mechanisms, are
implemented as kernel modules in Linux. They can be
compiled independently of the kernel itself, and can be loaded
or removed while the operating system is running. More
specifically, the pointer to the function performing congestion
avoidance mechanism is stored in a kernel data structure
struct tcp_congestion_ops within struct
inet_connection_sock [14]. The kernel function
tcp_cong_control() calls the function specified in this
kernel data structure when it performs congestion avoidance.
The pointer to the congestion avoidance function can be
settled manually by using sysctl command setting control
variable net.ipv4.tcp_congestion_control. The value
will be set to reno or cubic.

When MPTCP LIA is used, the data structure struct
tcp_congestion_ops points to the address of function
mptcp_ccc_cong_avoid() described above. This
means LIA is realized as one of TCP congestion avoidance
mechanisms. That is, LIA is no automatically selected in
MPTCP implementation, but we need to set net.ipv4.tcp_congestion_control to lia
manually. (Or build the kernel to select LIA as a default
congestion control algorithm.) In other word, we can use TCP
Reno or CUBIC TCP in MPTCP subflows by setting the
 corresponding control variable.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING PACKET LOSSES

A. Experiment Configuration

As the first experiment, we tried to evaluate the
performance of the MPTCP congestion control itself, by
generating packet losses artificially. Figure 3 shows the
network configuration of the experiment with packet losses
inserted. A data sender is connected to 100 Mbps Ethernet
and IEEE 802.11g WLAN (2.4 GHz). An 11g access point
works as an access point and as an Ethernet hub. A data
receiver is connected with the hub through 100 Mbps Ethernet.
Both sender and receiver execute MPTCP software with
stable version 0.94, which is the newest version [13]. The IP
addresses assigned network interfaces of the sender and
receiver are shown in Figure 3. The Ethernet interfaces
belong to subnet 192.168.0.0/24, and the WLAN interface
belongs to another subset 192.168.1.0/24, all of which are
connected through a bridge. In the sender side, the routing
table need to be specified for individual interfaces by using
ip command. In the receiver side, a route entry to subnet
192.168.1.0/24 needs to be specified explicitly. One MPTCP
connection with two subflows is established. One subflow
goes through the Ethernet interface at the sender, and another
goes through the WLAN interface.

The congestion control algorithm used in the sender is set
either to LIA, TCP Reno, or CUBIC TCP. We inserted
packet losses with the rate of 0.1% at the Ethernet interface in
the sender, and delay of 100 msec at the receiver, both by
tc (traffic control) command with the netem filter. The packets
sent through two interfaces at the sender are captured by using
Wireshark [15], and the congestion window size is recorded
for two subflows by using tcpprobe [16], both in the sender
side. Data transfer is done for 10 sec by iperf2 [17].

B. Experiment Results

Table I shows the throughput of MPTCP connection
measured in two experimental runs for the cases when the
congestion control algorithm of MPTCP subflows is set to
each of LIA, TCP Reno, and CUBIC TCP. The throughput
of LIA, the original setting in MPTCP, is lower than the other
settings.

In order to investigate the detail behaviors of individual
congestion control algorithms, we examined the time
variation of sequence number and congestion window size of
MPTCP subflows. Figures 4 through 6 show the results of
the experiment runs underlined in Table I. In each algorithm,
the congestion window size of a subflow via WLAN interface
(WLAN subflow) increases rapidly to its maximum value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>LIA</th>
<th>Reno</th>
<th>CUBIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Network configuration by packet loss insertion.

Table I. THROUGHPUT WITH PACKET LOSS INSERTED (Mbps).
should be noted that different maximum values are set to LIA and TCP Reno/CUBIC TCP, by the operating system. It should be also noted that there are some flat parts, before reaching the maximum value, in WLAN congestion window size in the case of CUBIC TCP. The reason for this is supposed that the data corresponding the congestion window size was not sent during one RTT, and that the rule of congestion window validation [18] was applied.

As for a subflow via Ethernet interface (Ethernet subflow), the increase of congestion window size is the smallest in LIA and the largest in CUBIC TCP. So, in the case of LIA, the increase of sequence number, that is, the bytes transmitted, is also limited. In the case that TCP Reno is used as the congestion control algorithm in MPTCP, the congestion window size over Ethernet subflow increases linearly with the elapsed time, which characterizes TCP Reno. The increase is larger than the case of LIA. In the case of CUBIC TCP, the congestion window size over Ethernet subflow increases rapidly by 0.5 sec, and after that it decreases due to several packet losses. During no packet loss period, e.g., from 3 sec to 6.5 sec, we confirmed that the congestion window size changes following a cubic function. Due to the rapid increase during the beginning, the increase of sequence number is large in this case.

For this scenario, it can be said that LIA, the original congestion control algorithm in MPTCP, may be too conservative in increasing congestion window size, compared

Figure 4. Time variation of sequence number and congestion window size with packet losses inserted (LIA).

Figure 5. Time variation of sequence number and congestion window size with packet losses inserted (TCP Reno).

Figure 6. Time variation of sequence number and congestion window size with packet losses inserted (CUBIC TCP).
with TCP Reno and CUBIC TCP, which are commonly used in conventional TCP communications.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION THROUGH ACTUAL CONGESTION

A. Experiment Configuration

As the second experiment, we tried to evaluate the performance of the MPTCP congestion control when there are actual congestion. Figure 7 shows the network configuration used in this experiment. We added a single path TCP data sender and a bridge introducing a bottleneck link in the configuration used in the first experiment. At the interface of the bridge to the data receiver, we set the limit of data link rate to 10 Mbps, by using `tc` command with the `tbf` filter. The reason for limiting the bandwidth to 10 Mbps is that the results in the previous experiment show that the MPTCP throughput is larger than 10 Mbps even if it uses LIA, and so a 10 Mbps link will become a bottleneck actually. The congestion control algorithm at the MPTCP data sender is set to LIA and that at the single path TCP data sender is set to TCP Reno or CUBIC TCP.

B. Experiment Results

Table II shows the average throughput of MPTCP flow and single TCP flow, for 10 sec data transfer by `iperf`. For each combination of LIA and TCP Reno, or LIA and CUBIC TCP, we conducted four experiment runs. When the single TCP flow uses TCP Reno, the average of four runs is 2.82 Mbps for MPTCP flow and 7.03 Mbps for single TCP flow. When CUBIC TCP is used, that is 1.58 Mbps for MPTCP flow and 8.37 Mbps for single TCP flow. In both cases, the average throughput is lower for MPTCP flow. When the single TCP flow uses CUBIC TCP, the throughput of MPTCP flow is decreased further.

In order to investigate more detailed behaviors, we examined the time variation of sequence number and congestion window size for MPTCP subflows and single TCP flow. We picked up the results indicated by gray shadow in Table II. Figure 8 shows the results when the single TCP subflow uses TCP Reno. The sequence number (transmitted

![Network configuration by actual congestion](image-url)

**Figure 7.** Network configuration by actual congestion.

**TABLE II.** AVERAGE THROUGHPUT WITH ACTUAL CONGESTION (Mbps).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>LIA &amp; Reno</th>
<th>LIA &amp; CUBIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPTCP</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single TCP</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Time variation of sequence number and congestion window size](image-url)

**Figure 8.** Time variation of sequence number and congestion window size with actual congestion (LIA & TCP Reno).

![Time variation of sequence number and congestion window size](image-url)

**Figure 9.** Time variation of sequence number and congestion window size with actual congestion (LIA & CUBIC TCP).
bytes) increases fastest in the single TCP flow, next in the Ethernet subflow and most slowly in the WLAN subflow. As for the time variation of congestion window size, the graph of the single TCP flow and that of the Ethernet subflow are in a similar shape, but the value itself is larger for the single TCP flow. The increase of congestion window size of WLAN subflow is suppressed largely.

Figure 9 shows the results when the single TCP subflow uses CUBIC TCP. In this case, the increase of sequence number is much larger for the single TCP flow. The time variation of congestion window size is also much larger for the single TCP flow. The congestion window size of the MPTCP subflows does not increase but is almost flat along the time. This is similar with the results shown in Figure 4, and this decreases the throughput of MPTCP flow.

From those two results, it can be said that the increase of congestion window in MPTCP subflows using LIA is restricted when they share a congested link with other single TCP flows. The congestion window in LIA is suppressed even when MPTCP subflow shares a bottleneck link with TCP Reno. If LIA coexists with CUBIC TCP, the congestion window is suppressed largely.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper described the experimental analysis of the standard congestion control algorithm for MPTCP, Linked Increase Adaptation. As the first experiment, we used a network configuration with Ethernet subflow and WLAN subflow, among which packet losses are inserted in Ethernet subflow. We set the congestion control algorithm for subflows to LIA, TCP Reno, and CUBIC TCP. As a result, the throughput of LIA was smallest. As the second experiment, we used a network configuration using a bridge node introducing a bottleneck link. We also used a node for a single TCP flow. In this configuration, we executed one MPTCP flow using LIA and one single TCP flow with TCP Reno or CUBIC TCP. In this experiment, we obtained a result that MPTCP with LIA is suppressed largely by the single TCP flow with Reno or CUBIC TCP. These results come from the fact that the LIA, the standard congestion control algorithm for MPTCP, is conservative in order to maintain the “Do no harm” principle that requires an MPTCP flow not to use too much network resource compared with single TCP flows. It may be expected to introduce more aggressive congestion control algorithms comparative with high speed congestion control algorithms like CUBIC TPC.
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Abstract—Nowadays, the novel Vehicle to Grid (V2G) technology is becoming of high interest in the domain of Electric Vehicles (EVs). In the context of many EVs connected to the power grid, the V2G technology has as its primary objective to control and assure a necessary balance between the consumption of the energy by some EVs and possible energy delivery into the power grid by other EVs. The V2G applications potentially help to increase the supply grid performance, concerning system stability, efficiency, and reliability. Given the novelty of V2G networking, this paper exposes a short survey on the V2G technology, focusing on identifying the challenges and open research issues for our future work. Also, some solutions and not yet solved problems in V2G are discussed. The approach of using a Software Defined Network (SDN) type of control is briefly introduced.

The advantages of SDN-Based Smart Grid (SG) are identified, as well as some challenges, especially related to the centralised concept of the SDN.

Keywords-V2G; Electric Vehicles; SDN-Based Smart Grid; Software Defined-V2G.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Vehicle to Grid (V2G) technology has recently received increased interest from researchers because of its advantages for both the environment and for power systems. From the environmental perspective, Electric Vehicles (EVs) are nature-friendly because of their reduced pollution when compared with conventional vehicles (fuel and gasoline). From the power system perspective, by exploiting the battery of the EV, it can act as power storage that can be used based on demand. The Smart Grid (SG) is a comprehensive innovation proposed for managing and monitoring the traditional power grid. The SG introduces a bidirectional communication (two-way) between service companies, and consumers and has sensors over the transmission lines that why it is called “Smart Grid”. Therefore, the main objective of the V2G technology is to provide available distributed power to serve the EVs connected to the SG.

Figure 1 illustrates the bidirectional connection between EVs and the SG. The power can flow in two directions: from the power generator, over the SG to reach EVs or back, from the EVs to the SG. Usually, the EVs are supposed to have appropriate resources in order to benefit from the advantages the V2G technology has to offer [1]. Software, processing power, and power electronics devices should be included in the design of EVs. The EVs can be attached to Distributed Networks (DNs) [2], to deliver power to a grid at peak hours of load and thus enhance the overall system efficiency and reliability. Moreover, the EVs must have three essential elements:

- A connection to the SG for power flow.
- Physical and logical communication connections to the grid operator, used for control purposes.
- Onboard metering capabilities and controls of the EVs.

The power grid arranges the vehicles in a group called an aggregator. Also, it coordinates the charging and discharging processing in order to provide reliable operation.

SDN offers flexible control by separating the control plane from the data plane. The control plane has programmable controllers and logical centralisation. Controllers can have access to the entire network information, so it is easy to configure the network and deploy new protocols. Switches in the data plane provide only simple data forwarding function, thus matching packets can be processed rapidly to adjust the growing traffic.

As a novel technology, the V2G is facing challenges, and therefore, several open research issues exist. This work identifies several open problems, some of which have solutions and some are still unresolved.

The structure of this paper is the following: Section II describes some relevant work in the field. Section III presents the features of SDN control integration into the SG. In Section IV, we address EVs charging issues in the SG and we outline the usage of SDN as a control solution in the V2G environment. In Section V, we describe a general SDN-Based V2G framework. Section VI identifies some open research challenges. The conclusion is summarised in Section VII.

Figure 1. The connection between EVs and the power grid.
II. SUMMARY OF RELATED WORK

Wang et al. [3] introduce a novel architecture of distributed energy management for the integration of V2G networks with EV aggregator, aiming to achieve energy balancing between the grid side and the EVs side. The paper analyses theoretically what are the constraints of charging, incorporated in the form of Willingness To Pay (WTP) and proposes a distributed framework to coordinate the system behaviour during charging and discharging.

According to SDN features as mentioned above, SDN can solve two problems of V2G. First, V2G have the problem of complex network configuration and management due to the dynamic of V2G. Second, unbalanced the energy distribution in V2G, so the importance of communication data is different. The SDN can accelerate forwarding time and achieve traffic control.

Zhang et al. [4] proposed for V2G communication model, software-defined V2G (SD-V2G), aiming to apply SDN in V2G. This proposal deals with the dynamic communication and security for the V2G system. Also, a security communication mechanism (SCM) is proposed to ensure non-repudiation, confidentiality, integrity, and authentication.

Sun et al. [5] proposed a software-defined charging network architecture for hybrid EVs having three architectural planes: physical, control and application plane. Some more details are provided in Section IV.

Li et al. [6] exploit the multicast communication to collect information on the battery status and State of Charge (SOC) from EVs. They propose a battery status sensing by a software-defined multicast (BSS-SDM) scheme, where the battery status of each EV is identified during SOC transitions and maintained by a centralised controller. Additionally, a battery-status-based multicast scheduling algorithm is proposed to implement the V2G regulation optimisation. The work presented simulation results that verified the effectiveness of the proposed schemes. The BSS-SDM is shown to be more adaptive than to achieve optimal costs of the V2G regulation delay time in IEC 61850 advanced for V2G. Li et al. [6] also propose the system operations are proposed by Chen et al. [7]. They introduce a ‘‘two-tier SDN based framework’’.

The results have shown that it is easier to upgrade and configure the SG. However, there are other open issues (e.g., request balancing between tiers) required to be solved.

Rehman et al. [8] presented a comprehensive survey on the SDN-controlled SG, including a taxonomy of the advantages and the architectures. Also, this work identifies some challenges, open research issues, and future directions.


III. MAJOR ADVANTAGES OF SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING IN SMART GRIDS CONTEXT

The SDN technology can successfully be used to manage in a centralised way the communication entities in the SG system and also to improve the efficiency, scalability, and resiliency. By deploying the SDN in SG technology, one can reduce the system cost and management complexity, making easier the system upgrades. In particular, this solution is appropriate to satisfy the demands of charging operation.

The SDN controller can offer (Rehman et al. [8]):

- **Programmability**: this feature is an added value that SDN brings to SG. For instance, appropriate decisions (dynamically changeable) can be taken, in situations when a specific link should be used, based on differences in SG communication traffic. However, an open research issue is related to the fact that different SG components might use different protocols and are based on different standards. Therefore, the SDN controller should be able to handle diverse communication technologies. This issue can be solved by taking benefit from the abstraction capability of the SDN architecture (data plane is abstracted at the control plane level). This separation can also be exploited in SG, in terms of management and communication support.

- **SDN independence on vendor specific data plane solutions**: SG can implement and run diverse applications, networking technologies, and protocols.

- **Powerful traffic management**: SDN controller can naturally identify data flows, i.e., it can install appropriate flow tables in the forwarding nodes. The traffic flows are treated accordingly to their particular requirements; this allows the SG to meet some specific Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (in terms of reliability, delay, and throughput).

The SG operates on different types of traffic. The SDN controller can simultaneously identify the traffic types, and set priorities to the traffic flow by dynamically programming the SDN switches. However, there is an open issue on horizontal scalability, in terms of the number of devices in the vehicular network that can be managed by a single SDN controller.

IV. V2G CHARGING/DISCHARGING SOLUTIONS

A. Charging Coordination

A critical issue faced by V2G technology is how to coordinate a large number of EVs via the aggregator to perform charging or discharging actions, in order to offer an efficient service. This problem is a challenging one because it is hard for the aggregator to directly control the charging/discharging activities of each EV individually. Moreover, the privacy of the EVs owners should be met...
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A G (some of them would not want to disclose their personal activities).

To solve this problem, Wang et al. [3] defined for an EV a parameter named WTP (Fan et al. [10]). They formulated the V2G adjuvant services and applied methods of the contract theory (Laffont et al. [11]). A framework has been developed for distributed coordination of the EVs activities (charging/ discharging). The aggregator can coordinate the EVs and also can increase EVs revenue. One main objective is to reach a balance between power supplier and consumer. Some numerical results of their framework show that this solution can make a higher income to the aggregator.

From our point of view, the work in [3] can further continue in our future work by simulating the model and make a comparison between practical and theoretical results. Also, the location awareness of the EVs by the SG is required to apply in this model. Therefore, the SG will be able to send a request to the EVs based on demand.

B. Multicast

In multicast communication, the information is sent to multiple receivers (e.g. users) in the network. In term of SG, multicasting has been used to distribute time-critical information such as control instructions or measurement data from the Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). Generally, one PMU is deployed on a substation. Where, PMUs are responsible for monitoring the level of voltage and phasor angle of the transmission lines. Then, this information is collected by different PMUs and sent to a Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC). Then, this collected measurement data forwarded by the PDC to the control centre of the service [8].

In wide area monitoring systems, the PMUs measure information of current and voltage current and this measured information is multicasted to the control centre for immediate actions. Also, multicast can be used to inform a large number of consumers to turn-off their appliances at peak time, in order to manage and control the power level in the SG. In the substation, the multicast communication can distribute an emergency alert across substation Local Area Networks (LANs). In SDN-Based SG, multicast has been applied to V2G networks, PMUs, and substation communication.

The EVs can be considered as moving power storage which may support to supply power to entities where is energy is required. In a functional of V2G network, several sensors are installed at Charging Stations (CSs) as well on the EVs itself. These sensors help the EVs owners to monitor the charging situations of their vehicles. Consequently, by sharing this information of sensing to the V2G network, the global power grid can be stabilised. For example, the SG can schedule the charging/discharging at EVs, based on the power grid demand. This makes necessary that the V2G knows the battery status of EVs and their SOC. Through multicasting, the V2G can instruct the EVs and implement the regulations relating SOC.

Li et al. [6] proposed a battery status sensing by a software-defined multicast (BSS-SDM) scheme, the EVs access to the SG system for charging or discharging operation, controlled by the SD-V2G controller. During the power transition, the SD-V2G controller directly communicates via Southbound Interface (SBI) with data plane. The data plane is distributed devices and contains different devices: routers, Road Side Units (RSUs), smart meters, EVs, smart sensors, etc.).

The central SD-V2G controller includes functions of monitoring and controlling the EVs sensors. SD It supports the V2G multicast in order to support EVs mobility, as well to provide a capability for dynamic configuration. The simulation results show that the BSS-SDM scheme could reduce the average delay time of the V2G operation.

C. Type of Charging

Management of the regulation charging is required for the SG (especially when the number of EVs is high), in order to avoid unregulated charging that could lead to grid overload and even provoke SG breakdown. A solution to this problem is to design EVs to support the SG aiming to achieve a balance for the SG (Wang et al. [12]). Another problem is how to balance between the charging demand and the capability of service while a large number of EVs are onboard.

There are two types of charging; wired and wireless charging technologies. These two technologies have advantages of increasing the efficiency of charging and provide a bidirectional power transition. Wang et al. [13] introduced a Demand-Side Management (DSM) scheme for the wireless charging, showing that in this way the process of wireless charging can be easier and economical. Integrating both of wired and wireless charging technology into the SG required an extensive communication network to implement the DSM scheme for the EVs keeping the stability of the grid in the real time.

By investigating the advantages of SDN, Sun et al. [5] proposed a framework of Software-defined Green (SD-G), which provides both wired and wireless charging and efficient charging management. The objective is to evaluate the SD-Based EVs charging network. The architecture of SD-G framework contains three planes: physical, control, and application plane. The EVs and SG networks have both elements in the physical plane while the control plane is responsible for control, of the data and power flow. The centre of intelligent decision is served by the application plane. The EV owner will get specific information about the SG to practice the charging decision.

The simulations performed by Sun et al. [5] attempted a comparison between two cases: with SDN and without SDN control. The result shows that the demand setting time and the cost of SG operation for nodes can also be controlled.

V. A GENERAL SDN-BASED V2G FRAMEWORK

The increasing number of EVs or Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEVs) and Internet of Thing (IoT) devices, and their interaction with the SG need further study to improve the efficiency, reliability, and stability of the system operation. The integration of EVs and SG has a feature of increasing the power storage through V2G technology and corporate the SG with Renewable Energy Source-
Distributed Generations (RES-DGs). Moreover, with the integration of EVs with RES-DG into the power system, SG faces the challenges of increasing large numbers of EVs and IoT, which will affect the system scalability. Also, the connection of EV, RES-DG, IoT, sensors, etc. to the network require a hard/effort to configure the devices and maintain a convenient cost at the same time.

To address the challenges mentioned above, many contributions proposed general solutions, to cover any gaps and satisfy the consumers. The approach adopted in [7] comprises a two-tier SDN based framework for the integration of EV with SG, aiming to provide a scalable and stable system. The distribution system power flow has two tiers. First, the power flows from sub-stations to primary feeders to provide power for large-size commercial and industrial loads. Then, the power flows from primary feeders to secondary feeders to supply the small-size resident loads.

Consequently, the SDN framework also has two tiers. The tier-1 controller is located in the substation to have a global system view, while the tier-2 controller is managed by every aggregator in primary feeders to perform the power and data operations. SDN controllers on each tier collect the information frequently. This information is analysed by the application layer to achieve optimal operation then, the application layer sends new instructions to the devices in the physical layer to update their commands.

A case study [7] based on PEVs and RES-DGs can contribute to identifying the requirement of applying SDN into the SG. Three fast charging stations (A B and C) are deployed along a highway and distance between each one is 50 miles, (figure 3). The stations A and C get power generated from solar radiation, while B is a powered by the grid. It has been supposed that PEVs arrive at each station following a Poisson process through hourly variant arrival rates. The charging stations send requests to the passing PEVs for power supplement.

The first case considers 15 per cent of PEVs entering the station, following a uniform distribution. In this hypothesis, most PEV resources are wasted. The arrival rate of PEV in the stations (A and C) are increases, while the grid powered station (B) does not require any PEV, because the grid powered station is stable and consistent source for the V2G services. Note that the cloudy station would require more PEVs than the sunny station.

The second case applies the SDN lower-tier operation. The passing PEVs can be fully used to help the stations to complete their V2G services. The SDN coordinated performance is improved, while the PEV arrival rate increases. The cloudy station requires far more PEVs than the other two stations. The SDN-based system can analyse the service requests depending on weather conditions; it is able to direct more PEVs to the most needed station to help the V2G service.

VI. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUE AND CHALLENGES

Given that V2G is a new technology, many frameworks have been proposed; however, some of them have not yet been implemented, given many open issues. In this section, we identify the challenges of the V2G technology from the communication side in order to guide for our future work investigations.

A. Wired and Wireless Charging

In practice, many different charging standards have been adopted (in single wireless or wired charging technology). A unified charging standard would be necessary to be studied.
and defined. Wireless EVs charging may have two significant behaviours; static and dynamic charging. By applying the dynamic charging in the road, one can reduce the traffic in the SG. If both of wireless/wired charging are supported by EVs/SG, a selection decision is required to get optimal charging operations.

B. Synchronising Between Tiers

The aggregators in primary-feederers [7] obtain and implement the instructions from the upper-tier. On the other hand, they obtain requests from the physical devices in the lower-tier, and provide suitable responses. Unsynchronised data transmission of instructions from upper-tier and the lower-tier requests may cause a lack of consistency at the controllers in lower-tier. In some situation, the analysis process at controllers in the lower-tier possibly will meet different operation circumstances so that the controller will be confused. The problem of balancing and evaluating process between the instructions in upper-tier and requests in the lower-tier, will be study and simulate in our future work. Additionally, we will apply a simulation for the charging and discharging decision and control process using the tools of OMNET++.

C. SDN-Based V2G and Energy Internet (EI)

A novel concept has been proposed recently called Energy Internet (EI), aiming to connect numbers of SG devices for the purpose of management of the power flows. Similar to traditional internet, the EI has routers and the idea is to find the optimal routes and/or paths. That approach will achieve high efficiency in the power distribution. Also, EI has Local Area Networks (LAN), called (e-LAN) in the Energy Internet standard. The power routers are responsible for power flows management between various SG devices and, in this regard, Wang et al. [14] proposed different algorithms of energy routing. Chelmis et al. [15], Zhang et al. [16], and Hou et al. [17] presented some results about the integrating EI and SDN; this novel concept still requires hard efforts in order to achieve an efficient and reliable system operation of SDN-Based Energy internet. For instance, it is hard for a single power router to have the information of the entire network status at a short time. Therefore, the real global smart control is not achieved yet.

D. Integrating Fog and Cloud (Foud) For 5G-Enabled V2G Networks

To deal with the high mobility of EV, the computing resources provided by mobile computing devices are integrated with the provisional Fog dynamically. So, the performance of the V2G applications and services in Foud computing is affected by the mobility of EVs. Efficient resource management can be implemented by dynamically integrating the mobile computing resources with provisional fog, and integrating cloud computing with temporary fog (Foud), which is constitute a significant open issue needs to study further. Also, integrating between Foud and two-tiers framework could be a useful solution to reduce the large data in the SDN controller.

E. Failures Detection

A central SDN controller may face failure issues, such as breakdown, resource limitation by a malicious switch, and so on, that is could be causing a loss of SDN controller service. Therefore, solution for this problem is required. Also, fast failure detection and recovery using the OpenFlow should be analysed; in the situation of communication link failure, the packets should be routed to additional rout with/without asking the SDN controller.

VII. CONCLUSION

The novel V2G technology is still facing many problems and challenges, especially from the communication perspective. The SDN is a powerful solution to have a global view on the network. It can also solve problems management and control for V2G service. The EVs represent an available power storage distribution to the grid based on the demand, integrating the SDN in the SG; one can control the EVs onboard and coordinate their charging status. In this paper, we have discussed some open research issues concerning the integrations of SDN in SG. Multicasting and scheme of SDN-Based V2G will be considered in our future work. Finally, we have identified and discussed some challenges, open research issues, and future research directions related to SDN-based V2G.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the 5th telecommunication generation (5G) is at its first deliveries, with trials running everywhere in the world. Telecommunication operators and manufacturers have a clear understanding of the 5G architecture and its benefits [1]. Indeed, 5G brings significant innovations, with a new architecture based on a mindset shift from connection-centric to service-centric [2]. There are different 5G solutions offered by telecommunication operators or infrastructure providers, and all of them agree on the vision of 5G enabling a new era where vertical services can be deployed end-to-end in the network. In such a view, the role of the edge of the network, and especially the Radio Access Network (RAN), is strategic. In the 5G architecture, there is a strong need to deploy a wide range of vertical services with low-latency requirements, in order to increase the Quality of Experience (QoE) for the end-user. This means flexible deployment across the physical infrastructure, as achievable by embracing the Software Defined Network – Network Function Virtualization (SDN-NFV) paradigm, and optimized communications at all levels, where traditional Virtual Machines (VMs) have decidedly been superseded by containers thanks to their reduced overheads.

Optimizing end-to-end vertical services in 5G can take advantage of SDN-NFV, so that having a multitude of nodes, e.g., data-center, core network or RAN nodes, managed by a (logically) centralized controller, allows for achieving high flexibility in the network architecture, enabling an optimum deployment of services. However, this also introduces a number of challenges, because the characteristics, requirements and acceptable latencies can be quite heterogeneous for the various nodes, where distance from the RAN plays a crucial role [3] [4] [5]. Novel Virtualized RAN (V-RAN) solutions may also tackle the important foreseen explosion of power consumption, especially in urban environments with high population density [6]. The new architecture for 5G in the RAN domain could be not mature enough to allow seamless deployments. For this reason, the most important operators worldwide established the O-RAN alliance [7] to drive the technology evolution, attracting all the technology providers too.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the background about service deployment, while Section III proposes an overview on the related 5G issues and Section IV focuses on PoP transparency. In Section V key inter-container communication solutions are compared. The paper is concluded with some final remarks and an overview of future works in Sections VI and VII, respectively.

II. BACKGROUND ON SERVICE DEPLOYMENT

It the SDN-NFV architecture, as described by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [8], the two concepts work together to provide, manage and control the underlying common end to end infrastructure (topology view) where to deploy, secure and supervise any type of vertical service (service view), as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Example of a SDN-NFV architecture views.](image_url)
tical services. These are composed into service-chains, “common bricks” that let new services be deployed quicker. Moreover, establishing and supervising communication channels between two or more services is needed to provide security and protect sensitive data from malicious access. A Virtualized Network Function (VNF) deployment is the responsibility of the MANO framework, where any infrastructure resource is assigned to a service through network slice assignments. Indeed, network slicing is an End-to-End network characterization of a service deployment and is based on resource allocation and control. Any available resource in any node shall be manageable via resource slices. Then, slice definition is actually the assignment of a different network, computing, storage, and radio resources to a vertical service, from access to data center node (see Figure 2).

Radio Resources are critical for the RAN, so while bringing the SDN-NFV paradigm into the RAN, constraining placement locations through the Point of Presence (PoP) [10] assignment is mandatory for latency control. This paper is not concerned about how slices are assigned, but it focuses on the need for a slice definition that includes the function-to-function communication requirements as a crucial resource to manage. It is critical to consider appropriately the various options that are available to accelerate said communications both in hardware and in software, among services deployed throughout the various servers within the edge infrastructure. For example, the computing allocation in edge servers, and so the definition itself of computing slicing, may be based on radio access service characteristics like bandwidth, latency, and deadline [11]. Network slicing in multiple domains is a foundational building block in the SDN-NFV architecture [12].

Therefore, an effective service framework needs to handle [13] service deployment along with resource allocation and control, coupled with proper network slice definition and management (see Figure 3). To this purpose, it is essential to frame the slice definition in the context of the VNF file descriptors [10]. This makes a service framework usable in the context of service deployment and for the RAN.

III. 5G, SDN-NFV AND V-RAN

The RAN evolution needed to meet the 5G expectations is entirely driven by the new challenging requirements [5]: latency constraints, radio bandwidth and available resources (computing, storage, and connectivity). This is a bare consequence of the primary 5G goal: support a wide range of services, from Internet of Things (IoT) to Machine-Type Communication (MTC) or Machine-to-Machine (M2M), that look promising also in the perspective of expanding operators’ opportunities. In such a scenario, RAN architectures need to evolve, embracing more and more reconfigurable radio platforms, flexibility in resource management via a fully compliant SDN-NFV framework (towards V-RAN), and the use of commercial off-the-shelf hardware when possible, to reduce the cost of the infrastructure [14]. In this context, the RAN internal protocol-layer functional decomposition is widely accepted today and brings to have a wide range of deployment options to explore. Possible solutions involve the RAN functions spread throughout the Radio Unit (RU), Distributed Unit (DU) or Centralized Unit (CU) in the 5G case, as exemplified in Figure 4, or throughout the Remote Radio Head (RRH) and Baseband Unit (BBU) in the 4G case. The RAN functional split point can be chosen as a compromise between higher flexibility and higher complexity, in a range that moves from the so-called “Distributed RAN” to the so-called “Centralized RAN” [15]. A specific terminology has been defined [16] to describe the RAN functional split options:

- LLS: Low layer Split; defines the connection and interface between Radio and central units. It is based on CPRI, eCPRI or RoE;
- HLS: High Layer Split; defines the splitting of the internal protocol stack in a typical base-station between distributed and centralized units. Depending on splitting option implemented, interface can be F1, F1-C and F1-U or E1;
• RU: Radio Unit. Contains all RAN functions placed below the LLS interface;
• DU: Distributed Unit. Contains all RAN functions places between LLS and HLS interfaces;
• CU: Centralized Unit. Contains all RAN function above HLS interface and terminates inter-RAN (X2, Xn) interfaces.

Figure 5 shows the 5G splitting architecture concept and the max latency value (based on IEEE 1914.3 [17]), where a proper configuration can be chosen according to the available latency budget for the service [18]. It is worth to note that, in the resulting architecture, different functions are not required to be placed at different physical locations. Indeed, where the RU, DU, CU-CP (Control Plane) and CU-UP (User Plane) may be placed depends on:

• the operators’ requirements;
• the transport network topology;
• the physical site constraints;
• the latency and capacity infrastructure limitations.

In other words, theoretically, Radio Service Providers should design their split architecture to guarantee all suggested deployment options, unless this needs a too costly orchestration software complexity.

IV. POP TRANSPARENCY

The different placement scenarios can also be seen as a modular migration path from 4G to 5G or, in other words, a smooth method for the introduction of 5G. Technical pros and cons of the RAN functional split are well known and have already been described in literature [5] [19]. Deployments are normally based on OS-level virtualization (i.e., containers) in order to support optimized resource usage [11]: the cost of virtualization is minimized while at the same time the compute slice can be managed at a fine-grain resolution level, allowing a higher degree of flexibility in matching aggressive end-to-end deadline constraints. However, a service deployment approach to 5G architecture implementations implies that, for example, the blue boxes in Figure 5 can be containers managed according to the full flexibility of a service deployment framework. This flexibility in placement throughout the available PoPs in the physical infrastructure needs to be done transparently from the applications’ viewpoint, and the mapping between the logical topology of containers and their interconnections, on top of the physical infrastructure and PoPs, needs to happen exploiting the descriptive capabilities of MANO VNF descriptors (see Figure 6).

With this new service-oriented mindset, containers need to use communication primitives that:

• are virtualized, so as to be slice definable;
• are always providing the same virtual port to a container, independently of where containers are housed in the infrastructure (see Figure 7);
• are designed in a performance-oriented way, i.e., inter-container communications exhibit the lowest possible latency, fully using special hardware acceleration and software/OS/kernel features to let that be possible.

V. INTER-COLUMNAR COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE

Network connections between containers and external nodes have traditionally been implemented by using virtual ethernet pairs and software bridges / virtual switches. When a virtual ethernet pair is created, the kernel creates two software Network Interface Controllers (NICs) (there is no physical NIC.
attached to them) connected point-to-point (packets sent to one of the two interfaces are received by the other, and vice-versa). To allow a containerized application to communicate with the external world, one of the two interfaces is inserted in the container namespace, while the other one is attached to a software bridge or a virtual switch (such as opensw/vswitch or similar). This means that, in order to exchange data between applications executing in two containers running on the same physical machine, the following data-path is used:

- The first application sends a network packet using send(), sendto(), write() or similar on the virtual ethernet visible in its namespace.
- The packet is copied from the application address space to the kernel space.
- The kernel networking code moves the packet to the software bridge or virtual switch, that forwards it to the other application.
- The second application receives the packet using recv(), recvfrom(), read() or similar on the virtual ethernet visible in its namespace.
- The packet is then copied from kernel space to the address space of the second application.

As it can be seen, this implies the invocation of at least two system calls, various switches from user-space to kernel space, at least two data copies, different scheduling decisions, and so on. As a result, the networking performance could be penalized. This can be a substantial limitation in supporting the desired 5G functional split, that could be reduced exploiting different communication technologies.

For example, for communications between containers located on the same physical node, it would be possible to map a shared memory region in the address spaces of the two containerized applications and use it for exchanging data. This can be done in a transparent way by using the Intel Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) framework [20].

DPDK provides a set of libraries originally designed to use a NIC in user space, without passing through the kernel every time a packet is sent or received. Moreover, DPDK allows for sending/receiving packets without relying on hardware interrupts generated by the NIC. This is done by mapping in the application memory the NIC buffer ring and control registers, and directly accessing them at the application level (polling on the NIC registers instead of waiting for interrupts). These techniques allow for a dramatic decrease in the overhead, increasing the achieved throughput and decreasing the latency. DPDK also provides support for virtual NICs, that can be useful for inter-container communications. In particular, it provides drivers for virtio and vhost-user.

Virtio [21] [22] is a para-virtualization standard, also defining virtual NICs based on virtual queues of received and transmitted packets, that can be shared between guest and host. Virtio network devices are generally implemented by hypervisors such as qemu/kvm, that can relay on external services such as vhost [23] to move packets between guest and host, or between different guests on the same host.

The vhost functionalities can be implemented either in kernel space or in user-space. In the former case, the vhost-net kernel module is used, that creates a kernel thread to move packets. In the latter case, a user-space process is responsible [24] for implementing the vhost functionalities, mapping the shared buffers in guest memory. In this approach, known as vhost-user, the user-space process implementing the vhost functionalities uses a UNIX domain socket for low-bandwidth signalling.

DPDK provides a virtio driver that is able to connect to virtio-net virtual interfaces, and a vhost-user driver that can be used by user-space processes (for example, virtual switches) to implement the vhost-user functionalities connecting different VMs. But the vhost-user driver can also be used to implement the virtual interfaces a virtio driver can directly connect to. Hence, a DPDK-based virtual switch running in the host can create virtio-net interfaces which DPDK-based applications running in the containers can connect to. Figure 8 shows the inter-container communication support provided by the presented approaches.

![Figure 8. Inter-container virtual switching: (a) software-only solution; (b) using SR-IOV support; (c) using DPDK with vhost in user mode.](image)

In order to evaluate the impact of the overhead introduced by the packet transmission mechanism (and the advantages of using different software architectures), we performed some experiments on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 at 2.40GHz.

The first experiment is designed to measure the overhead caused by the system calls needed to send packets through virtual Ethernet pairs. It is based on two applications sending and receiving small User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets, located on the same physical machine: the first application (running in an lxc container) sends packets at the maximum possible rate, and the second application (running in a different container) measures the received packet rate. Even without using a software bridge or switch (inserting one of the two virtual Ethernets in the first container and the other one in the second container), the maximum achievable packet rate is about 310000 packets per second (pps). Considering a payload of 64 bytes, this results in a throughput of less than 160 Mbps.

To evaluate the advantages of using the DPDK virtio and vhost-user drivers (running in user space), we performed a second experiment using two lxc-based containers and the "testpmd" DPDK application:

- an instance of testpmd running in the host provides two virtio interfaces (one per container) using vhost-net, and forwards packets between them, acting as a bridge;
- an instance of testpmd in the first container produces packets and sends them on the first virtio interface;
- an instance of testpmd in the second container receives packets from the second virtio interface.
Using this setup, it has been measured that the applications can transmit about 12800000 pps (considering 64-bytes packets, this is about 6.5Gbps). Note that the “testpmd” application connecting the two containers is not a real switch, but a DPDK application that is used only to test the drivers’ performance.

Vector Packet Processing (VPP) [25] is a technology used in the virtual switch provided by the Fast Data Project (FD.io) [26]. In a standard switch, each packet is received, processed, and forwarded before receiving the next packet from the NIC queue, and this way of serving packets can have bad effects on cache locality (and on the forwarding performance). Hence, VPP receives, processes, and forwards packets in batches, resulting more cache friendly and achieving a higher networking performance.

We performed a third experiment using VPP (which can be used as a real bridge, switch, or router) instead of testpmd to connect the two containers. This experiment, performed with the goal of evaluating the performance of a complete switching solution (and not only the performance of the userspace drivers) revealed that the packet rate drops to about 6400000pps (3.27Gbps). Such a lower performance is due to the real switch logic that is present in VPP and not in testpmd.

Figure 9 shows the packet rate (in kpps) that “testpmd” and VPP are able to forward as a function of the input packet rate. While testpmd manages to handle 13 million packets per second, VPP sustains only 8 million pps, due to its higher functional complexity.

VI. Conclusions

SDN-NFV enables unprecedented flexibility and ease of maintenance for service chains deployments, but the achievable end-to-end performance is greatly affected by what mechanisms are used for the underlying communications among micro services, regardless of these being hosted as traditional Virtual Machines or containers. Solutions based on containers are becoming the de-facto standard for efficient usage of resources, and inter-container communications can bootstrap an effective Radio Access Technology (RAT) software architecture for 5G. This becomes even more important for critical latency-sensitive RAT services, that cannot be hosted anywhere, being constrained to be located not too far from their needed radio elements. In this context, it is also possible to leverage the specification of the PoP through VNF file descriptors, so as to achieve a RAT service chain configuration corresponding to the needed trade-off between distributed and centralized RAN solutions. However, as shown elsewhere [27] and remarked in this paper, the performance of container-to-container communications has a great potential to affect the finally achievable End-to-End performance, also depending on the hardware accelerations and software optimizations that are available in the underlying infrastructure. Therefore, inter-container communication is a key element to realize 5G implementations fully exploiting the potential of SDN-NFV architectures, where the work presented in this paper, including the general overview of the involved technological hardware and software solutions, along with the experimental comparison among a few of them, is just a starting point for a more structured in-depth study, needed to design effective and efficient solutions that become enablement factors for future 5G scenarios.

VII. Future Work

Concerning directions for future work on the topic, additional experimentation evaluating the impact of different software and hardware architectures on the performance of inter-container communications is needed. For example, the use of SR-IOV capable NICs has the advantage of off-loading CPU packet-processing workload to the NIC [28], but in the case of communications among entities on the same physical node this might be easier to handle in software, avoiding unnecessary bus cycles. This has to be evaluated also in light of the fact that high-performance software-based switching solutions within hypervisors and operating systems is already going towards dropping the support of the full set of features of a switch, in favour of more static (but faster) solutions like macvlan/macvtap [29] or Virtual Ethernet Bridge (VEB) [30] [31]. Indeed, static solutions such as macvtap have been shown [32] to perform better in high-packet rate scenarios than more dynamic and flexible solutions like full-featured virtual switching. Further trade-off points between performance and flexibility might become possible in presence of specific hardware features, like full SR-IOV support. It is also interesting to perform additional experimental results, and compare them with benchmarks already appeared in literature [33] [34]. In this context, the optimality of the solution has to face additional possible constraints, like the ones behind the Virtual Ethernet Port Aggregator (VEPA) [31] and its use with switches supporting the hairpin-mode. This forces packets to reach the external adjacent switch even in case of local communications, due to the need for exposing all traffic, including the internal one, to the networking monitoring and management layer in a uniform way, however the performance is expected to lower in this case. Also, in the context of high-performance packet processing for NFV, approaches that are gaining popularity are the kernel-bypass ones [35] [36], that do not rely on traditional TCP/IP networking support by the operating system or hypervisor, whilst direct access to the hardware NIC is preferred (either its physical or virtual functions if SR-IOV is in place), on top of which custom or optimized user-space networking stacks are built. Having the possibility to control such features from a high level, such as through VNF MANO...
descriptors, is all but straightforward [37], so additional work is needed along such direction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OpenStack is a set of software tools for building and managing cloud computing platforms for public and private clouds. It is backed by some of the biggest companies in software development and hosting (AT&T, Ericsson, Huawei, Intel, Rackspace, Redhat, Suse, Tencent Cloud), as well as thousands of individual community members. OpenStack is managed by the OpenStack Foundation, a non-profit organization that oversees both development and community-building around the project [1].

OpenStack supports users to deploy Virtual Machines (VM) and other instances that handle different tasks for managing a cloud environment on the fly. It is horizontally scalable, i.e., it can concurrently serve more or fewer users on the fly by just spinning up more instances. For example, a mobile application that needs to communicate with a remote server can divide the communication work across many different instances, all communicating with one another but scaling quickly and easily as the application gains more users [1].

OpenStack is an open source software giving open access to the source code, to make any changes or modifications needed, and freely sharing these changes back out with the community at large. Consequently, it has the benefit of thousands of developers all over the world cooperating to make the product stronger, more robust and more secure [1] - [3].

As mentioned in the abstract, this paper presents a complete, pragmatic work for IaaS environment creation with OpenStack. Note that, currently, it is hard for users to find a complete view on how OpenStack should be deployed without bottlenecks in a carefully defined environment.

Different OpenStack deployment scenarios [4][5][7][8] are available on the Internet; however, after several attempts to have OpenStack installed following those steps only, the developer discovers that some additional steps and problem solving solutions are missing. In this paper, we try to fill this gap by presenting in one place a complete installation of OpenStack using Devstack, as well as the configurations required and the developer during the process.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Sections I and II present a high level view on OpenStack and what can and has been achieved with this platform until now. Section III describes the architecture and services. Section IV elaborates a step by step OpenStack IaaS deployment. Section V presents some hints for the deployment to end users and developers.

II. OPENSTACK AS A SOLUTION ENABLER AND RELATED WORK

OpenStack is a key enabler in the adoption of cloud technology, while following Public, Private, or Hybrid models [2].

OpenStack, as is, can be adopted by any user who wants to start exploring the cloud world or by any developer who wants to have a free cloud environment, built up in minutes, to test the applications that he/she develops. The platform has a wide variety of usage scenarios.

Big industry players like Oracle and Huawei offer OpenStack also for Enterprise usage. For example, Huawei OpenStack-based platform is called Flexible Engine, while Oracle’s is named Oracle OpenStack. Naturally, an enterprise platform is more elaborated and reliable than a free one, especially for the support it provides and the available structure of the information needed for different implementations. However, a significant price has to be paid if wanting an enterprise solution.
Many companies have already adopted OpenStack. According to iDatalabs [9] there are around 6,856 companies that use OpenStack; the reason is the openness and wide variety of usage scenarios.

The work that has been done until now can be marked in several fields, like: security, monitoring, cloud Service Orchestration, Networking (SDN, NFV), cloud IaaS and so on. Several references can provide further details [10]-[13].

However, given the large spread of published work related to OpenStack, it is difficult to find a thorough nutshell document presenting the development steps. This article tries to do it. In our knowledge, the practical hints and ideas provided in Section V cannot be found all in one place. Here, the practical hints are based on a real experience gathered when the user/developer actually interacts and works with OpenStack.

Therefore, this document can provide a good and helpful guide to all people wanting to use OpenStack as a development, test or production cloud Platform. It can be considered as a good and practical contribution to what has been done until now.

III. OPENSTACK ARCHITECTURE AND SERVICES

A. OpenStack Architecture

This section shortly presents the OpenStack architecture and services (see Figure 1, [2]).

B. OpenStack Services

The above architecture presents the OpenStack Services and how they communicate. Further, the paper will speak shortly about each presented service.

OpenStack embraces a modular architecture (Figure 2) to provide a set of core services that facilitate scalability and elasticity as core design tenets [2].

Figure 1. Loosely coupled architecture of OpenStack [6]

The OpenStack services are:

a. Compute (Nova) provides services to support the management of VM instances at scale, instances that host multi-tiered applications, dev or test environments, “Big Data” crunching Hadoop clusters, or high-performance computing [2].

b. Object Storage (Swift) provides support for storing and retrieving arbitrary data in the cloud [2].

c. Block Storage (Cinder) provides persistent block storage for Compute instances [2].

d. Networking (neutron, previously called quantum) provides various networking services to cloud users (tenants), such as IP address management, Domain Name Server (DNS), Dynamic Host Configuration protocol (DHCP), load balancing, and security groups (network access rules, like firewall policies) [2].

e. Dashboard (Horizon) provides a web-based interface for both cloud administrators and cloud tenants [2].

f. Identity (Keystone) is a shared service that provides authentication and authorization services throughout the entire cloud infrastructure. The Identity service has pluggable support for multiple forms of authentication [2].

g. Image (Glance) provides disk-image management services, including image discovery, registration, and delivery services to the Compute service, as needed [2].

Messaging is used for internal communication between OpenStack services. By default, message queues are used, based on the Advanced Messaging Queuing Protocol (AMQP). Like most OpenStack services, AMQP supports pluggable components. Today, the implementation back end could be RabbitMQ, Qpid, or ZeroMQ [2].

C. Data Protection & Security

The OpenStack Identity Service (Keystone) takes care of both the user’s and customer’s data, because the authentication uses a combination of domains, projects (tenants), users and roles. By creating tenants, logical customer (and their respective data) segregation is possible. This means that each customer has access to his/her own data and no other data. Therefore, customer data is secured.

For example, in public clouds, logical segregation is very important, because each customer is deployed in the same
public cloud; however, it is logically separated from the rest of the customers with the help of tenants.

With OpenStack, private clouds can also be created for customers that do not want a logical segregation, but a physical one. Thus, if a customer opts for a private cloud, the customer can have access to a dedicated OpenStack environment that is deployed on a dedicated server, where no other customer has access to. Of course, this implies higher costs, but the data is physically separated. Either way, OpenStack assures that the customer’s data is fully protected and secure.

At a user level, all the access is controlled and logged. Also, the access is segregated based on users and roles. Therefore, a user cannot see or access the data and elements for another user. Also, in this way, customer data is protected and access to it is fully controlled.

IV. CREATION OF AN IaaS ENVIRONMENT IN OPENSTACK

A. Role of the Environment

The environment that is going to be created has the role of providing a basic cloud platform for experiments in different areas like: SDN, NFV, application development, integration with other cloud platforms and more.

OpenStack services used for the platform implementation are: Keystone, Horizon, Nova, Cinder, Neutron and Glance. With the help of these services, the user will be able to create the necessary IaaS environment, meaning, Compute instances with Networking and Storage that are ready for the user’s purposes.

B. The Implemented Architecture

The implemented architecture (Figure 3) shows the OpenStack services, as components used to implement the OpenStack cloud IaaS Environment and its capabilities. The capabilities are presented in Figure 3, with dotted-lines emphasizing future integration and work that can be done based on the created environment:

- Integrations with different platforms, like OpenDaylight;
- Integrations with different cloud providers;
- Providing cloud services to users and customers.

C. Implementation steps

The section will show the steps to be followed to install OpenStack and use this framework to create the cloud IaaS Environment that can be further used, as mentioned earlier, for example, as a Production environment for Application development and more.

After the creation of the IaaS Environment, the following tests can be performed:

- Ping the Compute instances from the external network (Internet Service Provider network in this case). This will be done from the Ubuntu machine;
- Connect to the Compute instances, using SSH, from the external network. This will be done from the Ubuntu machine;
- Test the connection between the Compute instances;
- Test if the Compute instances have access to the Internet. This will be tested by issuing a ping command to “google.com”, from the Compute instances.

D. The System Resources

To support the implementation, a virtual machine image, Ubuntu 16.04.4, has been used, installed on a local machine. The hardware resources are:

Physical Host
Processor: Intel Core i5-8350U CPU @ 1.70 GHz (8 CPU)
RAM Memory: 16 GB, HDD: 256 SSD

Ubuntu Virtual Box Image
Processor: 1 Virtual CPU, Memory: 4 GB
HDD: Starting from 10 GB and Dynamic Growing

The installation has been done locally, for testing purposes, on a powerful machine, but it can be scaled up easily to a datacenter environment capable of providing cloud services.

DevStack [14] has been used to automatically deploy OpenStack.
E. Installation of OpenStack Framework
1) Download and install Oracle Virtual Box;
   a) Download and deploy Ubuntu 16.04.4 (Xenial) virtual box image;
   b) Setup the Network to bridged mode;
   c) Access the machine and install OpenStack Framework:
      • First, run the following commands to pre-configure the Ubuntu environment:
        sudo apt-get update, sudo apt-get upgrade, sudo apt-get install openssh-server, sudo apt-get install git;
      • Assign static ip to the network interface:
        sudo nano /etc/network/interfaces
        # interfaces(5) file used by ifup(8) and ifdown(8)
        auto lo
        iface lo inet loopback
        auto enp0s3
        iface enp0s3 inet static
        address 192.168.1.50
        netmask 255.255.255.0
        network 192.168.1.0
        gateway 192.168.1.1
        dns-nameservers 192.168.1.1
      • Create “stack” user that will be used for OpenStack installation:
        sudo useradd -s /bin/bash -d /opt/stack -m stack
      • Assign password to stack:
        sudo passwd stack;
      • Add “stack” user to sudo group:
        sudo usermod -aG sudo stack
      • Make sure it has sudo privileges:
        echo "stack ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: ALL" | sudo tee /etc/sudoers.d/stack
        Output should be:
        stack ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: ALL
      • Login as stack:
        sudo su – stack;
      • Download Openstack DevStack:
        git clone https://github.com/openstack-dev/devstack.git -b stable/pike devstack/
      • Create local.conf file. This file will be used in the installation of OpenStack. The parameters that are setup here will be used to pre-configure the environment so that the user makes sure that the environment is fully working and accessible.
        cat > local.conf <<EOF
        [[[local[localrer]]]]
        FLOATING_RANGE=192.168.1.224/27
        FIXED_RANGE=10.11.12.0/24
        FIXED_NETWORK_SIZE=256
        FLAT_INTERFACE=enp0s3
        ADMIN_PASSWORD=secret
        DATABASE_PASSWORD=$ADMIN_PASSWORD
        SERVICE_PASSWORD=$ADMIN_PASSWORD
        RECLONE=yes
        EOF
        Note: The Fixed Range Subnet represents the subnet that will be used for the internal OpenStack Network.
      • Open and edit the file stack.sh as follows:
        Comment the below lines:
        # Start Services # ============== # Dstat # ----
        - # A better kind of sysstat, with the top process per time slice #start_dstat # Etcd # ----- # etcd is a distributed key value store that provides a reliable way to store data across a cluster of machines #if is_service_enabled etcd3; then # start_etcd3 #fi
        Save the above file.
      • Run ./stack.sh and wait for the script to finish. Note that it will take some time!
      Final output should contain following elements:
        This is your host IP address: 192.168.1.50
        This is your host IPv6 address: ::1
        Horizon is now available at http://192.168.1.50/dashboard
        Keystone is serving at http://192.168.1.50/identity/
        The default users are: admin and demo
        The password: secret
      A fully working OpenStack environment is now available for deploying cloud environments.

F. Creating an IaaS environment in OpenStack
   a) Login to the OpenStack Dashboard (http://192.168.1.50/dashboard) using the following credentials:
      user: admin & pass: secret. The User will be logged as admin, using the Project (workspace) admin.
      b) First, create an internal network using the subnet specified in the local.conf file: 10.11.12.0/24.
      Access Project -> Network -> Create Network and name the Network “internal”.
      c) Assign a subnet to the internal network using the following specifications:
        Subnet name: subnet
        Network address: 10.11.12.0/24
        Gateway IP: 10.11.12.1
        Enable DHCP
        Allocation Pools: 10.11.12.2,10.11.12.10
        DNS: 192.168.1.1
      d) The external network, called public, is automatically created by the OpenStack stack.sh script, with the subnet specified in the local.conf file. The subnet is: 192.168.1.224/27.
e) Create a Router that will route the traffic in the internal network and will make the connection with the public network, thus the Compute instances will be able to communicate with the outside world.

Note: For the device to be able to route the traffic as mentioned before, the Router will have a Gateway interface with an IP automatically setup from the public network and an interface connected in the internal network, with an IP corresponding to the Gateway IP of the internal network (10.11.12.1).

Access Project -> Network -> Router -> Create Router
   Router name: router_public
   Enable Admin State: Thicked
   External Network: public

Note: The Gateway is automatically created and has an IP assigned from the public network. In this case, the IP is 192.168.1.227. Still, remains to be created the Interface to the internal network, to route the internal traffic.

Access Project -> Network -> Routers -> router_public -> Add Interface
Note: Here you can see the Gateway that has been created automatically at the creation of the Router.

Parameters for the Interface to the internal network:
Subnet: Select the internal network.
IP Address: 10.11.12.1 (If the Gateway IP of the internal network is already in use, please assign another IP address).

f) Create the Floating IPs that will be assigned to the Compute instances. The Floating IPs will be used to connect the instances to the Outside world.
Access Project -> Network -> Floating IPs -> Allocate IP To Project. The IP will be allocated from the pool mentioned in the local.conf file: 192.168.1.224/27.
After clicking the Allocate IP button, a Floating IP will be automatically allocated.

g) Create the Compute instance.
Access Project -> Compute -> Images -> Launch
In the Details section:
   • Instance Name: compute_2
   • Availability zone: nova
   • Count: 1

Note: To make sure that on Create New Volume Tab, the button No is selected. So, the volume assigned from the selected Flavor can be used. Otherwise, the image might not be created.

In the Flavor Section, select m1.tiny (any type of image can be selected based on the power provided by the host machine).

In the Network Section, select the internal network.

After the above steps, Launch Instance button is clicked to create the Instance.

In order to see the created Compute instance, access Project -> Compute -> Instances.

h) Assign Floating IP to be able to connect the created instance to the outside world (public network).
Access Project -> Compute -> Instances. And from the Create Snapshot dropdown list, select Associate Floating IP.

IP Address: Select the Floating IP Address that was allocated at Step 11.

The Port to be associated is represented by the internal network IP address, which is assigned to the compute_2 instance that was created at Step 12.

After these steps, click the button called Associate.

Note: Now, the Floating IP is associated to the Compute instance and the link with the public network is done. The process is complete. A working and public network connected Compute instance has been created.

In order for the environment to be complete, create another Compute Instance following the same steps.

Figure 5. Compute instances

i) Allow Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) and Secure Shell (SSH) Ingress traffic to be able to do PING and SSH from the Ubuntu machine towards the OpenStack Compute instances.
In the Add Rule Window, for the Rule section, select All ICMP and leave the rest of the sections default. Then, click Add.

Note: To proceed in the same manner for SSH.

G. Testing the IaaS environment
Compute Instance One:
   Name: compute
Internal IP: 10.11.12.3
Floating IP: 192.168.1.244

Compute Instance Two:
Name: compute_2
Internal IP: 10.11.12.6
Floating IP: 192.168.1.228

a) Ping the Compute instances from the external network (ISP network in this case). This will be done from the Ubuntu Machine;

b) Connect to the Compute instances, using SSH, from the external network (this will be done from the Ubuntu Machine).

Use the following commands:
ssh cirros@192.168.1.244 (password is “cubswin:”)  
ssh cirros@192.168.1.228 (password is “cubswin:”)

Remain connected (using the last SSH Connection) on Compute instance One and ping Compute instance Two on the internal IP and then google.com.
Repeat the process being connected on Compute instance Two and ping Compute instance One.

All the tests have been successful. The Infrastructure as a Service environment can be used without hesitations for any type of deployment and application development.

V. PRACTICAL HINTS FOR DEVELOPMENT

This section suggests some practical hints that the user needs to take into consideration when deploying OpenStack.

The following hints should be considered in the development process:
a. When DevStack is used to install and configure OpenStack, one should assure that Ubuntu 16.04.4 is used as Operating System (OS). Even though DevStack supports a wide range of OSs, it is recommended to use the aforementioned OS, because it will run the smoothest and it is the most tested one. This does not mean that it cannot be installed on other OSs, but it might take a little bit more time, due to possible bottlenecks that were not tested before and need a little bit of troubleshooting from the user’s part. Like any other software,
OpenStack needs to be tested on each OS and its versions.

b. When installing OpenStack, one should setup a static IP to the host. This IP is going to be embedded throughout the installation, in various locations. This means, that if the user changes the host’s IP address, the user will not be able to access anymore the OpenStack Dashboard and its services and it will be very difficult to change the IP due to its wide spreading in the OpenStack environment. Most likely OpenStack will not work anymore and the installation needs to be done from the start.

c. When creating a Compute instance, in the Source section, one should select “No” as answer for the option “Create New Volume”. This needs to be done to avoid an error when creating the Volume for the instance. For example, if the user selects YES and also adds a value of 2 GB to the new Volume, but the selected Flavor offers the possibility for only a 1GB Volume, then an error is issued and the Volume cannot be created, due to the fact that it is a contradiction between what the Flavor can offer and the user’s selection from the Source section. Better said, OpenStack tries to create something bigger than it can be offered by the selected Flavor.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the work done during installation and configuration of the OpenStack IaaS environment, several conclusions can be drawn.

Taking advantage of OpenStack, the deployment developed in this paper can be easily replicated to another machine/server or it can be scaled to an entire Data Center, with clustering, load balancing and enhanced Disaster Recovery (DR) features, capable of providing cloud services to customers. The enhanced DR capabilities are provided with the help of SDN and NFV functions that offer the possibility to create Availability Zones and Regions, to extend Data Protection in case of a Disaster.

The implementation presented here proved that the users can actually access OpenStack resources and code to improve it or change it according to their needs and then share the results with the entire community for verification and further utilization.

The OpenStack-based system developed here can be a useful choice for users that want to start experiencing the cloud world. It can also be used for academia labs and small enterprises that want to get a competitive and at the same time affordable cloud platform.

Further developments are possible, based on this platform, in SDN and NFV combined environment, e.g. in 5G slicing management control and data planes, etc.
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Abstract—Likely unique in Europe, due to its own peculiar service delivery paradigm Lepida, the network of the public government organizations of the region Emilia-Romagna, in the north of Italy, chooses a passive Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) fiber access technology. Passive WDM deeply exploits the frequency domain in order to multiplex multiple signals in the same optical fiber. In particular, a full Coarse WDM (CWDM) approach, deployed in a pre-existent network, can increase reliability, bandwidth, security and configuration cleanliness in a pay-as-you-grow way. In this paper, we present benefits, costs, pros and cons, and how we achieve them, of an interesting concrete implementation of WDM fiber access technology in a wide and complex territory.
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I. LEPIDA NETWORK INTRODUCTION

Lepida Network (Lepida for simplicity in the following) is the fiber optic network that reaches almost all the public administration offices in the Emilia-Romagna (Italy) regional territory; one of its design constraints is that Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) uplinks should be GigaEthernet (GE) links or 10GE links. A second design constraint is the CPE capabilities: they have to be simple and cheap switching devices.

LepidaScpA [1], the entity that currently owns Lepida Network, is an in-house providing company established by a Regional Law (11/2004, “Regional Development of the Information Society”) to represent the operational instrument in the service of its shareholders (Public Administrations, Public Entities, Universities). Currently, it counts 436 shareholders, all Public Administrations and Public Entities. LepidaScpA is involved in the governance of the regional Information and Communications Technology (ICT) plan and has been given responsibility for planning, development and management of the ICT infrastructures and for development and supply of ICT services for the Public Administrations.

Lepida has been originated by a public investment in which public organizations contributed to build multiple networks cooperating with different network operators, retaining a fraction of fiber in each fiber cable. After that, from 2010, a single network has been obtained by combining all the local infrastructures; because of the original design each backbone cable of the unified network Lepida consists of at most of 24 fibers. Moreover, in 2010, in order to cut the Total Cost of Operation (TCO), the Points of Presence (POPs) number has been minimized and typical inter POP distances are since close to 80km.

As seen in Figure 1, the 12 fiber optic pairs in each section, i.e., a network segment between Lepida POPs, have to be used both to interconnect POPs and to connect the end-users to POPs. As the need of a network growth appeared, the impact of the increase in the number of users was essentially twofold:

- counterintuitive fiber optic pair routes design, i.e., users positioned in the same backbone cable (Users 3 and 4) could be connected to a different couple of POPs;
- transit on CPEs in order to connect new users, i.e., some CPEs, in Figure 1 Users a, b, c, d, e and f, have been configured as if they were a POP.

We point out that, if the first point “just” leads to a greater effort to the Network Operations structures, the second one will be deeply investigated. First of all, the latter leads to a more complicated network topology and, in order to achieve better uptime, to build CPE meshes, i.e., User a relies on POP a and User b in order to reach POP c instead of being connected to POP a only. This interdependence leads to a more complicated troubleshooting effort and to upgrade most of the equipment of the mesh on the basis of a single user needs, e.g., if User b needs a 10 Gigabits bandwidth, Users a, c and d should also be upgraded.

In this paper, we present how LepidaScpA faced the above presented issues, implementing a passive Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) fiber access technology in its network, over a wide and complex territory. Benefits, costs, pros and cons, and comparison between different technology approaches are also discussed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly presents the previously used technology and then it introduces the passive WDM solution; Section III describes the events that lead LepidaScpA to choose a full passive WDM access approach; Section IV briefly illustrates the used solution in order to track passive WDM uses; Section V describes and compares passive WDM costs between different solutions; Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PON VS PASSIVE WDM

A Passive Optical Network (PON) [2] is a fiber access technology used to provide fiber to the end-user. PON implements a point-to-multipoint architecture, in which unpowered fiber optic splitters/combiners are used to enable a single optical fiber to serve multiple end-points. PON consists of an Optical Line Terminal (OLT) at the service provider’s POP (hub) and a number of Optical Network Units (ONUs) or Optical Network Terminals (ONTs), near end-users. Typically, downstream signals are broadcast to all premises sharing multiple fibers. Upstream signals are combined using a multiple access protocol, usually Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA).

Downstream signals are combined by OLT and transmitted at the same wavelength. When the signal reaches a splitter, it does not strip off the individual signal but instead splits the signal. This results is a duplication of the same signal with reduced power. At this point, the split signal is sent into
ONU/ONT and it pulls off the data that is meant for that user based on addressing. In the upstream, all the subscribers go through the ONU or ONT and get put together again, though not necessarily sequentially, and sent upstream on another wavelength.

Passive WDM [3] deeply exploits the frequency domain in order to multiplex multiple signals in the same optical fiber. There is no need of point to multi-point media access control or to define different roles such as OLT and ONTs: each signal is assigned to a wavelength, also named “Color”, at the device port. This means that the switch or router that originates the signal will utilize a WDM transceiver instead of a standard 1310nm or 1550nm one. Moreover, it also means that signals are combined, multiplexed, but do not interact. In Passive WDM technology there are two main kinds of multiplexer: simple multiplexer (MUX) and Optical Add and Drop Multiplexer (OADM). The first one picks the Colors from single Color fiber pairs (of fiber patches) and multiplexes them into a single fiber pair. The second one adds and drops a selected subset of Colors to and from dedicated fiber pairs and allows all the others to pass.

III. FULL PASSIVE WDM ACCESS APPROACH

In this section, we focus on the events that lead to choosing, in the Lepida network, a passive WDM solution as the main fiber access technology.

The first attempts of passive WDM multiplexing were done at the beginning of 2013. The goal was to free fiber pairs in a fiber cable and the key idea was to exploit WDM (both Coarse and Dense WDM) instead of buying new dark fibers or building new infrastructures.

Subsequently, we started replacing some active devices with passive WDM ones in order to reduce some housing costs. In the previous SDH-like [4] network topology (Figure 2.a) the backhaul devices were located in other Internet Service Provider (ISP) sites. The updated network topology became an hub-and-spoke one: passive WDM devices are fully transparent and all the end-user are logically connected to the main Lepida POP site by means of a Color, i.e., a single GE WDM signal (Figure 2.b).

The focal point was the awareness of a new capability: introducing passive WDM equipment, the physical topology and the “colored topology” can be splitted. The passive WDM quickly became a design weapon that has been used to overcome the exhaustion of optical fibers or simply to redesign the access network.

Due to the introduction of passive WDM, the paths of the Colors stretch to longer distances compared to the ones of the links in the outdated network topologies. The availability of cheap WDM transceivers whose power budget can span up to 41 dB allows us to overcome the distance constraints. A flexibility improvement leads to a network redundancy improvement like in Figure 2.c. If we compare Figures 3 and 1, we see that passive WDM is exploited in order to free 6 fiber pairs and to remove a POP site (POP C).

Until the end of 2015, passive WDM devices have been installed close to the active devices (see Figure 3). The capability to route WDM signals directly inside the fiber optic splice closure leads to a Color path optimization like in Figure 4; moreover, by means of the integration between passive WDM device and fiber splice closure each signal in fiber pair can be added (and dropped) into another fiber pair without any kind of cabinet or power supply.

The end of 2016 was the end of the experimentation phase. A massive transition to passive WDM fiber access technology was rolled out after a 4-year test, more than two hundred passive WDM devices installed and about five hundred CWDM transceiver plugged in existing equipment. The transition has been split into two steps:

1) the standard transceivers have been and will be replaced by WDM ones taking advantage of the POP devices upgrade planned between 2017 and 2019 without any fiber optics rerouting;
2) deploying a passive CWDM solution, FIST-FCASA2 [6], that can be smartly managed within the Fiber Infrastructure System Technology (FIST) fiber splice.
In order to shrink the supply chain, a framework agreement with CommScope [5], the owner of the FIST brand, has been done.

A representative figure: the 6-month forecast of June 2017 indicates a need for more than 3 hundred (about 10% of the number of Lepida users) of FIST-FCASA2 devices. Each FIST-FCASA2 should have added and dropped a single CWDM Color toward a Lepida end-user. The aim is to connect each end-user to a couple of POPs by means of a single Color like in Figure 4.

What are the advantages of this full passive WDM approach? Those pursued by Lepida are the following:

- In each section between two POPs, the maximum number of end-users directly connected to two POPs are constrained by the amount of the available fiber pairs. The end-user maximum number is the product of the available fiber pairs and the number of Colors admitted by the chosen passive technology, e.g., passive CWDM solutions fix the gain to 8 or 18 compared to the solution without WDM.
- Switching from a dedicated fiber pairs approach to a dedicated WDM Colors approach frees fiber pairs that can be rented or exploited in order to connect new users.
- Each user can be connected directly to POP without any aggregation equipment: a) Each user can be in-
dependently upgraded from 1GE links to 10GE links.

b) Aggregation network devices can be avoided (nor maintained or upgraded).

- The same regular “colored” network topology (and also the same set of configuration rule between CPE and POPs) can be achieved in distinct fiber optic network topologies.

IV. PASSIVE WDM COLORS TRACKING AND TROUBLESHOOTING

Each Color spans over multiple fiber links and has its own path. Working in a network environment without the Colors, a signal loss can be related to different failures: an electrical failure, a device failure or a fiber cut. On the other hand, working in a network environment that exploits the Color paths, a fiber cut can be located by overlapping the path of the Colors involved in the failure event. Vice versa, single active equipment failure can suggest an electrical or device failure. At the end, the color path diversity can help to improve the troubleshooting process.

Colors are essentially a new degree of information about the network and have to be mapped on top of a traditional fiber network documentation. Maintaining all the information related to the Color paths require a new asset management layer. This new layer should also aid the correlation between the Color path diversity and the failure events.

In order to operate and to maintain a such complex network architecture, in a business environment, it is crucial to provide reliable and complete information about network topologies, free/used fibers and Color paths. LepidaScpA implemented a resource manager software, provided with a web-based interface and a relational database.

This resource managers software adds to the main Lepida geo-database, that stores all the network asset data, all the Color-related information. This Colors tracking function, available through web URL endpoints, provides a simple web interface that the network manager can use to check the paths of the failure affected Colors (Figure 5) and network designer can use to manage name and path for each selected Color (Figure 6).

V. PASSIVE WDM EQUIPMENT COSTS

An application on such a large scale of Passive WDM is not so common in Europe and finding a partner that can deliver a complete solution has not been easy.

CommScope proposes a CWDM FIST-FCASA2 Solution in EMEA but It is not able to share detailed information on its end customers; It only declares, referring to applications such as mobile backhauling and point-to-point interconnection, that widespread use of this technology can be found only in the Far East (Korea or Malaysia).

Nevertheless, the transition to a passive WDM approach can be achieved step-by-step in a pay-as-you-grow model and without large investments.

Which is the right passive WDM technology? It depends only on the number of users. CWDM ones range between 8 and 16 end-users, DWDM ones range between 40 and 96. CWDM solutions are cheaper than the DWDM ones but, today, all the solutions settle down, if exploited to reach the maximum number of users, to 300 € per user (see Figure 7).

Lepida users are not so dense, hence we started by choosing a CWDM solution in order to reduce the initial economic
effort; the main obstacle to starting the transition to the passive CWDM solution was to find a product that could be integrated inside a fiber optics splice closure.

Thanks to the frame agreement with CommScope, FIST-FCASA2 device series have been re-introduced in the Italian market and now it is the easiest-to-install and highest reliable solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

Both PON and Passive WDM are broadband access technology for optical networks.

PON and its evolution (G, XG, etc.) have the advantage of a huge deployment that has lead to product maturity and to shrink the equipment cost. Nevertheless, OLT and ONT introduce power budget constraints, i.e., a short distance between OLT and ONT. PON is designed to match a small point-to-multipoint environment with a huge number of end-users with shared bandwidth and shared computational resources.

Passive WDM addresses point-to-point systems that can be managed or upgraded independently. A passive WDM solution can decouple the fiber pair routes and the Color routes over the same network. Moreover, Colors with very high power can be exploited in order to span between a very long distance. The result is that Passive CWDM can be exploited in a pre-existent network in order to increase reliability, bandwidth or configuration cleanliness in a pay-as-you-grow approach. Passive WDM Color routing can also achieve greater security: using a dedicated channel per each subscriber is often considered to be safer than sharing resources. At last, passive WDM can aid fault handling.

What is the best technology? No one. They target different applications: XG-PON is envisioned for residential applications while Passive WDM is investigated for business or bandwidth intensive backhaul. Passive WDM is quite unused in Europe but has found in Lepida the perfect match as described in this contribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) devices (henceforth called
“devices”) are special purpose devices that have dedicated
functions. Such devices typically have communication
requirements that are known to the device manufacturer. For
example, printer might have the following requirement:
Allow access for the printer (LPT) port, local access on port
80 (HTTP) and deny all other access. Thus, anyone can
print to the printer, but local access would be required for
the management interface which runs on port 80 as a web
server. All other access would be in violation of the
intended use of the device. The idea behind the
Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) [1] is to declare
the intended communication pattern to the network
infrastructure using a generalized network Access Control
List (ACL) which is specified by the manufacturer, the
integrator or the deployer of the device. These are realized
as network access controls, by which the device can be
constrained to the intended communication patterns.

MUD provides an effective defense against malicious
agents taking control of the device and subsequently using it
to launch attacks against the network infrastructure. It can
also prevent compromised devices from attacking other
devices on the network. Thus, MUD substantially reduces
the threat surface on a device to those communications
intended by the manufacturer.

Because the manufacturer cannot know deployment
parameters of devices such as device IP addresses and IP
addresses of device controllers, MUD defines class
abstractions, using which, the MUD ACLs are defined. For
example, the manufacturer may state an intent that devices
can only communicate with other devices on the local
network, or may state an intent that devices may only
communicate with other devices made by the same
manufacturer, or that devices may communicate with other
devices made by a specific manufacturer on a defined port,
or that devices may communicate with specific internet
hosts or combinations of the behaviors above. To enable
such generality, ACLs are defined with placeholders known
as classes. These place holders are associated with Media
Access Control (MAC) or IP addresses when the ACL is
deployed on the switch.

In brief, the system works as follows: A device is
associated with a MUD URL. The MUD URL is a locator
for the MUD ACL file. The MUD server fetches the MUD
file for the device from the manufacturer site, verifies its
signature and installs network access controls using
whatever mechanism the network switches and firewalls
provide. There are several mechanisms that may be
available for enforcing access control; for example, iptables
could be used or the switch may already support an
implementation of network ACLs.

In this paper, we describe a scalable design and
implementation of the MUD standard on OpenFlow 1.5 [2]
capable Software Defined Network (SDN) switches. An
OpenFlow switch supports flow rules that are logically
arranged in one or more flow tables in the data plane. The
switch connects to one or more controllers that can install
flow rules in the switch either reactively, when a packet is
seen at the controller, or proactively when the switch
connects to the controller. Flow rules have a MATCH part
and an ACTION part. The MATCH part can match on
different parts of the IP and TCP headers. The ACTION part
forwards or drops the packet or sends it to the next table. As
packets hit flow rules, metadata can be associated with the
packet to provide a limited amount of state as packet
processing proceeds from one table to the next. More details
are found in [2].

In related work, Hamza et al. [3] consider how MUD
may be used with real-world devices to build an Intrusion
Detection System (IDS). They present a simulation based
on captured trace data. Details on how to organize flow
tables to implement MUD are not presented in their work.
The focus of our work is different; in our work, we describe
how to implement MUD and demonstrate that it can be done
in a scalable fashion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we outline our design; Section III provides an analysis of our design; Section IV describes our implementation; Section V presents emulation results followed by Section VI which gives measurement on a commercially available home/small business router.

Note that certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper to foster understanding. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

II. DESIGN SKETCH

MUD Access Control Entries (ACEs) can be divided into two categories – those that define intent for communication between a device and a named host, and those that define intent for communication between a device and other classes of devices. The former kind presents no scalability challenges and can be easily implemented using MAC and destination IP address match rules. The main challenge with MUD arises when implementing ACEs that define intent for communication between classes of devices or between the device and hosts on the local network.

Figure 1 shows an example “same-manufacturer” ACE. This indicates the intent that the device may communicate with other devices made by the same manufacturer.

```json
{
  "name": "myman0-to-dev",
  "matches":{
    "ietf-mud:mud":{
      "same-manufacturer":{
        null
      }
    },
    "actions":{
      "forwarding": "accept"
    }
  }
}
```

Figure 1. Example of a "same-manufacturer" ACE.

Similarly, an ACE can be set up that indicates that the device may communicate with other devices on the local network on a specific port. Such ACEs present scalability problems when naively implemented. For example, if the Same Manufacturer ACE were implemented as MAC to MAC flow rules, there can be $O(N^2)$ rules in the flow table (where N is the number of devices belonging to the manufacturer that are associated with the switch). This is unfeasible as an implementation strategy because switches may be limited in ternary content-addressable memory. Similarly, an explosion of rules will result if the Local Networks ACE were implemented in a single table using MAC address to destination IP match flow rules. We seek a solution that is memory scalable and operator friendly. We make the following assumptions:

- **Device Identification**: Devices are identified using their MAC addresses on the local network and are dynamically associated with MUD URLs at runtime.
- **Flexibility**: MAC addresses of devices that will be managed at a switch are not known to the network administrator a priori.
- **Network Administration**: The network administrator configures information about the network - such as the range of local addresses and the controller classes for the Domain Name System (DNS), Network Time Protocol (NTP) and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and device controller.

To achieve scalability and flexibility, ACEs are implemented using SDN flow rules in three flow tables. The source and destination MAC address are classified in the first two flow tables and metadata is associated with the packet. The third table implements the MUD ACEs with rules that stated in terms of the packet classification metadata that is assigned in the first two tables.

The flow pipeline is as shown in Figure 2, with the packet being finally sent to a table that implements L2Switch flow rules which is provided by another application.

![Flow Pipeline structure](image)

Figure 2. Flow Pipeline structure

The OpenFlow metadata field consists of 64 bits. We organize this as two 32-bit segments. Each 32-bit segment encodes a triple $<\text{manufacturer}, \text{model}, \text{local-networks flag}>$ as shown in Figure 3. The manufacturer and model are determined from the MUD URL and the local-network flag is determined from Source / Destination IP address and network configuration.

The packet classification metadata rules are reactively inserted when packets arrive at the switch as follows: When
the switch connects to the controller, the source and destination classification tables are initialized with low priority rules that unconditionally send IP packets up to the controller. This generates a PacketIn event at the controller which then inserts Source (or destination) MAC match rules that assign metadata to the packet and forward to the next table at a higher priority. Subsequent packets that match on the same MAC will have metadata associated with it and be forwarded to the next table without controller intervention. The next stage is to do the same for the destination MAC match rule.

The controller maintains a table associating MAC address with a MUD URI. This mapping is learned dynamically during DHCP processing, i.e., when the device sends out its own MUD URL when requesting an address (using the newly defined DHCP options 161) or it can be configured by the administrator for the device if DHCP support has not been implemented on the device. Each manufacturer (i.e., the “authority” portion of the MUD URL) and model (i.e., the entire MUD URL) is assigned a unique integer, which is placed in the metadata as shown in Figure 3. The controller also has knowledge of what constitutes a “local network” (typically the local subnet) which is assigned a bit in the metadata. If a MAC address does not have a MUD URL associated with it (e.g., a laptop) then it is assigned an implementation reserved metadata classification of UNCLASSIFIED that cannot be assigned to any real MUD URL. The next table implements the MUD ACEs. Note that at this stage of the pipeline, metadata has already been associated with the packet. MUD rules are implemented as ACCEPT rules. That is, if the metadata assigned to a packet matches the match part of the mud rule, it is sent to the next table.

Default unconditional high priority rules are initially inserted that allow interaction of the device with the reserved ports for DHCP and NTP. These are inserted into the MUD rule table on switch connect with the controller. The DHCP match rule has a “send to controller” Action part so that the controller may extract the MUD URL from the DHCP request if it exists. This enables the controller to associate a MUD URL with the source MAC address based on the DHCP request.

After the MUD URL is associated with the device, the MUD profile is retrieved by the SDN controller and flow rules that implement the MUD ACEs are inserted into the MUD table in the following order:

- High priority source (or destination) metadata and TCP Syn. flag match drop action rule to enforce TCP connection directionality. MUD ACEs can specify which end of a TCP connection is the initiator. For such MUD ACEs, we insert rules that drop packets where the connection is initiated from the wrong direction.
- Lower priority Rules that match on source metadata and destination IP addresses for access to specific named hosts or classes of hosts (e.g. Controller or my-controller) as specified by the MUD ACEs.
- Rules that match on source IP address and destination metadata for inbound packets to the IOT device as specified by the MUD ACEs.
- Rules that match on source and destination metadata for allowing access to manufacturer or model or local network classes as specified by the MUD ACEs.
- Lower priority Drop rule for packets that match on Source Model metadata but do not match on one of the rules above.
- Lower priority Drop rule for packets that match on Destination Model metadata but do not match on one of the higher priority rules above.
- Lower priority default UNCLASSIFIED packet pass through rule. The default MUD behavior allows all packets that are metadata tagged as UNCLASSIFIED to pass through the pipeline.

III. ANALYSIS

The scheme we have described above is dynamic and memory scalable with O(N) rules for N distinct MAC addresses at switch. By dividing the rules into packet classification rules and MUD rules which are dependent on the metadata assigned on the first two tables, MUD rules can be installed independently of packet classification. The devices may appear at the switch prior to the MUD rules being installed or vice versa. This allows for dynamic configuration i.e. the MUD ACL table can be changed dynamically at run time without needing to re-configure the rules in the first two tables that classify the packets and vice versa. The packets may be initially marked as UNCLASSIFIED and later when they are associated with a MUD profile (using the DHCP or other mechanism outlined.
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in the MUD specification), the appropriate metadata is assigned to them.

Because the MUD ACEs are expected to be relatively static and few, the flows in the MUD rule table have hard timeouts to match the cache timeout in the MUD file. This can be in the order of days. The packet classification flow rules have short (configurable) idle timeouts. This limits the size of the table and allows for dynamic adjustment of the table when MAC addresses appear and disappear at the switch. The shorter the idle timeout for the classification rules, the less time it takes for reconfiguration and the less time it takes to purge the table from unreferenced entries. However, the shorter the timeout, the more overhead by way of communication with the controller due to the increased number of PacketIn events at the controller. We present experimental results in section V.

Our scheme, as described thus far, requires that a packet must be processed at the controller and a rule installed before packet processing may proceed. The initial rule in the MAC address classification stage that is installed when the switch connects, sends the packet to the controller but not to the next table. Thus, a packet may not proceed in the pipeline before it can be classified. This may be necessary if strict ACL-dictated behavior is required but there are some resultant performance consequences i.e., a disconnected or failed controller causes a switch failure because no packets from a newly arriving device can get through prior to the classification rule being installed.

To address this problem, we loosen up the interpretation of the ACE specification. We define a “relaxed” mode of operation where packets can proceed in the pipeline while classification flow rules are being installed. This may result in a few packets being allowed to proceed, in violation of the MUD ACEs with the condition that the system will become eventually compliant to the MUD ACEs.

To implement this behavior, the initial rule installed in the packet classification table with infinite timeout, allows the packet to proceed through the pipeline and delivers the packet to the controller simultaneously. If the controller is offline or fails during rule installation, the packet is sent to the next table with the initial rule and there is no disruption. When the controller comes online again, it will get a packet notification and install the appropriate rule – thus restoring MUD compliant behavior. Thus, the switch becomes resilient to controller failures, with the failure mode being to allow communication.

However, there is another source of potential disruption that must be addressed: Because the source and destination MAC addresses are classified using two tables, it is possible that the source MAC address classification rule exists in the table, while the destination MAC address classification rule has not yet been inserted into the next table. If the MUD rules have been inserted already, this will result in dropped packets in the MUD rules table until the destination table is populated, because the fall through action for Source MAC -

classified packets that do not match a MUD ACE rule is to drop the packet.

We address this issue by defining reserved metadata classifications as follows:

- **UNCLASSIFIED:** The MAC address does not belong to any known MUD URL. For example, if the packet is emitted with a source address belonging to a laptop, for which no MUD rules exist, then its source MAC address is UNCLASSIFIED.
- **UNKNOWN:** The MAC address has been sent to the controller and is pending classification. The default rule that is installed when the switch connects to the controller sends the packet to the controller on IP match and stamps the packet with metadata of UNKNOWN.

The classification tables each have rules that send the packet up to the controller while setting the corresponding metadata (for source or destination MAC) to UNKNOWN and forwarding the packet to the next stage. The MUD rules table has rules that permits packets that are UNKNOWN in source or destination MAC classification to proceed to the next stage. The scheme is as shown in Figure 5.
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**Figure 5.** Temporary classifications label added to prevent blocking of flow pipeline during configuration.

On PacketIn, the controller pushes flow rules to correctly classify the packet. Because these packet classification rules are pushed at a higher priority than the default send to controller rule in the classification tables, the metadata will change from UNKOWN to the actual classification determined by the controller when the flow rule is installed. In the meanwhile, the pipeline is not blocked.

This “eventually compliant” mode of operation avoids packet drops and provides controller failure resiliency; however, there some limitations: (1) A few packets that violate the MUD rules could get through prior to the
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classification rule being installed at the switch. This could result in a temporary violation of the ACEs. (2) TCP direction enforcement for short flows, which depends upon detection of TCP SYN flags and correct classification of MAC addresses, is not possible to enforce at the switch until a flow rule that classifies the packet is installed. We quantify these limitations in the next sections.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation [4] uses the OpenDaylight (ODL) SDN controller [5]. The configuration information for the system, which includes the MUD file and ACLs file are presented as north-bound API, are generated using the ODL YANG tools. The association between MUD URL and MAC can be configured directly or inferred by the controller by examining interactions between IOT devices and the DHCP server. For the performance measurement experiments, we directly configured the MAC to MUD URL association.

V. EMULATION EXPERIMENTS

To measure scalability of the implementation, our experimental scenario on MiniNet [6] consisted of 100 devices on one switch all belonging to the same manufacturer randomly exchanging messages. A device randomly picks another device and sends 10 pings, then sleeps randomly with an exponentially distributed average sleep time of 5 seconds. Our goal is to measure the memory scaling as the idle timeout of flow rules is altered. The following chart shows sum of the maximum number of rules in the source and destination classification tables for different values of the idle timeout.

In all cases, it is possible to implement the system with just a few rules in the classification table at the expense of an increasing number of PacketIn events processed at the controller.

To quantify the overhead involved with PacketIn processing under load, we measured the number of packets seen at the controller per burst of packets sent by varying the idle timeout settings for the packet classification rules. The results are shown in Figure 7. The maximum number of PacketIn events per burst of pings reaches a maximum of about 6 packets with the classification flow idle timeout set to 15 seconds – 6 packets are processed at the controller under these load conditions before the flow is pushed to the switch. The time it takes for the flow to appear at the switch is the window within which ACE violations can occur in the Relaxed ACL model and is hence significant. Measurements on an actual switch are presented next.

VI. MEASUREMENTS ON AN OMNIA TURRIS ROUTER

To measure how well our implementation would perform on commercially available hardware that may be a part of a home or small business, we tested our implementation an Omnia Turris [7] router that supports OpenVSwitch [8]. Raspberry Pi devices were used for load generation.

We installed a MUD Profile using the DHCP mechanism which allows the device to be accessed on port 80 from any machine on the local network. The device can access www.nist.gov on port 443. All other access is denied. The baseline performance of the router was measured. Relaxed ACLs were used to install the flow rules. Then, using iPerf [9], we measured the bandwidth with the MUD rules installed under different scenarios. This gives an indication of the overhead involved with MUD rule processing. As previously described, relaxed ACLs give us some advantages i.e., resilience to controller failures and reduced latency for packets that do not violate ACLs. However, packets may get through in violation of an ACL until the time a packet classification rule is pushed to the switch and appears in the switch table as a flow. How many packets get through before further communication is blocked? We used iPerf to perform an experiment where the device initiates an outbound connection with a peer on the local network and sends packets to it. As the “attempted bandwidth” is increased, more packets make it through the pipeline before being blocked, reaching a maximum of about 3 MB total leakage before the flow rules are applied, as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Relaxed ACL TCP packet leakage before ACL application. This is the amount of data that gets through before iperf stops.

Thus, if devices are expected to communicate infrequently and in short bursts, it is better to use the strict ACL model. Otherwise, it is possible that the communication may complete before the MUD ACE flow rules intervene.

Finally, we measured the overhead of strict ACLs on connection establishment. We initiate a connection from a local network resident device to a server accepting connections on port 80 on the MUD-compliant IOT device and measure the overhead in TCP connection establishment with and without relaxed ACL support over 100 attempts. The results are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE I. MAX TCP CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT TIME FOR STRICT AND RELAXED ACLs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACL Model</th>
<th>Max Connection establishment time (s)</th>
<th>Standard deviation (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relaxed</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significantly worse performance for strict ACL is caused by packets being dropped before flow rules are pushed. Dropping packets when the TCP connection is being established adversely impacts the connection establishment time. Note that this phenomenon only occurs when the rule is first installed because of the round trip to the controller before the installation of the rule.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the design and implementation of the MUD standard on OpenFlow switches, thereby demonstrating its implementation feasibility – even on limited memory devices. Our design is model driven, resilient to controller failure and allows for dynamic reconfiguration. Our design uses $O(N)$ flow rules for $N$ distinct MAC addresses seen at the switch.

An open question is how to set the idle timeout for the flows. Our timeout policy for the experiments described in this paper was to set the timeout the same for all devices – which makes sense in this case given a homogeneous communication pattern with equal probability that a randomly selected pair of MAC addresses will communicate. In general, the communication between devices and between devices and its controller or host is not likely to be uniform. To achieve best utilization of the switch flow table memory, the idle timeout should be set high for MAC addresses that have a high probability of being referenced and set low for MAC addresses that have a low probability of being referenced [10]. It would be useful to extend the MUD standard to provide hints for communication frequency and length of communication burst for different MUD ACEs so that the controller can use this information to optimize timeouts and pick the appropriate management strategy on the classification flow table.

Our future work includes setting timeouts adaptively and combining MUD with an IDS to develop a comprehensive enterprise security architecture.
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Abstract—Currently, even though various and advanced networks, such as 4G/5G and IP based networks are available, there is very limited choice of networking in real communication depending on which Internet Service Provider (ISP) is selected by a user. On the Internet, there is no place to inquire about the physical address without DNS (Domain Name Service), which is a centralized service. Nowadays, there are social networks where users share their profiles including name, phone number, email address, even their information about private life. In this paper, we propose an architecture to integrate conventional networks and social networks, so that any user can find a destination without any centralized service by referring to the social network in which every device participates and shares their private information. Furthermore, we believe this concept can be extended beyond communications. In the context of Internet of Things (IoT), if those things are members of social networks, they can perform more advanced tasks, such as collaborative works. We focus on networking issues to integrate various networks, such as transparent networks, things social networks, and things centric networks, in which smart devices participate to provide advanced networking services to smart things or thing-users, especially from the IoT perspective, through the conceptual model of Networking of Everything.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are many different types of networks on the market, such as mobile telecommunication networks, IP-based data networks, etc. However, the networking principle has not changed. Even though multiple networks are available to the same device, the device of a user has no choice but to access the predetermined (pre-contractual) network, since each network is usually operated by different providers. Secondly, even though a device can access two or more different networks, this is done manually (even though now this is possible, network access is still limited). Thirdly, users have to know the address and its format of the device providing the target service. And lastly, at this time, especially in the current Internet, only IP address-routing is the service provided by ISPs, regardless of the service type. In other words, the user has to know everything: what kind of services is available, what is the name of service in each network, who from which network can provide it, how can he access the network, etc. It is already known that current networking cannot support meaningful and rich Internet of Things (IoT) service.

In the IoT, things are supposed to be intelligent, and the thing will be a user of the network which is called a thing-user in Networking of Everything (NoE). While the conventional device is allocated only an Internet address, which is connected to a specific access network on the Internet via Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), thing-users in NoE join thing-user social networks (defined in [4]) to share not only their names or addresses, but their capabilities, context, communicative motivation, experiences, and intentions of collaborative work with others, and then socializes to interact with other thing-users autonomously. The thing-users produce not only the digitalized information but also the varieties of reactions based on the socialized decision. The thing-user may describe its communicative motivation and convey intended meanings to other thing-users or thing-user groups using a mutually understood language such as semantic Web languages with Resource Description Framework (RDF), Ontology Language (OWL) and Extensible Markup Language (XML). The thing-user will discover a thing (or groups) which will provide a service from the thing-user community.

The Future Network (FN)-NoE also focuses on networking issues to integrate diverse networking techniques to provide the users’ service requirements mentioned above: transparent networking, dynamic virtual networking, as well as social networking. Social networking is to find a target thing or things. Transparent networking is to interconnect various networks. Lastly, dynamic virtual networking, called Proximity Defined Network (PDN), is to define a temporary
working space where thing-users can collaborate for the requested service.

In this paper, we show that the FN-NoE eventually provides the thing-user centric communication service that discovers and coordinates things to perform a collaborative work among the socialized things located autonomously within a space. The architecture and functional procedure of FN-NoE are presented in Sections II and III, respectively. We show a brief application in Section IV and conclude in Section V.

II. STATE OF ART

In recent years, the influence of the Internet has been increasing rapidly and powerfully. This seems to be due to the following factors. First, the performance of networks is becoming very powerful. Giga Internet or 5G network is no longer a dream, but a reality. Second, it is the evolution of the Web which is the most familiar to the users. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) extended the Web so that information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. Third, the spread of social networks has created new human relationships. Online social networking technologies enable individuals to simultaneously share information with others.

However, these attempts have faced unexpected problems, as follows. As the Internet with good performance became more widespread, IoT, which was built on the Internet, was introduced, and this resulted in a variety of devices that would become the rapid evolution of IPv4 addresses. Secondly, the semantic Web makes Web content machine understandable. However, it was found that there are too many jobs to describe everything in RDF format. Thirdly, the online-social networks also show some problems like private information disclosure.

At this stage, we have to consider how to integrate these three elements to maximize the advantage and minimize the disadvantages. In IoT, we consider a social network with only machines, or things with semantic Web which understand each other. The things will share information and can verify each other by exchanging WebIDs [6]. The content of semantic Web will be very limited information about predetermined network services; no privacy disclosure. Thus, this new Networking of Everything means the integration of the semantic Web network to communicate with network devices, social networks to share the information of network devices, and conventional networks for data transfer.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The infrastructure for the FN-NoE is constructed with the core networks, the access networks, and the regional networks. The core network and the access networks are evolved from the current networks and provide the connections to the users and the transparent connections between the regional networks, which is a virtual network to provide logical access to an intelligent socialized thing-user.

The FN-NoE can be operated over either existing legacy networks or future networks [1]. A NoE terminal located in a certain space connects to an access network and is connected to another NoE terminal through the core networks.

The core networks between NoE terminals may be operated by different network operators and the switching and routing scheme applied to the core networks may be different. The access network is managed by the core network operator and differentiated with the type of access links and access procedures. The access network may have a local network managed by the local private owner as a subnetwork. The local network may have a local network underneath.

Figure 1 shows, excluding thing-user social network, a reference network model where multiple NoE terminals located in a certain space are connected to each other. There is an NoE terminal connected to the A type access network of the core network managed by operator X.

The FN-NoE provides (1) a transparent end-to-end connection between NoE terminals connected to heterogeneous access networks, and according to the preferred connection, (2) a thing-to-thing connection for coordinating NoE terminals autonomously. The required information for coordinating the access network in a certain space to establish a transparent connection is maintained at each NoE terminal. The NoE terminal may share the coordination information with the NoE terminals located within the same space directly or exchange in the regional virtual switch, as shown in Figure 2. The detailed information about the coordinated networking layer will be explained in the next section.

The regional networks are overlaid to the core network and the access networks. The regional networks are formed by the NoE terminals and the NoE virtual switches.

To provide transparent end-to-end connections between the NoE terminals and autonomous coordinated thing-to-thing connections among the NoE terminals, the FN-NoE
specifies following: How to manage a NoE terminal, regional virtual switch, and the overlay virtual switch? How to form a thing-user social community? How to share experience with thing-users? How to discover a thing or thing-user for collaborating? How to establish a transparent connection between the NoE terminals? And how to establish coordinated connections among the NoE terminals?

The coordinated networking layer of the FN-NoE is composed of capability blocks, as shown in Figure 3.

- **The NoE terminal resource and capability profile management** block maintains the profile and the status of the NoE terminal’s resources and skill set. This block manages the status of the NoE terminal, regional virtual switch, and overlay virtual switch.

- **The NoE terminal social networking** block performs the process of forming or disbanding a social group. This block controls a NoE terminal to join or leave a social group. This block controls a NoE terminal to publish or subscribe an experience sharing with a social group. The control protocols between the NoE terminal social networking blocks are defined at the reference point R1.

- **The coordinated experience management** block maintains the coordinated networking experienced by the NoE terminal and by the NoE terminals of joined social groups. This block searches the experience base to match a request from a NoE terminal or a social group.

- **The coordinated peer discovery** block performs the process of discovering the NoE terminal to be a peer NoE terminal or the NoE terminals to form a collaborative work group. This block searches a proximal NoE terminal from a social group or hands over the discovery to the regional virtual switches or overlay virtual switches. The control protocols between the coordinated peer discovery blocks are defined at the reference point R2.

- **The transparency networking control** block manages the process of selecting preferred access networks and establishing a transparent end-to-end connection. The control protocols between the transparency networking control blocks are defined at the reference point R3.

- **The thing-user centric networking control** block manages the process of socializing a thing-user and establishing a thing-to-thing connection. The control protocols between the thing-user centric networking control blocks are defined at the reference point R4.

### IV. Functional Procedure

The FN-NoE is composed of two main blocks: Networking of Heterogeneous Networks (NHN), which can be implemented with legacy networks, and Proximity Defined Networks (PDN) which is formed during the thing-user centric communication period.

In Figure 4, nodes (or thing-users) are in the scope of three different types of access networks, i.e., heterogeneous. They may or may not communicate with each other. However, if those networks are transparent, then each device with different skills can communicate and collaborate to provide a service to a specific human-user or thing-user.

Any node like a switch, a virtual switch, a regional (virtual) switch or a network agent can be a thing-user if it can use the FN-NoE service.

#### A. Thing-user social network

In Figure 4, usually when a node (which is just legacy node) accesses the local network 1, it can communicate with a node in network 3 if a node knows its destination network address (or name) and networks should be interconnected via intermediate nodes. When the networks are physically located too far away, it is a very time-consuming job.

However, when thing-user 1 (very smart node) in Figure 4 joins an appropriate social network 1 depending on its profile and objectives, it can locate the exact thing-user in network 3, not by network-dependent routing algorithm, but by context-aware social networking, as shown in Figure 5.

By this thing-user social networking, a transparent networking service is provided to the thing-user, which is only identified by a profile or name (not network address).

Of course, if it can not find its social group, it itself must create and post it to the regional post and/or the global post, if needed, to announce it to others.
Note that even though the matter to create, find, and maintain the social networking is out of scope of this work, they are key procedures to be defined in other documents.

B. Transparent end-to-end connection

The FN-NoE allows a NoE terminal to select appropriate access networks according to the preferred connection and to establish a transparent end-to-end connection between the NoE terminals. The FN-NoE defines the coordinated networking layer located at the OSI application to provide transparent end-to-end connections between NoE terminals and autonomous coordinated thing-to-thing connections. The coordinated networking layer supports the NoE terminal to be socialized for sharing the coordination experience and for performing context-based discovery and establishing a connection.

The regional virtual switch supports a NoE terminal for discovering an appropriate access network and provides access network to establish a transparent connection. The overlay virtual switch performs a hierarchical peer-to-peer overlay switching for exchanging coordination information between regional virtual switches to provide a transparent end-to-end connectivity between the NoE terminals.

C. Proximity defined network

Figure 6 shows that when a thing-user locates its destination thing-user or thing-user group, using thing-user social networking, it explains its profile or objectives, and then requests collaboration from its counterpart thing-user(s) in PDN, as shown in Figure 4. If it needs additional thing-users, then it will request to find more thing-user(s) in the near social group, recursively.

PDN is a sort of temporary virtual network in which a group of thing-users collaborate with each other autonomously during the thing-user central communications.

D. Thing-user centric communication

The thing-user centric communication service is accomplished over PDN, which is based on thing-user social networking. The thing-user communicates with another thing-user or a thing-user group in PDN by conveying the intended meaning, which describes the communication motivation, and experience on a specific task by ontology-based thing-user language. The thing-user discovers a communication party, relying on the assistance of thing-users of a thing-user social group, requests to introduce a thing-user who may be the communicative correspondent or might know the communicative correspondent until it meets the right communication party. The social assistance is accepted upon the trust and reputation of a thing-user acquired in a social group. Currently, in our application, the trust and reputation can be achieved with WebID and semantic inference.

V. APPLICATION

In this section, we briefly introduce an application which was built over a very preliminary NoE architecture [5], namely, an autonomous collaboration system of smart things using accumulated experience knowledge achieved by semantic inference with RDF database.

In Figure 7, smart delivery service with a drone having smart thing’s structure is shown as one of services over the autonomous collaboration system.
If all Smart Things have Basic Identity Information (BII) and use semantic technology, the Internet can become the world of Smart Things, which has built up many social networks. Semantic technology provides a way to utilize the new Web application of many Smart Things connected to the Internet. In this paper, we show a mailing and delivery collaboration system among drones as a specific task of spatial autonomous collaboration where Smart Things collaborate using semantic technology, such as SPARQL (a semantic query language for Database) [7]. If a Smart Thing has BII composed of a Web server address, WebID, and endpoint address, and can query SPARQL for a purpose, it shows how spatial autonomous collaboration is possible in intelligent Web without special environment or Artificial Intelligence (AI). The delivery drones that come with the mail look for collaborative in-house drones using BII, Identification Process (IDP), and SPARQL semantic techniques based on the Default Response Rules (DRR).

Smart Thing updates the BII of collaborators in TDB-Experience knowledge after collaboration. It accumulates a collaborative experience and expands its social network. The delivery drones which experienced collaborations with company drones # 3 were able to deliver mail more quickly and accurately by utilizing their experience knowledge when the same task occurred. Thanks to the accumulated experience knowledge, it is possible to process the same thing more quickly and accurately in the future.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Networking of Everything (NoE) refers to the process capable to provide FN-NoE services, such as transparent network service, thing-user social network service, and thing-user centric communication service to the thing-users who participate in the FN-NoE. In other words, the distributed social networking of thing-user devices will provide thing-user centric service which is supported by the intelligence and semantic knowledge of the thing-user.

The given application is implemented and verified under the assumption that a delivery social network has already been established. Depending on the purpose, how to establish and dismiss the social network over FN-NoE would be one of our future works.

Problems related to the NoE were defined in ISO/IEC TR 29181-9 in 2017. Even though this paper is a very preliminary stage for its solution, enhanced work on NoE is to be proposed as International Standards on NoE architecture and its companion protocols.
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Abstract—Stock market prediction is of immense interest to trading companies and buyers due to high profit margins. The majority of successful buying or selling activities occur close to stock price turning trends. This makes the prediction of stock indices and analysis a crucial factor in the determination whether the stocks will increase or decrease the next day. This paper describes an Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and critically analyses its ability to improve prediction in Yahoo stock data. At present, the focus of research is on the improvement of prediction with low false prediction via the hybridization and extension of existing methodologies. The research results presented a low Mean-Square-Error (MSE) in both testing and validation processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stock price forecasting has long been a focus of intelligent soft computing techniques to improve the predictability of financial systems [1]. Due to rapidly changing trends in current global financial markets and the ongoing commercial uncertainties, accurate forecasting of time-based financial trends has become increasingly important. Stock market forecasting provides the investors with a general overview of the changing tendency of the stock markets. Based on the forecast, the investors can make timely decisions on buying or selling stocks under bargains and avoid financial losses. A wide range of techniques applicable to stock market forecasting have been reported in the literature which are not just limited to econometric modelling but includes Artificial Intelligence (AI) – based soft-computing techniques- as well [2]. Indeed, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS) are two well-known paradigms used in time-series design and prediction, and have their own strength and weaknesses in the forecasting of future data based on a finite set of previous time-based trends [3].

Research in fuzzy logic has drawn substantial attention during the past two decades and has now become a robust paradigm for the prediction of nonlinear and uncertain systems from a wide range of real-world domains including signal data mining [4], information retrieval [5], finance [6] and various real-world forecasting systems including stocks, resource demand and supply, power requirement, and sensor networks [7]-[10]. Despite a continued and high demand of this soft-computing technique, a number of limitations can be associated to it. FIS generally require a great deal of human intervention to accurately and realistically predict certain situations, which induces a high chance of human-based error in the system. Moreover, the increase in the system variables increases substantially the complexity of the system.

The majority of real-world forecasting systems cover application areas that require the knowledge of historic values to be incorporated into the model. This is because the outcome crucially depends on historic data. Share prices, electricity consumption and weather forecasts are a few examples of such systems. Statistical Analysis (SA), ANN, Case Based Reasoning (CBR), FIS, Decision Trees (DT) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) are examples of a number of soft-computing and machine learning methodologies that are frequently used to implement time-series-based forecasting systems. A comprehensive review of applications of these techniques to financial time-series share market forecasting can be consulted in [38]. This review revealed ANNs to be the most frequently used technique in the financial forecasting sector followed by rough set (RS) theory, CBR, OR, FIS and SVM techniques. At present, the focus of research is on the improvement of prediction with low false prediction via the hybridization and extension of existing methodologies.

ANNs generally operate over an undefined dataset where, when subjected to training data, the technique learns from irregularities and thereby creates its own set of rules. The methodology heavily emphasises on comprehensiveness of data and, unlike fuzzy logic, is well known for its ability to withstand noisy data and outliers [11]. The methodology has the ability to predict missing, sparse or low-quality values, which makes it suitable for financial systems that meets with uncertain data. Moreover, this methodology is well known for its ability to handle input variables in parallel and thus it allows large datasets to be efficiently handled. These characteristics make ANN unique in its ability to generalise over a diverse range of input/output data pairs, making it an ideal candidate to replace the human-based expert rule-generation in fuzzy systems. Yet, this paradigm still has its own disadvantages in that overtraining may result in unstable prediction capabilities. This shortcoming is generally overcome by dividing the dataset into three groups of training, test and validation sets where the algorithm is stopped if its error margin repeatedly increases over a consecutive number of iterations.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Prediction Systems in Literature

Time-series is regarded as a sequence of stochastic variables whose behaviour depends upon a number of real-world factors or dependent variables that decide the values of the next variables ahead of time based on past trends [12]. A number of soft-computing prediction methodologies have been reported in the literature, which are generally classified as statistical or AI-based domains type. Time-series analysis provides tools to select models that are then used to predict future events as a statistical time-series problem. These statistical predictions are based on the notion that the observations are based on a probability distribution function. Supporting and hybrid models are extensively reported in the literature to improve the forecasting performance via ANN classifiers [13] and network data flow prediction [14], signal synthesis [15], independent component analysis [16], locally linear embedded (LLE) in multivariate analysis [17] and logistic regression [18]. These statistical modelling algorithms are generally limited on the number of variables used and also tend to demonstrate increasing computational complexities with larger datasets. This is the reason why the majority of these models are used in conjunction with supporting soft-computing techniques including self-organising feature maps [19], Linear and Multiple Discriminant Analysis (LDA/MDA) [20], learning-vector quantization [21], case-based-reasoning, rough-sets, linear and quadratic programming and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [22].

Despite the multitude of techniques available, the scope of this research focuses on two predominant AI paradigms in a bid to improve the overall prediction accuracy of the underlying system. As mentioned earlier, ANNs are known for their capabilities to understand and predict patterns in serial data whereas the FIS provides a platform to embed expert human knowledge thereby improving the overall prediction accuracy of uncertain, real-world systems. Based on their limitations and strengths, the next two subsections present their current state-of-the-art in order to elaborate further on various avenues of improvement.

B. Fuzzy classifiers in time-series-based financial forecasting

A tri-classifier clustering approach was implemented by Chang et al. [23] as a fuzzy neural network approach which segmented training data into historical clusters in an apparent bid to reduce the training overhead and predict short-length cases via a larger 5-yearly dataset. The approach claimed improved outcomes when compared to the proposed ANFIS methodology based on the forecasted Root-Mean-Squared-Errors (RMSE). Li et al. [24] presented a genetic particle swarm clustering methodology combined with a fuzzy c-means algorithm in a bid to use gradient method to improve the overall accuracy. Similar to other hybrid time-series systems, this methodology also presented high execution times when subjected to larger and multi-dimensional datasets. A number of direct neuro-fuzzy approaches have been reported in literature with Tung et al. [25] using financial covariates, Yoshida [26] utilising the Black-Scholes formula, Castillo and Melin [27] reporting via fractal dimensions and Tang and Chi [28] using ROC analysis with Logit performance to improve time-series prediction with promising improvements.

The Taguchi method has been used in a number of forecasting investigations [23], [29]. The focus has predominantly been on the utilization of Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) and the utilization of Grey Extreme Learning Machine (GELM) technique against General Back Propagation Neural Networks (GBPN) methods. The methodologies have also been used to predict the most optimal number of neural parameters for improved prediction rate. However, there is a consensus that an increase in the optimization parameters for these algorithms to control hidden nodes, layers and activation functions generally result in a reduced overall performance of the system being optimised.

C. Neural Systems in time-series-based financial forecasting systems

As discussed earlier, ANNs are known to improve prediction accuracies of time-series-data forecasting systems in financial and other trading applications. Their ability to generalise in the presence of noisy feature sets and outliers makes them ideal for share market price prediction, asset allocation and portfolio change forecasting.

Martinetz et al. [30] compared an unsupervised technique based on K-means clustering against methodologies including Kohonen-maps, K-means and Maximum-entropy. The classifier presented outstanding minimization in vector quantization coding distortion error and a faster convergence at a controllable cost of higher computational effort. ANNs were initially employed by Connor et al. [31] with outliers “softly” removed from the data when the training was performed over the “outlier-filtered” data. This technique substantially improved the prediction accuracy of the system. However, in large-scale real-world systems, it is generally impractical to use “pre-training” clustering techniques for outlier removal. Moreover, there is a high probability that such a technique may also eliminate valid feature samples from the database as well. In order to address this issue, a hybrid ANN technique was proposed by Castillo and Melin [27] via a neuro-fuzzy technique. The technique regulated the fuzzy membership functions by means of a single-layer feed-forward neural network. The outcome of this work was far superior than the one obtained with generalised regression-based models. A similar work by Zhang and Berardi [32] utilised varied ANN structures over varied data partitions via varied initial random weights, random architectures and variable data and reported a considerable accuracy over conventional neural architectures.

Research has lately moved into the analysis of noisy chaotic time-series prediction. According to Soofi and Cao [33] chaotic and non-linear time series prediction
has a significant effect on the economic and financial time series prediction. This is particularly prevalent in stock market prediction where the nonlinear feature data is normally marred by excessive noise. Leung et al. [34] addressed the optimum prediction of noisy time-series data via a Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network classifier, where the issue of generalization against a large dataset was tackled using a “cross-validated subspace” method to identify a suitable number of hidden neurons to efficiently handle noise within the datasets. Recently, in-architecture neural network updates have been explored with Goh [35] creating a neuron-level hyper-plane to separate noise from genuine feature samples. This technique, when combined with the nonlinear subspace, creates an optimal RBF predictor for variable signal-to-noise ratios (SNR).

Improvements in the neural architecture also involve the utilization of the so-called “recurrent” ANN (RPNN) that facilitates long-term prediction [36] and local linear and wavelet-based transforms [37]. Additionally, generalised regression-based ANN, counter-propagation technique, neural adaptive resonance classifiers, CART DT, TreeNet-based data mining and random forests have also been used [38].

III. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

FIS can be classed as of Mamdani type or Takagi-Sugeno Kang (TSK) type. Mamdani FIS is mostly used in practice, although TSK FIS is well known for its computational efficiency and compactness, and it derives a set of rules from input/output training data pairs. Indeed, an important aspect of TSK FIS is its crisp outcome, which significantly reduces its computational complexity when compared to its Mamdani counterpart. A typical TSK FIS rule is given below:

\[ i : IF \ x \ is \ A_i \ and \ y \ is \ B_i \ THEN \ f_i = p_i(x) + q_i(y) + r_i \]  

(1)

where \( i \) stands for the rule number, \( A_i \) and \( B_i \) are corresponding fuzzy sets to each linguistic label domain, \( f_i \) is the output set covered by the fuzzy rule in the fuzzy region and \( p_i, q_i, \) and \( r_i \) are design parameters.

In the equation (1), the values for parameters \( p_i, q_i, \) and \( r_i \) are obtained by training input/output pairs via an ANN.

First order TSK FIS can be defined and visualised as a moving pointer that moves linearly in an outer space based on the value of the antecedent variables. As each rule in the FIS database is associated to the input variables, the TSK FIS is suitable for systems requiring interpolation of multiple linear inputs. A Sugeno system interpolates linear gains from multiple input parameters that would be applied across the input space. This gives a Sugeno system a smooth curve-based change, which is very close to real-world conditions. For instance, due to input-space interpolation, a Sugeno model demonstrates a Gaussian transition between various states. A real-world example of this phenomenon can be that of a temperature control and monitor mechanism in a boiler system where a Sugeno type controller is used to adjust power levels when temperature changes. Instead of defining heat conditions as Very High, High, Medium, Low and Very Low, a Sugeno system can actually interpolate the intermediate values to show an asymptotic decline or incline from very hot to very cold conditions (Matlab, R2014b).

A. FIS rule-base generation via subtractive clustering and grid-partitioning

Expert engineers with in-depth knowledge of the underlying domain generate FIS rules, either when a good database is not available or does not cover the whole modelling scenario. However, in order to generate a comprehensive rule-base that portrays the exact relationship between the input/output feature sets, the variable space must be efficiently clustered.

In a fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm, each data point belongs to each of the clusters based on some degree of membership. Therefore, the closer a point is to the mean position of a cluster, the higher its membership to that cluster is. For instance, the weight of a person may be attributed to two different clusters of individuals with one cluster classified as those being obese and the other being of average weight. Based upon a specific data point’s (person’s) weight’s distance to the centre point of both of these clusters, the data points membership could be 0.33 Obese and 0.67 Average Weight, effectively assigning him/her to belong predominantly to an Average Weight cluster.

In the time-series-based stock value prediction case, rules are drawn from multiple variables including opening, high, low and trading volume values. These variables can be bound to the input-space via a number of partitioning methodologies including grid [39], tree [40] and scatter partitioning [41]. Grid-based clustering is generally deemed appropriate for systems with low number of membership functions and input variables. This is primarily due to the fact that the methodology’s computational complexity increases exponentially with the increase in the number of membership functions and input variables (Mathworks, 2014b).

A complete FIS with the proposed two input variables, trade volume (\( \theta_1 \)) and stock value (\( \delta_1 \)) at a time-instance \( t \), and three membership functions, namely LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH consists of a total number of 9 rules. In general, a complete FIS with \( p \) input variables, each one with its domain divided into \( N_1, ..., N_p \) fuzzy labels, will consists of the following number of rules (2):

\[ N_1 \times N_2 \times ... \times N_p \]  

(2)

When all input variables are associated the same number of linguistic labels (\( N \)) then the total number of rules possible is \( p^N \), and therefore the number of rules will increase exponentially with respect to the number of input variables and the number of linguistic labels. To reduce the number of rules, alternative techniques such as subtractive clustering was proposed on the basis of a single-pass algorithm for number of cluster and centre estimation [42].
B. Formulation of a neuro-fuzzy approach for financial time-series estimation:

The proposed system implements a neuro-fuzzy approach where the ANN technique is used to tune the FIS parameters. The resultant methodology is widely known as an Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), which utilizes training feature data to induce fuzzy rules via neural training-based weight adjustment.

A wider framework for the proposed TSK ANFIS to predict stock prices is shown in Figure 1, where each layer is further explained below:

Layer – 1: Calculation of membership values for the premise parameter

The nodes in this layer are adaptive and the node output is the extent to which the given input fulfils the underlying (associated) linguistic variable associated with this node as per the following expression:

\[ \mu A_i(x_j) = \frac{1}{1 + |x_j - c_i/a_i|^{2b_i}} \]  

where \( x_j \) is the input to the node and \( a, b, c \) are adjustable factor variables termed as premise parameters. The layer outputs the membership values of the premise part where an ANN back propagation algorithm is used during the learning stage. The premise parameters are used to define membership functions that are generally fine-tuned via a Gradient-Descent method. As the subsequent values of the parameters change, the linguistic term’s membership function \( \mu A_i(x_j) \) changes as well. That is, the closer a parameter is to a certain membership, the clearer its association to a certain group is. In other words, the membership grade of a fuzzy set specifies the degree up to which the given input satisfies the quantifier. As shown in Figure 2 as the value of the parameters change between parameters \( a_1, a_2 \) and \( a_3 \), its membership projection (see y axis) changes between 0 and 1.

In the proposed stock price prediction problem, if closing price at time instance \( t \) is \( \delta t \), which is an input variable with three membership values of HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW, then the three nodes are kept in the Layer – 1 and denoted via various membership function types.

For the proposed case of close, low, open and volume variables, the membership functions can be formulated as follows:

\[ \mu_{(\&, \cap, \cup)}(x) = \begin{cases} 0, & x < a_1 \\ \frac{x - a_1}{a_2 - a_1}, & a_1 \leq x \leq a_2 \\ \frac{x - a_2}{a_3 - a_2}, & a_2 < x \leq a_3 \\ 0, & x > a_3 \end{cases} \]  

(4)

As an example, if the value of \( x = 3.5 \) then its membership value would be 0.75, which is calculated as follows:

\[ \frac{x - a_1}{a_2 - a_1} = \frac{3.5 - 2}{4 - 2} = \frac{1.5}{2} = 0.75 \]

Layer – 2: The fuzzification layer

In Layer – 2, the nodes are kept fixed with each expressing one linguistic variable (e.g., MEDIUM) mapped to one input variable in layer 1. The output at this layer is a membership value specifying the extent up to which an input variable belongs to a specific set. This extent is also regarded as the firing strength of the rules, and it is obtained by multiplying the input signals from the preceding layer (ANFIS 2013):

\[ \omega_i = \mu A_i(x_j) \mu B_j(x_k) \]  

(5)

For instance, for a FIS containing 3 rules with each containing membership values (See calculation shown previously in Layer 1) as Rule 1: if \( x \) is \( A1 \) and \( y \) is \( B1 \) then \( f1 = p1x + q1y + r1 \)

\( \omega_1 = 0.75 \times 0.67 = 0.5025 \). Similarly, for assumed Rule 2: if \( x \) is \( A2 \) and \( y \) is \( B2 \) then \( f2 = p2x + q2y + r2 \)

\( \omega_2 = 0.25 \times 0.33 = 0.0825 \) and Rule 3: if \( x \) is \( A3 \) and \( y \) is \( B3 \) then \( f3 = p3x + q3y + r3 \)

\( \omega_3 = 0.25 \times 0.3 = 0.075 \). Based on the rule firing values, rule 1 will fire as it has the highest weight value.
A complete Layer – 2 with 4 variables and three linguistic labels each will require a total of \(3^4 = 81\) rules. The rule strength is calculated where a clustering algorithm decides the initial number and type of membership function to be allocated to each of the variable type.

Layer – 3: Rule-strength normalization:

The output to this layer, represented by a fixed number of nodes, is the rule’s antecedent part that is the firing strength of the fuzzy rule in its normalised form represented as \(\mathbf{t} \sim \text{norm} \). The \(i^{th}\) node in this layer calculates the \(i^{th}\) rule’s firing strength ratio to the firing strength of the sum of all rules as follows (ANFIS 2013).

\[
\bar{\omega}_i = \frac{\omega_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \omega_j} \quad (6)
\]

where \(\omega_i\) is the firing strength of the \(i^{th}\) rule computed in the previous Layer – 2. Following-up from the previous 3-rule example, the normalisation (for Rule 1) is as follows:

\[
\bar{\omega}_i = \frac{\omega_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \omega_j} = \frac{0.5025}{0.5025 + 0.0825 + 0.075} = 0.7613
\]

Layer – 4: The Rule-Consequent Layer

The nodes in this layer are not fixed and adaptively change where, for every \(i^{th}\) node, a linear function is computed whose coefficients are adapted by an error function. The error function is a multi-layer feed-forward neural network as described below:

\[
\bar{\omega}_i \times f_1 = \bar{\omega}_i \times (p_0 x_1 + q_1 x_2 + r_i) \quad (7)
\]

where \(\omega_i\) is the weight output of the input layer (Layer – 2), whereas \(p_0, q_1, r_i\) are the parameter set where \(i\) represents various the total inputs to the system. These parameters are also called the “consequent parameters” where at this stage the overall subsequent output is computed by summing all the input signals. Thus, the final output for the given input in Layer-1 will be:

\[
\sum_i \bar{\omega}_i f_1 = \sum_i \frac{\omega_i f_1}{\sum_i \bar{\omega}_i} \quad (8)
\]

Clearly (8) demonstrates the ability of a multivariate time-series system based on a sliding-window.

IV. “YAHOO” CASE STUDY

The Yahoo dataset is regarded as a standard stock dataset and it is widely used as a benchmark to evaluate a wide range of machine learning algorithms. The sample stock data to explain the underlying concept was downloaded from Yahoo! Finance [43]. The data contains a daily trading of stock volume and prices from 12/04/1996 to 31/08/2012 consisting of the following five parameters:

- Open (share price)
- Low (share price)
- High (share price)
- End-of-day Close (share price)
- Volume (trade volume in US$)

The data is extracted for adaptive neuro-fuzzy training based on a sliding-window operation: Based on the single-step (one-day) sliding window operation, a feature vector containing a set of input vectors and the output (closing value) will be obtained in a row-wise fashion. Each row represents a single day prediction based on the previous ‘\(n\)’ number of days.

This study uses experimental data from Yahoo Finance to evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology. The closing, low and high stock values for the entire duration are shown in Figure 3, which shows substantial fluctuations in stock market values during the daily operating hours. This measures a significant justification for the utilization of all the four (i.e., close, low, high and adj close) values in classifier training in addition to the trading volume measure. The justification lies in the fact that the opening stock price of a share may substantially change by the end of the trading day and may therefore change the closing stock price drastically.

The system was trained against the AForge.Neuro neural computation library with extensions made to the AForge.Fuzzy computations library for the hybridised implementation of the ANFIS framework. The training was based on a 10-day-delay with 10 neurons via a nonlinear autoregressive classification [44]. The data was divided into three randomly selected groups with training, testing and validation data selected at 75%, 15% and 15%, respectively. The 75-15-15 is a standard machine learning training practice used in research that was adopted from standard Matlab ANN toolbox (Matlab, 2014a). It must be noted that validation data group was only used to measure network generalization where the training was halt if the generalization stopped improving for at-least 5 consecutive epochs. An epoch in ANN terminology is the completion of a single training iteration leading either to the termination of the training.
sequence or the start of the next iteration based upon the criteria set in the initialization stage of the training process. The data division left 17980 target time steps of data for training, and 3853 days each for validation and testing purposes. The non-linear auto-regression for this training is described by the equation given below where \( d = 10 \) days (Mathworks, 2014c):

\[
y(t) = f(y(t - 1), y(t - 2), ..., y(t - d)) \quad (9)
\]

Equation (9) shows a sliding window operation based upon previous \( d = 10 \) values to predict share prices on the 10th day.

The algorithm was run over a range of randomly selected data combinations and generated promising regression outcomes particularly over test and validation data, as shown in Figure 4. A regression value closer to 1 means a close regression relationship between outputs and targets whereas a value closer to zero shows a poor correlation and therefore a poorly trained system.

The validation performance plotted during the 20-epochs training cycle generated a low Mean-Square-Error (MSE) pattern, which also demonstrates an optimally converged network. Indeed, Figure 5 demonstrates the ability of the underlying training sequence to have improved the overall actual-to-predicted Mean-Square-Error (MSE). The best prediction outcome was shown to be from training data. This is obvious due to the fact that training sequences are already used and known to the system, which is a clear indication of why the overall training error is lower when compared to validation. The highest validation MSE is attributed mainly to the fact that it is obtained when the trained classifier is used against unseen data. On top of it, validation is also used to terminate the training sequence when it sees 5 consecutive MSE increments in continuous epochs. The test performance is still better than the remaining two datasets. This may be attributed to the fact that test sequences generally see a trained classifier and do not tend to see an uncertain classifier which is being trained.

The overall system outcome presents outstanding classification accuracy as evident from Figure 6. The markers for both ‘.’ and ‘*’ represent the target and output comparison for both validation (blue) and test data (red). In Figure 6, the majority of error values can be seen during the 2006 global recession time (see right-most part of Figure 6 (a)). Nonetheless, the majority of correct classifications are shown as test values, which demonstrate the viability of this classifier to predict stock data. A sparse spread shows outstanding neural classification accuracy. A sparse error basically indicates a better-trained classifier, which is expected to demonstrate higher prediction accuracy when subjected to unseen data sequences. The overall accuracy of the system was evaluated against two standard testing methodologies of k-fold and jack-knife-based techniques with \( k = 5 \). The overall accuracy of these measures is shown in TABLE 1. The k-fold validation randomly divided unseen data into 5 unique sets out of which 4 were used for localised training, testing and validation. Once trained, the trained classifier was then used against...
a totally unseen (5th) dataset with the prediction outcome recorded. In the next cycle, “group 2” was used as a baseline group against a classifier trained on group 1, 3, 4, 5. The overall accuracy is shown in TABLE I. Nonetheless, the overall system accuracy provides a promising venue for the underlying system to be further improved and extended.

TABLE I. OVERALL ANFIS PREDICTION ACCURACY BASED ON 5-FOOLD CROSS-VALIDATION:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>5-fold validation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>92.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>89.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>88.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>89.956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

This work particularly evaluated the most commonly employed soft-computing paradigms in stock market prediction that include fuzzy logic and neural networks. An in-depth analysis of the current state-of-the-art introduced significant potential in the utilization of hybridised classification systems. The proposed approach utilised the generalization capabilities of neural networks to improve the automated rule-generation capability of Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) framework. The approach utilised data from Yahoo stock data to train a 10-day-delay back-propagation algorithm that converged with a very promising value greater than 0.8.

The large dataset generated by Yahoo contained a total of 4281 days comprising of an estimated 11 years. In order to evaluate the overall consistency of reporting, the proposed technique employed a data evaluation technique which presented a rounded identification accuracy of 90% with k-fold validation. Despite the promising prediction outcome, the technique could still be improved with a varied number of neurons, activation functions, training algorithm types, number of neurons and the induced training delay. It was envisaged that an improvement in these values can be brought-in via a number of existing optimization techniques. As discussed in the literature review, genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, tabu-search and other similar optimization algorithms can be employed to induce an automated, hill-climbing heuristic for the methodology to further improve the system outcome.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of data center networks is obvious because most popular information services are provided via data centers. Therefore, it is essential to establish topologies for high performance data center networks. To satisfy this requirement, studies on data center networks have been performed based on several topologies including the Clos network [1], fat-tree [2], DCell [3], and BCube [4]. Of these, the Clos network is a particularly interesting topology because it can achieve high throughput for arbitrary traffic patterns. Therefore, various data center networks based on the Clos network topology have been implemented and operated [1][3][7].

A Clos network is a three-stage non-blocking switching network originally investigated by Charles Clos in 1953 [8]. In data center network applications, the network appears in the form of a folded Clos network (FCN). An FCN is essentially equivalent to a three-stage network; however, it is constructed by folding the corresponding three-stage Clos network at its center.

To apply an FCN to data center networks, the routing of a packet is important. Inadequate routing may cause load imbalances between the links. Such imbalances may cause traffic congestion and degrade the performance. Meanwhile, if the load is uniformly distributed between the links, an FCN can achieve high throughput by fully utilizing the bandwidth of every link.

As a routing method, several past studies [6][7][9] have employed the idea of forwarding a packet to a randomly selected route. This method is rational to some extent because it uniformly distributes the average number of flows between the links. However, with this method, the load on a given link may grow excessively large with a substantial probability. Consequently, due to heavily loaded links, traffic congestion may occur. Such congestion degrades the network performance. As pointed out in [10], this problem may become critical for big data applications, which require high bandwidth transmission. Therefore, it is important to develop a routing algorithm that diffuses the traffic load more uniformly than random routing.

Meanwhile, a routing algorithm for an FCN should be executable in a distributed manner to decrease the processing overhead and handle frequent route decisions. In addition, the algorithm should work without global information of the entire network to eliminate the communication overhead associated with gathering information. Routing can be performed on either a per-packet basis or a per-flow basis. This study examines a method based on per-flow routing because packet reordering is unavoidable for per-packet routing.

Reference [11] presented two distributed algorithms that diffuse flows in FCNs. Using computer simulations, it was shown that these methods more uniformly diffuse flows than random routing. These methods are called the rebalancing algorithm and the load sum algorithm. Of the two, the rebalancing algorithm works with information that is locally obtainable at the source switch of a flow. Meanwhile, the load sum algorithm is less practical due to the communication overhead between switches, even though it performs better with respect to load equality. Therefore, if the rebalancing algorithm is improved to more uniformly diffuse flows, a more practical and efficient algorithm will be obtained.

This paper presents techniques to improve the rebalancing algorithm with respect to load equality. These techniques are based on information that is locally obtainable at the source switch of a flow. The first technique modifies the algorithm to more evenly distribute the uplink loads. The second technique focuses on the fact that the algorithm has a process for scanning middle switch indices for routing and rerouting. Therefore, with the second method, the order of scanning the middle switch indices is determined so as to uniformly diffuse flows.
An advantage of the rebalancing algorithm is that an upper bound is theoretically derived for the number of flows on a link. When using the presented improvement techniques, this upper bound is not affected. Therefore, the worst-case link load is limited as in the case where these techniques are not applied. The effectiveness of the two techniques is confirmed via computer simulations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, FCN is explored. Section III reviews related work. Section IV explains the rebalancing algorithm, which is investigated for improvement. Two modification techniques are presented in Section V. The effectiveness of the techniques is evaluated in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. FOLDED CLOS NETWORK

A Clos network is a three-stage switching network originally investigated by Charles Clos [8]. An FCN is essentially equivalent to a three-stage Clos network. However, an FCN is constructed by folding the three-stage network at its center. An example of an FCN is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. An example of a FCN.](image)

As shown in Figure 1, an FCN is constructed from r input/output switches $S_1$, $S_2$, …, $S_r$ that are connected by m middle switches $M_1$, $M_2$, …, $M_m$ via links. Each middle switch is connected to every input/output switch via an uplink and a downlink. An uplink is set from an input/output switch to a middle switch, while a downlink is set in the reverse direction.

Because a middle switch is connected to every input/output switch, a packet can reach its destination switch from an arbitrary middle switch via a downlink. Therefore, the source switch can transmit a packet to the destination switch via any middle switch. However, the traffic load on an uplink or downlink depends on the routing at the source switch. If the routing is inadequate, traffic congestion occurs. This degrades the performance. Congestion is avoided if the traffic is evenly diffused between the uplinks and downlinks in an FCN. Therefore, it is important to establish a routing method that is executed at the source switch of a packet.

This paper assumes that routing is performed on a flow basis. A flow is a packet stream identified by a set of fields in the packet header. A frequently used field set is $\{\text{source address, destination address, protocol, source port, destination port}\}$, which is associated with an IP socket. Needless to say, other field sets can also be used as flow identifiers. If a fixed route is assigned to a flow, packet reordering does not occur. This is advantageous because packet reordering leads to throughput degradation. This paper considers the case where the FCN connects many hosts and processes via its $N = nr$ input/output ports. In this situation, many concurrent flows exist between ports.

III. RELATED WORK

A common idea for diffusing traffic in an FCN is to route a packet to a randomly selected middle switch. This idea, called Valiant load balancing, was employed in [6] and originally presented in [12]. Reference [9] explores the method of computing routing table entries from indices of switches and host identifiers. This is equivalent to randomly assigning route flows using the output of a hash function fed with switch indices and host identifiers. The architecture reported in [7] employs a per-packet adaptive routing mechanism as well as per-flow deterministic routing. For the deterministic routing, flows are diffused to random middle switches via a hash function fed with input ports and destinations.

The idea of randomly routing flows is rational to some extent because the average number of flows is balanced between the links. However, the worst-case load on a certain link can grow excessively large with substantial probability. This may cause traffic congestion and degrade the performance, e.g., via the packet latency or network throughput. The adaptive routing proposed in [10] may reduce this disadvantage of random routing. Initially, this method semi-randomly selects routes for the flows at the source switches. Then, the destination switches identify bad links, which are excessively loaded by this initial routing. Then, the destination switches notify the source switches of the flows, passing the bad links as bad flows. With this notification, the source switches to reroute the bad flows. The rerouting is repeated until there are no bad links. In [10], the convergence of the rerouting was evaluated using an analysis based on Markov chain models and computer simulation. Unfortunately, it is not clear theoretically how many times the flows should be rerouted to eliminate all the bad links in the worst case. It is also unclear whether bad links are definitively removed by the method of [10]. Due to these difficulties, this method may not be practical.

Reference [11] presented two flow-based routing methods that more uniformly diffuse flows than random routing. With these methods, a flow is routed (or rerouted) at its source switch in a distributed manner. One of these methods is the rebalancing algorithm, which runs using locally obtainable information. The other method is the load sum algorithm, which requires communication between the source and destination switches. The simulation results show that these methods both outperform random routing. It is also shown that the load sum algorithm more uniformly diffuses flows than the rebalancing algorithm. The simulation result reported in [11] shows that every flow equality metric is smaller for the
load sum algorithm than for the rebalancing algorithm. However, the load sum algorithm may be inefficient with respect to the communication overhead between switches, particularly in the case of short-duration flows. Namely, the traffic amount exchanged by a short-duration flow may become comparable to or smaller than that by the communication between switches. This is very inefficient. From this viewpoint, the rebalancing algorithm is likely more practical. By improving this method with respect to the uniformity of the flow diffusion, it is thought that the rebalancing algorithm will become advantageous.

IV. Rebalancing Algorithm

This paper presents techniques to improve the rebalancing algorithm presented in [11]. This algorithm is actually a packet stream version of the method shown in [13]. The algorithm assumes that the route of a newly generated flow is determined when its first packet arrives at the input switch. It may not be easy to strictly implement such a mechanism with currently available technologies. However, it is important to investigate potentially implementable methods that perform better than conventional routing.

This section explores some definitions, identifies local information, and details the algorithm.

A. Definitions

Throughout the paper, the following variables are employed.

- $F(i, j, k)$: the number of flows that go through a source switch $S_i$, a middle switch $M_j$, and a destination switch $S_k$ ($1 \leq i, k \leq r, 1 \leq j \leq m$).
- $U(i, j)$: the number of flows on the uplink set from $S_i$ to $M_j$.
- $D(j, k)$: the number of flows on the downlink set from $M_j$ to $S_k$.

Obviously, $U(i, j)$ and $D(j, k)$ are related to $F(i, j, k)$ as follows:

$$U(i, j) = \sum_{k=1}^{r} F(i, j, k), \quad (1)$$

$$D(j, k) = \sum_{i=1}^{r} F(i, j, k). \quad (2)$$

The algorithm is described using these variables.

B. Locally obtainable information

For data center network applications, flows may be generated and completed very frequently in the FCN. For such a situation, the routing of a flow should be executed in a distributed manner because the load offered by frequent route decisions will become excessively heavy for concentrated computations. In addition, it is impractical to perform communication between switches. This is because there may be very short flows that consist of only a few packets. As described in Section III, it is clearly inefficient to exchange packets between switches for the routing of such short flows. Therefore, the route of a flow should be decided at its source switch using locally obtainable information.

An input/output switch is able to obtain the headers of the packets, which arrive from its input port and are forwarded to middle switches. From these headers, the switch can identify the flows to which the packets belong. Because the switch decides the routes for the flows as the source, it can count how many flows go to each middle switch. Therefore, $U(i, j)$ can be managed at the source switch $S_i$. Moreover, the switch can also extract the destination switch of the flows from the packet headers. Using this information, the source switch $S_i$ can be able to count $F(i, j, k)$ as well. However, $D(j, k)$ is not known at $S_i$ because flows from switches other than $S_i$ may enter the downlink to $S_i$.

Suppose that a new flow is generated and that its source switch is $S_i$. Then, assume that $S_i$ can detect the arrival of a new flow. This is possible by comparing the flow identifiers to the routing table. It is also possible for $S_i$ to detect the completion of a flow by timeout. Therefore, $S_i$ can launch routing or rerouting processes at a flow arrival or completion.

C. Basic algorithm

The pseudocode for the rebalancing algorithm [11] is described in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Rebalancing algorithm [11].](image-url)
for $1 \leq j, j' \leq m, 1 \leq i, k \leq r$.

**Proof:** This property is proved via induction on the flow arrival and completion events. Assume that (3) holds after the $K$-th event. Then, for a new flow arrival between $S_i$ and $S_k$, $F(i, J, k)$ increases by 1 and the other $F(i, j, k)$ are unchanged. Meanwhile, $F(i, J, k)$ is not larger than $F(i, j, k)$ for an arbitrary value of $j$ prior to the flow arrival. Therefore, $F(i, J, k)$ is not larger than $F(i, j, k) + 1$ for any $j$ after the flow arrival. This means that (3) holds after the flow arrival event. If a flow that goes through $S_i$, $S_j$, $S_k$ is completed, $F(i, x, k)$ decreases by 1. Therefore, if $F(i, J, k)$ is the maximum of the $F(i, j, k)$s, the difference between $F(i, J, k)$ and $F(i, x, k)$ may exceed $\alpha$. However, if this happens, the algorithm reroutes a flow from $M_j$ to $M_k$. Then, $F(i, x, k)$ does not change due to the flow completion and the maximum of the $F(i, j, k)$s does not increase. Therefore, (3) holds after the flow completion. Consequently, (3) is valid after the $(K + 1)$-th event. Under the initial state, no flows exist in the network, and therefore the $F(i, j, k)$s are 0 for all $i, j$, and $k$. This satisfies (3). Therefore, the property is proved.

An advantage of the rebalancing algorithm is that an upper bound exists for the number of flows on an uplink or downlink. Let $f_o$ denote the maximum number of flows given to an input or output port. Then, as shown in [11],

$$U(i, j) \leq \frac{nf_o - \alpha(r - 1)}{m} + \alpha(r - 1), \text{ and}$$

$$D(j, k) \leq \frac{n f_o - \alpha(r - 1)}{m} + \alpha(r - 1)$$

The above equations are derived from (3). The proof of the bound is detailed in [11]. Due to this characteristic, it is assured that the load on a link does not grow extremely heavily.

In the rebalancing algorithm, the parameter $\alpha$ determines the frequency of rerouting as well as the uniformity of flow diffusion. If $\alpha$ is smaller, flows will be more frequently rerouted and more uniformly diffused. If $\alpha$ is large, rerouting never occurs. In this case, flows are diffused via the route decision when they arrive at their source switches. Unfortunately, if rerouting is omitted by setting $\alpha$ to a large value, the number of flows on a link can become considerably large in the worst case. However, simulation results show that the algorithm works well even without rerouting. Following [11], a rebalancing algorithm that omits the rerouting process is referred to as a “balancing algorithm” hereafter.

V. MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES

This section presents two modification techniques to improve the load equality of the rebalancing algorithm. These techniques add criteria to select the middle switch index $J$ in steps 2 and 8 of the algorithm. However, they do not change the conditions that $F(i, J, k)$ and other $F(i, j, k)$s should satisfy. Therefore, (3) holds even if these techniques are applied. Consequently, the upper bound shown by (4) or (5) is unchanged by these techniques.

A. Uplink flow diffusion

The algorithm described in the previous section uses $F(i, j, k)$ and the events of flow arrival and completion in the local information. Therefore, of the available local information, $U(i, j)$ remains unused. Even though the rebalancing algorithm decreases the difference between the $F(i, j, k)$s for a particular pair of $i$ and $k$, the uplink load $U(i, j)$ is not necessarily uniformly distributed. In step 2 of the rebalancing algorithm, the middle switch $M_j$ is selected such that $F(i, J, k)$ will be the minimum of the $F(i, j, k)$s. In this process, there may be two or more candidates for $J$. Suppose that we select $J$ from the candidates so that $U(i, J)$ will be the minimum of the candidates. Then, flows will be more uniformly distributed between the uplinks. This does not necessarily improve the load equality between the downlinks. However, the performance will at least be improved for the uplinks.

Similarly, flow diffusion via rerouting can also be modified using $U(i, j)$. In step 8 of the algorithm, $M_j$ is selected such that $F(i, J, k)$ will be the maximum of the $F(i, j, k)$s. Suppose that there are two or more such indices $J$. Then, it is possible to use the index that maximizes $U(i, J)$. We refer to this modification using $U(i, j)$ as “modification 1.”

B. Start index for scanning the middle switches

The order of searching for index $J$ in steps 2 and 8 also affects the performance of the rebalancing algorithm. Assume that $J$ is scanned in the order of 1, 2, ..., $m$ in step 2. Then, a smaller index is more likely to be selected as $J$. Therefore, $F(i, j, k)$ will be larger for a smaller index $j$ with a high probability even though the differences between the $F(i, j, k)$s are bounded by $\alpha$ for fixed $i$ and $k$. According to (1) and (2), this implies that $U(i, j)$ and $D(j, k)$ will also tend to be larger for a smaller value of $j$. To avoid this unbalance between $U(i, j)$ and $D(j, k)$, the scanning of $J$ should start from a different index depending on $k$ for a fixed value of $i$. Similarly, the start index should differ depending on $i$ for a fixed value of $k$. In addition, the start index should be evenly distributed between 1, 2, ..., $m$ for different values of $i$ or $k$. To satisfy this requirement, let us examine the following start index $j_i$:

$$j_i = (i + k) \left\lfloor \frac{m}{r} \right\rfloor.$$

In the above equation, the term $\left\lfloor \frac{m}{r} \right\rfloor$ is necessary to evenly distribute $j_i$ between 1, 2, ..., $m$ for the case of $m \geq 2r$.

In step 2 of the algorithm, the index was scanned in the order of $j_o, j_o + 1, j_o + 2, \ldots$, if the index reaches $m + 1$, it wraps to 1. For step 8 of the algorithm, it was found from simulation results that the index should be started from $(j_o + m)$ mod $m$ and then decreased. If the index reaches 0, it wraps to $m$. The reason for this scheme is explained as follows. This scheme aims to generate the situation where $F(i, j_o, k)$ is not less than $F(i, j_o + 1, k), F(i, j_o + 2, k)$ and so on. To maintain this situation, it is favorable to select $J$ from later elements of the sequence $j_o, j_o + 1, j_o + 2, \ldots, (j_o + m)$ mod $m$ because $F(i, J, k)$ decreases due to rerouting.

The employment of the start index stated above is called “modification 2” hereafter.
VI. EVALUATION

The effectiveness of the improvements was evaluated using computer simulations. The simulations examined the rebalancing and balancing algorithms to which modifications 1 and 2 were applied. For comparison, the original rebalancing and balancing algorithms reported in [11] were also evaluated. In the rebalancing algorithm, the parameter \( \alpha \) was set to 1.

In the simulations, the following two network models were employed:

- FCN1: \( r = 48, m = n = 24 \), and
- FCN2: \( r = 24, m = n = 48 \).

The parameters used for FCN1 are the same as those found in the model examined in [10]. Thus, it is considered that the parameters are adequate to simulate a realistic network. FCN2 was also examined to assess the algorithm behavior for a different topology with the same scale.

The degree of the load equality was estimated using the following metrics, which were also used in [11]:

- Maximum: the maximum number of flows in the links at a certain measurement time,
- Variance: the variance in the flow numbers in the links at a certain measurement time, and
- Bad links: the number of links, in which the number of flows exceeds a threshold \( C \).

The threshold for bad links, \( C \), was set to 105. This value was slightly larger than the average number of flows under the given traffic condition. The values of the above metrics will be smaller if the flows are more uniformly diffused.

A flow was generated by opening a socket between the hosts \( s \) and \( z \). These hosts are connected to two randomly selected input/output switches. By opening a socket, two flows are generated for the direction from \( s \) to \( z \) as well as for the reverse direction.

Reference [6] reports that an average machine has ten concurrent flows in a real-world data center. By aggregating the traffic from 10 such machines, the average number of flows will be 100 for a port of each input/output switch. This situation was simulated by the following traffic model. The interval of opening sockets was randomly determined by an exponential distribution with an average of 0.001 s. The duration of a socket was also a random value according to an exponential distribution with an average of 57.6 s. For this traffic condition and the network models, the average number of flows in the network was estimated to be 100.

The sockets were opened \( 2 \times 10^5 \) times. The metrics were measured every 1 s in the period from 401 s to 1900 s. The system was considered to be in equilibrium during this period. The averages of the metrics were computed from the measured data.

The simulation was performed by a custom event-driven simulation program. Thus, any existing simulation platform was not employed. The program was built using C language, and compiled by gcc 4.8.5. The simulation was performed on a Core i3/16GB RAM PC, which runs on CentOS 7.

The simulation result for the rebalancing algorithm and FCN1 is summarized in Table I. Table II shows the result for the balancing algorithm and FCN1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Bad Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Version</td>
<td>111.678</td>
<td>10.838</td>
<td>122.841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 1</td>
<td>111.085</td>
<td>7.348</td>
<td>66.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 2</td>
<td>109.942</td>
<td>9.254</td>
<td>92.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>110.347</td>
<td>6.848</td>
<td>56.835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables I and II show that the load equality is successfully improved by modifications 1 and 2. As shown in the tables, every metric decreased when applying the modifications. In particular, modification 1 effectively improved the variance and bad links metrics. Therefore, this modification is effective even though it does not affect the equality between the \( D(j, k) \)s. The improvement due to modification 2 is not large in comparison to that due to modification 1. However, every metric also gets smaller when using modification 2. By applying both modifications 1 and 2, the best result was obtained for the variance and bad links metrics. Particularly, the improvement in the bad links metric is obvious. This implies that the number of flows is concentrated into a narrow range for most links.

Tables III and IV list the results for FCN2. Table III shows the case of the rebalancing algorithm, while Table IV shows the case of the balancing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Bad Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Version</td>
<td>113.537</td>
<td>14.796</td>
<td>187.919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 1</td>
<td>112.617</td>
<td>9.666</td>
<td>102.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 2</td>
<td>110.869</td>
<td>11.413</td>
<td>126.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>112.437</td>
<td>9.411</td>
<td>98.201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables III and IV show that every metric decreases due to the modifications for the case of FCN2 as well. This implies that the modifications will be effective in general for various
networks with different parameters. It also confirms that the definition of \( j_s \) is adequate for modification 2 because other definitions do not necessarily yield such a result.

In a comparison of the rebalancing and balancing algorithms, we find that the former is always superior to the latter for any case. However, the rerouting performed by the rebalancing algorithm may cause packet reordering, which may decrease the throughput. Meanwhile, the proposed modifications considerably improve the load equality of the balancing algorithm, which does not perform rerouting. Therefore, a practical solution is to use the balancing algorithm including the proposed modifications.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper investigated techniques to improve the rebalancing algorithm [11], which diffuses flows in an FCN. The first technique decreases the difference between the uplink loads by adding a criterion to decide on the middle switch used in the routing or rerouting processes. In addition, it was inferred that the load equality depends on the order of the scanning of the middle switch indices. Based on this, the second technique decides the start index for scanning so as to balance the loads. The two techniques were applied to the rebalancing algorithm as well as the balancing algorithm and evaluated using computer simulations. Here, the balancing algorithm is a version of the rebalancing algorithm that is modified to omit the rerouting process. The results show that the presented techniques successfully improve the load equality.

Further study is necessary in the future to determine how the load equality provided by the presented techniques affects the packet-level performances such as the packet latency. The implementation of these techniques is also an important future work. Nevertheless, it is concluded that the rebalancing and balancing algorithms become more practical when employing the presented techniques.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a spectrum enforcement framework by mobile, crowdsourced agents, who work in collaboration with a trustworthy infrastructure. To address the scarcity of spectrum, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) mandated dynamic sharing of spectrum among the different tiers of users. The success of spectrum sharing, however, relies on the automated enforcement of spectrum policies. While most works in the past focus on automating spectrum enforcement before an actual harm has occurred, we focus on ex post spectrum enforcement, which happens during/after the occurrence of a potentially harmful event, but before/after an actual harm has occurred. The chief challenge here is to ensure efficient ex post enforcement. In order to achieve this, we focus on attaining maximum coverage of the region of enforcement, ensuring reliable and accurate detection of violation, and exploring a methodology to select qualified crowdsourced agents, called volunteers. We ensure maximum coverage of the given area of enforcement by proposing to divide it into regions using the Lloyd’s algorithm and solving the enforcement problem by a divide and conquer mechanism over the entire area. We determine qualification of volunteers based on their likelihood of being in a region, over a given time interval and on trust, which is based on their behavior over the past. Finally, we use a non-incentive-based algorithm to select qualified volunteers for every region in the given area. We simulate the enforcement framework in CSIM19 (C++ version) and analyze the performance of the proposed volunteer selection algorithm over the area of enforcement.

Keywords—volunteer; sentinel; ex post enforcement; crowdsourced spectrum monitoring; volunteer selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the exponential increase in use of wireless services, the demand for additional spectrum is steadily on the rise. In order to address this potential spectrum scarcity problem, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) proposed Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), wherein licensed frequency bands when idle, are utilized by unlicensed users. In April 2015, the FCC adopted a three-tiered spectrum sharing infrastructure that is administered and enforced by Spectrum Access System (SAS) [1]. This architecture consists of Incumbents in tier 1, Priority Access Licensed (PAL) devices in tier 2 and General Authorized Access (GAA) devices in tier 3. Incumbents, in general, include military radars, fixed satellite service Earth stations and several of the Wireless Broadband Services (3650 – 3700 MHz) [2]. The SAS ensures that the spectrum is always available to the incumbent users when and where needed. The next level of access is provided to the users who buy PAL for a given location and period of time (usually for a three-year term). The remaining spectrum can then be used by devices having GAA. These devices have no protection from interference. They must, however, protect incumbents and PALs, while accessing spectrum [2].

As spectrum sharing becomes more intense and more granular with more stakeholders, we can expect an increasing number of potentially enforceable events. Thus, the success of spectrum sharing systems is dependent on our ability to automate their enforcement. The three key aspects of any enforcement regime are: the timing of enforcement action, the form of enforcement sanction and whether the enforcement action is private or public [3]. This paper focuses on detection of spectrum misuse. Thus, the key aspect of enforcement action for our consideration, is the timing of enforcement. Timing of an enforcement can be either ex ante (before a potentially “harmful” action has occurred) or ex post (after a potentially “harmful” action has occurred, but potentially before or after an actual “harm” has been done) [4]. The ex ante and ex post enforcement effects are inextricably linked. For example, if the ex ante rules and processes are sufficiently strong then ex post harms may be prevented before they occur. Also, certain types of ex ante rules may be easier to monitor and hence lower the cost of enforcement. Even strong ex ante rules may require ex post enforcement; for example, licensing approval for equipment is usually based on a prototype or pre-production unit, but compliance of production units may require some kind of policing. Till date, more significance has been given on automating ex ante enforcement of usage rights. As an example, the TV White Spaces database systems essentially
work by preventing users with subordinate rights from using spectrum when and where other users with superior rights are operating [5]. This concept has been extended in the new Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) to a SAS that is designed to distinguish the three classes of user types discussed previously [2].

We observe that both SAS and CBRS have well-developed mechanisms to avoid interference but provide no support for addressing interference when it occurs. As we consider ex post enforcement approaches, the need to detect enforceable events, gather information about these events and adjudicate claims based on rules and evidence becomes important. In this paper, we focus on the detection of an interference event, or RF signal energy that is caused by a malicious user. The primary challenge is to ensure efficient ex post spectrum enforcement. In order to address this challenge, this paper proposes an enforcement framework that aims to achieve a) maximum coverage of the entire area of enforcement, b) an accurate, reliable and feasible detection of an event of violation, c) use of an effective method for hiring and deploying detecting agents. By employing a hybrid infrastructure of crowdsourced and trusted, dedicated resources, we aim to ensure “optimal” detection of spectrum access violation in Dynamic Spectrum Sharing Wireless networks. The major contributions of this paper are:

a) **Region Coverage**: We use a clustering algorithm to organize the area into smaller sized “regions” in order to ensure more manageable detection of violation.

b) **Crowdsourced Detection**: We explore a mechanism to select crowdsourced detecting agents (called volunteers) for ensuring that a spectrum violation is detected with high probability of accuracy and efficiency.

c) **Volunteer Selection**: We develop a framework to assess the qualification of a volunteer across two dimensions - location likelihood and trust, to select volunteers using a non-incentive-based algorithm to ensure “optimal” quality of spectrum enforcement.

The paper is organized in the following manner. Section III of the paper discusses about the enforcement framework. Section IV discusses about the crowdsourced monitoring methodology, with a focus on the parameters that qualify a volunteer for selection and the appropriate volunteer selection mechanism. Section V discusses about the experimental setup and the results we obtained from applying the proposed volunteer selection algorithm. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss about future works in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Jin et al. [20] introduces the first crowdsourced spectrum misuse detection for DSA systems. Dutta and Chiang [13] discusses about crowdsourced spectrum enforcement for accurate detection and location of spectrum enforcement. Salama et al. [22] proposed an optimal channel assignment framework for crowdsourced spectrum monitoring, where volunteers are assigned to monitor channels based on their availability patterns and are awarded with incentives in return. Li et al. [23] models the spectrum misuse problem as a combinatorial multi armed bandit problem to decide which channels to monitor, how long to monitor each channel, and the order in which channels should be monitored. Several incentive-based crowdsourced spectrum sensing works have been done over the past few years. Yang et al. [7] studied two incentive based crowdsourcing models, where a Stackelberg Equilibrium was computed in the platform-centric model, and a truthful auction mechanism was proposed under the user-centric model. Zhu et al. [14] proposes an incentive-based auction mechanism to improve fairness of bids by taking into consideration the effects of malicious competition behavior and the “free-riding” phenomenon in crowdsourcing services. Lin et al. [6] takes the Sybil attack into consideration for incentive based crowdsourced spectrum sensing. The works [11] and [12] propose frameworks for crowdsourced spectrum sensing without violating the location privacy of mobile users. Contrary to the formerly proposed spectrum monitoring approaches, which rely exclusively either on large deployment of physical monitoring infrastructure [8]-[10] or on crowdsourcing, we believe that spectrum misuse and access rights violations can be effectively prevented by using trusted infrastructure, composed of a central DSA Enforcement Infrastructure and a minimal number of mobile, wireless devices with advanced trust and authentication capabilities, augmented with an opportunistic infrastructure of wireless devices with various software and hardware capabilities. Moreover, in contrast to the usual methodologies, we explore the use of a non-incentive-based methodology for selection of volunteers to ensure maximum coverage of enforcement area and accurate detection of spectrum violations.

III. ENFORCEMENT FRAMEWORK

The main challenge in the design of a hybrid infrastructure stems from the fact that it is not easy to determine where and how the resources are to be mobilized, given the non-deterministic nature of mobile devices’ behavior. It is equally difficult to determine how collaboration between these devices must take place to ensure swift detection and response to spectrum misuse and access rights violation. To address this, we broadly follow a crowdsourced monitoring infrastructure, supported by sentinel-based monitoring and a central DSA Enforcement Infrastructure.

A. System Model

The entire area of enforcement \( R \) is divided into smaller regions, with an Access Point \( AP_r \), associated with every \( r \in R \). Authorized users, who are legitimate Secondary Users (SUs) gain access to an available channel through the local \( AP_r \) in \( r \). On the contrary, malicious users are unauthorized...
transmitters who intrude on spectrum by illegitimately using spectrum frequencies in \( r \) that they have not been authorized to use by the local \( A_P_r \). Some of the authorized users volunteer to monitor a given channel for access violation, in addition to accessing the spectrum to transmit their own data. Such volunteers are mobile agents who can monitor radio access behavior within their neighborhood and detect anomalous use of spectrum. To carry out spectrum monitoring practices, volunteers incur transmit power consumption cost and bandwidth consumption cost.

As shown in Figure 1, the system model further consists of a central DSA Enforcement Infrastructure, which consists of a set of Volunteer Service units \( VS_r \) for every \( r \in R \), a Volunteer Selection Unit and a DSA Database. A volunteer \( v \in V \) in \( r \in R \) registers itself to the \( VS_r \) associated with \( r \). A \( VS_r \) stores and updates volunteer attributes over the entire period of enforcement. The Volunteer Selection Unit uses the latest attributes of all the volunteers in a \( VS_r \) to select volunteers for monitoring a given channel in \( r \) over the next epoch of enforcement. The DSA Database maintains a channel-user occupancy list, for the entire area of enforcement \( R \). The information contained in the DSA Database is used to identify the channels and their respective authorized users in \( R \). Finally, the system model consists of a set of sentinels \( S \) who monitor a given channel in \( r \) at random intervals to verify the detection results reported by the volunteers and to prevent selection of volunteers who have unreliable behavior.

**B. Coverage of Region**

To ensure maximum coverage of an area \( R \) for enforcement, we follow a divide and conquer method. We propose to divide the entire area \( R \) into smaller regions and then focus on solving the enforcement problem for a single region \( r \in R \). This in turn can be used for solving the problem for the whole \( R \). For division of \( R \) into regions, we propose the employment of the Voronoi algorithm [15]. Initially, we assume that the volunteers in \( V \) are randomly distributed over \( R \) and the access points are spread uniformly over \( R \). For each volunteer \( v \in V \), its corresponding Voronoi region \( r \) consists of every volunteer in the Euclidean plane whose distance to the local \( A_P_r \) is less than or equal to its distance to any other \( A_P_r \) [15]. However, the Voronoi algorithm may not produce regions that are of equal size. This is a disadvantage because it may result in some of the regions to have an undersupply of volunteers over time, which in turn may result in possible loss in detection of spectrum violation. Thus, we propose to apply a relaxation to the Voronoi algorithm, called the Lloyd’s Algorithm [16], which produces uniformly sized convex regions, and thus improves the probability of a fair distribution of volunteers over all regions. The number of regions in \( R \) is equal to the number of access points in \( R \).

**IV. CROWDSOURCED SPECTRUM MONITORING**

A volunteer \( v \in V \) is associated with the following parameters: Serial Number of the sensing device \( S_v \) used by \( v \) and its location \( L_{v,t} \) at time \( t \). While \( S_v \) can be used to uniquely identify a volunteer, the location \( L_{v,t} \) allows the \( VS_r \) of the DSA Enforcement Infrastructure to estimate whether \( v \) will be available to monitor a given channel in \( r \) in the future.

As shown in Figure 2, we divide the total enforcement time into a set of intervals called the Monitoring Intervals, MI. Each MI is further divided into a set of \( n \) sub-intervals called the Access Unit Intervals (AUIs). One AUI is defined as the smallest interval over which a user, intruder or legitimate, can accomplish useful work. It is used as the interference monitoring interval by the selected volunteers to determine access violation or legitimacy. A new set of volunteers is selected at the end of every MI by the Volunteer Service unit \( VS_r \) associated with region \( r \). Volunteer selection in \( r \) is primarily based upon twofold parameters of trust and location likelihood of a \( v \) in \( r \).

**A. Trust**

The trust of a volunteer \( v \) is determined by its past behavior. The behavior of a volunteer \( v \) is chiefly determined by its accuracy in detection of spectrum violation. At the end of every AUI \( i \), a volunteer \( v \) reports the observed state \( \Phi_{i,v,r} \) of a channel \( c_r \) that it monitors, over \( i \). The state of a channel \( c_r \) can be either a) violated, when \( c_r \) is being used by a malicious transmitter b) not violated, when \( c_r \) is either idle, i.e., when no user, authorized or malicious, uses \( c_r \) or safe, i.e., when \( c_r \) is used by an authorized transmitter. The necessary ground truth required for calculating accuracy of interference detection by \( v \) in \( r \) is acquired from the observed state \( \Phi_{j,s,r} \) of \( c_r \) by a sentinel \( s \in S' \) that monitors \( c_r \) at a random AUI \( j \). A sentinel \( s \) is a trustworthy agent who helps in verifying volunteer detection result and helps to identify
unreliable volunteers. As shown in Figure 2, a sentinel \( s \) monitors \( c_r \) in \( r \) at a random interval \( j \), which is not known to the volunteers. This helps us to calculate the behavior \( b_{i,v,r} \) of \( v \) in \( r \) at AUI \( i \) by using (1) given below.

\[
b_{i,v,r} = \begin{cases} 1, & \phi_{i,v,r} = \Phi_{i,s,r} \vDash \forall i = j \\ 0, & \phi_{i,v,r} \neq \Phi_{i,s,r} \end{cases}
\]

(1)

As shown in (1), the behavior of a volunteer \( b_{i,v,r} \) at \( i \) in \( r \) is assigned to zero when there is a mismatch in the observed state of \( c_r \), between \( v \) and \( s \). This can be because a) \( v \) makes a false detection, b) \( v \) lies about the true result, or c) \( s \) makes a false detection, d) \( s \) lies about the true result. However, for this paper, we assume that \( s \) is trustworthy and never makes a false detection or lies about a true result. An AUI when both \( v \) and \( s \) monitor channel \( c_r \) is called a matching interval. We aggregate \( b_{i,v,r} \) over all the matching intervals to find the trust \( T_{v,r} \) of \( v \) in \( r \), by calculating the arithmetic mean \( T_{v,r} \), given by (2),

\[
T_{v,r} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{p=1}^{m} b_{p,v,r}
\]

(2)

where \( p \) is a matching interval and \( m \) is the total number of matching intervals over all the monitoring intervals observed so far.

B. Location Likelihood

In order to efficiently support detection of channel violation in a region \( r \), volunteers who are most likely to reside a major proportion of time in \( r \) after a visit to \( r \), must be given preference. For this purpose, the \( V_S_r \) estimates the fraction of time that a volunteer \( v \) stays in \( r \) after its current visit to \( r \). As shown in Figure 3, after the \( (j-1)^{th} \) visit of \( v \) to \( r \), we measure its \( (j-1)^{th} \) sojourn time, \( S_{j-1,v,r} \), in \( r \) as the difference between its \( (j-1)^{th} \) departure time, \( dep_{j-1,v,r} \) from \( r \) and its \( (j-1)^{th} \) arrival time, \( arr_{j-1,v,r} \) in \( r \). Furthermore, we calculate the \( (j-1)^{th} \) return time of \( v \) in \( r \), \( R_{j-1,v,r} \), as the difference between \( arr_{j,v,r} \) and \( arr_{j-1,v,r} \). As given by (3), this enables us to calculate the proportion of time, \( P_{j-1,v,r} \), that \( v \) resided in \( r \) on its previous \((j-1)^{th}\) visit to \( r \), as the ratio of \( S_{j-1,v,r} \) to \( R_{j-1,v,r} \). Based on this information, the \( V_S_r \) estimates the proportion of time that \( v \) is likely to stay in \( r \) before its \( j^{th} \) departure from \( r \), as an exponentially smoothed average, given by (4).

\[
P_{j-1,v,r} = \frac{S_{j-1,v,r}}{R_{j-1,v,r}}
\]

(3)

\[
\hat{P}_{j-1,v,r} = \alpha.P_{j-1,v,r} + (1 - \alpha).\hat{P}_{j-1,v,r}
\]

(4)

In order to estimate the smoothed average, \( \hat{P}_{j-1,v,r} \) more accurately, smoothing factor \( \alpha \) is computed as:

\[
\alpha = \frac{c.E_{j-1,v,r}^2}{\sigma_{j,v,r}}
\]

(5)

where \( 0 < c < 1 \), \( E_{j-1,v,r} = P_{j-1,v,r} - \hat{P}_{j-1,v,r} \) is the prediction error, and \( \sigma_{j,v,r} \) is the average of the past square prediction errors on visit \( j \). \( \sigma_{j,v,r} \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\sigma_{j,v,r} = c.E_{j-1,v,r}^2 + (1 - c).\sigma_{j-1,v,r}
\]

(6)

Moreover, at any given time \( t \), the location \( L_{v,t} \) of volunteer \( v \) enables us to estimate the likelihood of \( v \) to stay in \( r \) over the next monitoring interval, MI, based on the assumption that the likelihood of \( v \) to stay in \( r \) decreases as the displacement between \( L_{v,t} \) and the centroid \( O_r \) of \( r \) increases. This is expressed by the separation factor, \( Y_{t,v,r} \), given by (7) as follows:

\[
Y_{t,v,r} = \gamma_1 e^{-\gamma_2 d(L_{v,t},O_r)}
\]

(7)

where \( 0 < \gamma_1, \gamma_2 < 1 \), are parameters defined by the system and \( d(L_{v,t},O_r) \) is the displacement between \( L_{v,t} \) and \( O_r \). Since \( Y_{t,v,r} \) is exponential, so we empirically select values of \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) to avoid high variance in the values of \( Y_{t,v,r} \) across all the volunteers.

Hence, the location likelihood, \( L_{v,r}(MI) \) of \( v \) in \( r \) at time \( t \) over the next \( MI \), is given by a function \( f \) of the parameters, \( \hat{P}_{j,v,r} \) of the latest \((j^{th}) \) visit of \( v \) in \( r \) and \( Y_{t,v,r} \). We observe
that since $P_{j-1,v,r} > S_{j-1,v,r}$ and $0 < \alpha < 1$, so $0 < P_{j,v,r} < 1$. Similarly, since $d(L_{v,r}, Q_r) \geq 0$, so $0 < Y_{v,r} \leq 1$. As weighting the parameters by linear regression requires large amount of data and preferential weighting is hard to establish as it usually requires an expert opinion on the importance of an individual parameter relative to the overall composite parameter [17], so we assign equal weights to the parameters $P_{j,v,r}$ and $Y_{v,r}$. Finally, we define function $f$ as the product of parameters $P_{j,v,r}$ and $Y_{v,r}$ as given by (8) below.

$$L_{v,r}(MI) = P_{j,v,r} \times Y_{v,r}$$  (8)

C. Selection of volunteers

From the set of volunteers, $V$, in total area of enforcement, $R$, the $VS_r$ associated with $r$ in the DSA Enforcement Infrastructure selects $k_r$ qualified volunteers to monitor $r$ at the beginning of every MI. This is determined by the estimated Qualification $Q_{v,r}(MI)$ of a volunteer $v$ to monitor the associated channel $c_r$ in $r$ over the next MI, given by (9), defined below.

$$Q_{v,r}(MI) = g(T_{v,r}, L_{v,r}(MI))$$  (9)

As shown in (9), Qualification $Q_{v,r}(MI)$ of a $v$ in $r$ is given as a function $g$ of its location likelihood $L_{v,r}(MI)$, over the next MI, and trust $T_{v,r}$. Since $L_{v,r}(MI)$ and $T_{v,r}$ represent the measurement of two different parameters, we normalize both the parameters by using the min-max normalization technique [17]. We apply equal weighting to the two parameters since the other two widely used weighting methods of linear regression and preferential weighting are cumbersome due to the requirement of large amount of data and of expert opinion on preference, respectively [17]. We aggregate $L_{v,r}(MI)$ and $T_{v,r}$ in function $g$, using a) multiplication, b) addition, c) geometric mean, d) arithmetic mean and compare the performance of using different aggregation methods in Section V.

This work focuses on spectrum enforcement over a single channel in a region. However, it can be extended to deal with multiple channels in a region by selecting volunteers to cover additional channels. We also assume that a volunteer $v$ can be hired to monitor more than one region over the next MI as $v$ is mobile and can potentially cover multiple regions over a given MI. The Volunteer Selection Unit of the DSA Enforcement Infrastructure builds a centralized $|V|\times |R|$ matrix $Ψ_{V,R}$, using the values of volunteer attributes from the $VS_r$ associated with every region $r \in R$. The matrix $Ψ_{V,R}$ is a volunteer-region qualification matrix that contains the qualification values $Q_{v,r}(MI)$ of all $v \in V$ for every $r \in R$. The Volunteer Selection Unit selects $k_r$ volunteers dynamically from $V$ based on the qualification values of all $v \in V$ for $r$, using Algorithm 1.

For the volunteer selection Algorithm 1, we use the volunteer-region qualification matrix $Ψ_{V,R}$ to select qualified volunteers for every $r \in R$ (line 1). At the end of a MI (line 3), the Volunteer Selection Unit gains access to the qualification values of all $v \in V$ for $r$ from $Ψ_{V,R}$ and stores them in a list $Q_r$ (line 4). If the number of volunteers to be selected in $r$, $k_r$, is 1, then we use the classic secretary algorithm [18] to select the most qualified volunteer dynamically, with constant probability. In a classic secretary algorithm, we observe the first $\frac{|Q_r|}{e}$ qualification values to determine a threshold and then select the first of the remaining volunteers, whose qualification value is above the threshold [19]. However, if $k_r > 1$, we select volunteers dynamically by using a variant of the multiple-choice secretary algorithm, which proceeds as follows. We draw a random sample $m_r$ from a binomial distribution $\text{Binomial}(\frac{|Q_r|}{2}, \frac{1}{2})$, from which we select up to $\lfloor k_r/2 \rfloor$ volunteers recursively (lines 8-13). We keep appending the selected volunteers in set $VS_r$. If $m_r$ is greater than $\lfloor k_r/2 \rfloor$, then we set $\ell_r$ to $\lfloor k_r/2 \rfloor$, otherwise we set $\ell_r$ to $m_r$. Next, we set a threshold, which is the $\ell_r^\text{th}$ largest qualification value in the sample of first $m_r$ qualification values. After this, we select every volunteer with qualification value greater than threshold, till we select a maximum of $k_r$ volunteers (lines 16-20) [19]. We apply this algorithm for selection of volunteers in every $r \in R$. The expected total qualification value of the $k_r$ volunteers selected by Algorithm 1 is at least $(1 - \frac{5}{\sqrt{5e}})$ times the total qualification value of the top $k_r$ volunteers [19].

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We simulate the enforcement framework by using the C++ version of the CSIM19 simulation engine. For simplicity, we

```
Algorithm 1 Selection of Volunteers
1: Maintain matrix $Ψ_{V,R}$ that stores qualification values $\forall v \in V, \forall r \in R$, list of selected volunteers $VS_r$, $\forall r \in R$
2: for all $r \in R$ do
3: if $t = MI$ then
4: $Q_r \leftarrow Ψ_{V,R}[r]$
5: if $k_r = 1$ then
6: Run Classic Secretary Algorithm
7: else
8: $m_r \leftarrow \text{Binomial}(\|Q_r\|/2, 1/2)$
9: if $m_r > \lfloor k_r/2 \rfloor$ then
10: $\ell_r \leftarrow \lfloor k_r/2 \rfloor$
11: else
12: $\ell_r \leftarrow m_r$
13: Recursively select $\ell_r$ volunteers
14: $B_r \leftarrow \text{descending sort}(Q_r[1], ..., Q_r[m_r])$
15: threshold $\leftarrow B_r[\ell_r]$
16: for $i = m_r + 1, ..., |Q_r|$ do
17: if $Q_r[i] > \text{threshold}$ and $|VS_r| < k_r$ then
18: $VS_r \leftarrow VS_r \cup \{i\}$
19: else
20: Reject $v$
```

Figure 4. Algorithm for selection of volunteers.
divide the entire area of enforcement $R$ (of total area 500,000 sq. units) into two regions of equal area. This work can, however, be easily extended to deal with more regions. With the assumption that 1 sq. unit is equivalent to 1 sq. meter and by taking the average population density of Pittsburgh (2,140/sq. km) [21], we calculate the total population (1,070 people) in the area of enforcement. A random fraction of people from the total population are chosen as volunteers (equals 183 volunteers). Volunteers are initially placed at random positions within $R$ and they change their positions with a random speed from the range 0-70 m/s at a random direction after every fixed interval of time. The maximum speed of a volunteer is chosen higher than the usual speed limit of a vehicle in a city in order to compensate for the limited simulation time. Additionally, we assume that every volunteer uses a sensing device with maximum battery capacity of approximately 7 Wh and that the battery discharges at the rate of 1 J/s for a random time interval drawn from an exponential distribution of the mean active time interval of 100 s. After every active time interval, we assume that the device remains idle for a random time interval drawn from an exponential distribution of the mean idle time interval of 10 s. The simulation runs till the battery of the sensing device used by every volunteer is exhausted, i.e., for 5665 AUIs. Each AUI is equivalent to 5 seconds and one MI is equivalent to 5 AUIs. We select $y_1 = 1$ and $y_2 = 0.01$ for the separation factor $Y_{t,v,r}$ of $v$ with respect to $r$. Since $Y_{t,v,r}$ is exponential, so we empirically decide the value of the $y_2$, which is the coefficient of $d(L_{v,t},O_r)$ from (7), to avoid high variances in the qualification values of volunteers. Since we did not notice significant difference in the results for different values of $\alpha$, we determine the value of $\alpha$ empirically as 0.1 for the sake of simplicity in implementation. Finally, we assume that $k_r = k$ for every $r \in R$.

Primarily, we evaluate two performance metrics – the hit ratio and the accuracy of detection. In a monitoring interval MI, if a volunteer $v$ selected for monitoring $r$ is in $r$ at the beginning of an AUI in the given MI, then it is a hit, otherwise it is a miss for the AUI in the given MI. This is according to the assumption that a selected volunteer $v$ can successfully monitor a channel $c_r$ in $r$ over an AUI only if $v$ resides in $r$ over the given AUI. The hit ratio of a region $r \in R$ over a given MI measures the ratio of the number of hits of all the selected volunteers to the sum of the number of hits and the number of misses of all the selected volunteers in $r$. Figure 5 compares the mean hit ratio of all the regions over the entire duration of simulation, by using the proposed Algorithm 1 and the Random algorithm for different ranges of $k$. The Random algorithm selects $k$ volunteers randomly from the total set of volunteers $V$. For this experiment, the qualification $Q_{v,r}(MI)$ of a volunteer $v$ for region $r$ is equal to its location likelihood $L_{v,r}(MI)$. We observe that Algorithm 1 has a better mean hit ratio than the random algorithm for all the ranges of $k$. However, the mean hit ratio by applying Algorithm 1 decreases consistently (from 0.91 for $k = 1$-20% of $|V|$ to 0.57 for $k = 20$-40% of $|V|$) with the increase in $k$ because the proportion of qualified selected volunteers reduces as the value of $k$ increases. The error bars in Figure 5 represent the mean standard deviation of the mean hit ratio across all regions, which decreases from 0.22 for $k = 1$-20% of $|V|$ to 0.101 for $k = 80$-100% of $|V|$, using Algorithm 1 and decreases from 0.19 for $k = 1$-20% of $|V|$ to 0.06 for $k = 80$-100% of $|V|$, using the Random algorithm. This type of behavior is attributed to the fact that a balance is approached between the proportions of qualified and unqualified selected volunteers as the value of $k$ increases.

We assume that every volunteer monitors the channel in $r$ with a probability of successful detection $p_v$, drawn randomly from a uniform distribution in the range of $0 + \delta$ to $0.5 + \delta$ (with $\delta = 0.1$) and that a sentinel in $r$ monitors the channel with the probability of successful detection of

- Figure 5. Comparison of the mean hit ratio of selecting volunteers by using Algorithm 1 and the Random algorithm.
- Figure 6. Comparison of the mean accuracy of detection by selecting volunteers using Algorithm 1 and Random algorithm.
ByIdenstification errors, the observed detection value of a v at the end of an AUI is a random sample from a binomial distribution of 100 trials with a probability of success equal to p_v. Similarly, the observed detection value of a sentinel s ∈ S' at the end of an AUI is a random sample from a binomial distribution of 100 trials with a probability of success equal to 0.5. If the observed detection values of a v and s in r are both either greater than or less than an empirically selected threshold value of 42, then the detection by v is considered accurate. Figure 6 compares the mean accuracy of detection of the selected volunteers over all the MIs between Algorithm 1 and the Random algorithm for varying ranges of k. For this experiment, the qualification Q_{v,r}(MI) of a volunteer v for region r is equal to its trust T_{v,r}. We observe that Algorithm 1 performs better than the Random algorithm for all the ranges of k. The mean accuracy of detection decreases consistently (from 0.92 for k = 1-20% of |V| to 0.403 for k = 80-100% of |V|) with the increase in k because of the decrease in the fraction of qualified volunteers in r as k increases. The uniform distribution of p_v for all v ∈ V ensures that the mean standard deviation in accuracy of detection across all regions decreases from 0.103 for k = 1-20% of |V| to 0.069 for k = 80-100% of |V|, using Algorithm 1 and decreases from 0.13 for k = 1-20% of |V| to 0.05 for k = 80-100% of |V|, using the Random algorithm.

Finally, in Figure 7, we compare the mean hit ratio and the mean accuracy of detection by using different data aggregation methods to aggregate the trust T_{v,r} and location likelihood L_{v,r}(MI) of v to calculate its qualification Q_{v,r}(MI) using (9) for region r over the next MI. For this experiment, we select volunteers using Algorithm 1 for k = 1-20% of |V|. We observe that by using the aggregation methods of sum and arithmetic mean, we obtain a mean accuracy value (equals 0.86) higher than the mean hit ratio (equals 0.76). On the contrary, we observe that the mean accuracy value (equals 0.78) is lower than the mean hit ratio (equals 0.85) when we use the data aggregation methods of product and geometric mean. Also, we observe that the results we obtain by using sum and arithmetic mean are similar. Likewise, we get similar results for both product and geometric mean. This would help us to decide about the proper aggregation method to use based on the requirements of the system for efficient spectrum enforcement.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss about a spectrum enforcement framework based on a crowdsourced monitoring infrastructure, supported by sentinel-based monitoring and a central DSA Enforcement Infrastructure. The objective is to maximize coverage of the area of enforcement and to ensure reliable detection of spectrum access violation by selecting qualified volunteers. We propose to maximize the coverage of the region of enforcement by following a divide-and-conquer mechanism wherein we divide the area of enforcement into smaller regions, by applying the Lloyd’s algorithm, which is a relaxation to the Voronoi algorithm. Every small region in the enforcement area is responsible for its own spectrum enforcement, which in turn ensures enforcement of the entire area. The qualification of a volunteer for the upcoming time interval is decided by its likelihood to stay in the region over the next monitoring interval and by its trust. We use a variant of the multiple-choice Secretary algorithm to select volunteers dynamically based on their qualifications to monitor a region. We observe that this non-incentive-based volunteer selection algorithm performs better than a non-incentive-based algorithm that selects volunteers randomly for spectrum monitoring.

We plan to extend this work to explore different mechanisms to select volunteers for multi-channel spectrum enforcement. We further plan to explore different statistical and machine learning based mechanisms to determine the trust and location likelihood of volunteers in the enforcement area.
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Abstract—The Tor network relies on individuals to set up relays for it to operate. Campaigns have in the past been successfully made to invite more people to join, and the network currently consists of close to 6,500 relays, spread globally. Although the Latin American region has many characteristics that make it natural to expect a wide participation in Tor, it has lagged behind most of the world in its Tor activity — Both considering client usage and participation as relays. This study focuses on the difficulties the Mexican user community has faced in setting up Tor relays, and presents how —and why— we deployed a relatively very simple and unsophisticated network censorship reporting system, as well as the results we have received so far. While this is still considered a work in progress, it has yielded important results as an aide allowing to specify the needed characteristics for potential relays, with a clear, measurable result.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Anonymity loves company, says the adage. In our networked world, this means that the technical excellence of an anonymity technology is often second in importance to its usability [3], as a great program with very low usability will keep its mass adoption low — and if few people use it, de-anonymizing one of its users becomes easier. Hence, a fundamental concern for any anonymity-providing network is how to get more people to adopt it.

The best known, best studied and most popular anonymization technology is Tor [15]. It provides a low latency network, overlaid over the regular Internet, based on onion routing [14]. Tor is a network that relies on volunteers to provide the servers (relays) and their respective bandwidth for its operation.

One of the clearest ways people can help the Tor project is by running new relays; several campaigns and proposals have been launched by individuals and organizations asking committed users to set up new relays [6][10][13].

While the campaigns have been successful on a global scale, some regions’ participation in the network remains quite low. In April 2017, the Tor Project started its Global South working group [9] to increase awareness and participation in the project for users in countries in said regions, be it as users or as participants in the network.

As the time of this writing, the Tor network consists of slightly over 6,300 relay nodes as reported by the Tor Metrics site [12]. As can be seen in Fig. 1, while there was a constant growth in the number of relays until 2015, the number has since remained fairly stable. Tor Metrics also reports the number of daily users of the network to be close to two million; the Latin American region represents only a tiny percentage, with a combined weight of only 1.53% of the network’s users [11].

The number of relays is not a core concern for the Tor network, nor is —as can be understood from Fig. 2– its available bandwidth; even though the number of relays available in the last years has not changed, advertised bandwidth has kept an overall increasing trend, and more importantly, consumed bandwidth is kept close to half of it.

However, Tor relatively lacks diversity, a fundamental and most desired property to be able to withstand deanonymization attacks by nation-state adversaries [8]. One of the goals of the aforementioned Global South group is to promote the installation of Tor relays worldwide.

Tor usage throughout the world is superbly depicted in Graham’s 2014 visualization [5]; it shows that in 2014 Mexico had a similar amount of users as Sweden or Austria, a countries with a tenth of Mexico’s population — and with a much better record on human rights and freedom of the press. This trend continues, as Tor Metrics reports all said countries in the 10,000 to 15,000 daily users range.

The number of relays ran from each of the aforementioned countries, however, is dozens of times larger than in Mexico. The sum of the factors so far mentioned led us to pursue convincing other sympathizers to set up Tor relays.
While large numbers of relays have never been observed in Mexico, Fig. 3 shows a clear symptom of network censorship: while there was only one stable relay before 2013, in the lapse of a year the number grew (partly due to the aforementioned campaigns) to stabilize between seven and eight relays. However, in late 2015 there is a sharp drop, and while there are some spikes, Mexico’s presence was clearly limited.

Besides anecdotal evidence by several former relay operators, we have found online reports from around the time this censorship was instated [1].

During 2017 and 2018, our project (UNAM/DGAPA/PAPIME PE102718) in consonance with Derechos Digitales’ (see Section VI) engaged in promoting further relays, but it wasn’t until after we had partial results of the project this article presents that the spike at the end of the graph.

The results we can report so far are, sadly, not that we managed to stop the censorship — but by finding an ISP (Internet Service Provider) amenable to running relay nodes, managed to successfully improve participation. However, with this information documented, we are starting to contact relevant ISPs in order to work legally and socially against their blocking.

II. NETWORK CENSORSHIP, ARCHITECTURE OR POLICY?

When attempting to set up Tor relays in residential (Digital Subscriber Line, or DSL) connections in Mexico, we found they repeatedly failed to be recognized by the Metrics site. Although we did have some anecdotal evidence pointing towards the ISP blocking connectivity to the Tor directory authorities (DirAuths) [1], we needed further validation to ensure whether this was effectively due to network censorship (and not misconfiguration).

Also, as we were embarking on a project to distribute Raspberry Pi computers donated by the Derechos Digitales NGO for volunteers interested in setting up a relay, we felt necessary to do a more thorough review to check the status of the different providers.

We identified the three following points as in need of an answer:

1) Does the ISP actively interfere with connections? We need to know if there are technical measures purposefully set up by the ISP to block connections to Tor.
2) Does the ISP perform deep NAT (Network Address Translation) to its customer’s networks? Due to the scarcity of IPv4 addresses, many ISPs (specially the local ones, or the latecomers to the market) don’t provide a network-visible IP address to each user. Instead, several layers of NAT can be traversed on the way to the real network (we have detected up to seven hops inside NATted networks). If users cannot be reached from the outside network, there is no way they can set up relays.
3) Does the ISP allow end users to reconfigure their routers and receive incoming connections? Even having the necessary network capabilities to reach the user’s connection, and allowing unfettered access to the Tor DirAuths, residential-grade routers are usually configured—in good measure for security—to reject any connections not started within the client’s network.

All modern routers have the capability to set up network forwarding for specific ports. Not all ISPs, though, allow the user to configure in this fashion their routers.

Given that item number 3 needs actually reconfiguring network equipment, we decided not to pursue it at this stage.

From the three points mentioned above, although they are all important for the project’s goals, only item 1. qualifies as network censorship.

III. INTERFACE DESCRIPTION

As we needed to survey different networks countrywide, we decided to make a public call for participation: asking individuals to run some tests for us. We needed to design a simple task which any interested person could easily follow.

We considered adopting preexisting tools for this task, mainly OONI (Open Observatory of Network Interference, see Section IV for further details). However, given that our interest was specific and limited to getting information as to give to
potential relay operators (which ISPs would be feasible to set up relays with), we did not consider necessary to design a full application; we decided to request information based on tools readily available in default installations of any general-purpose operating system.

With this in mind, we set up a simple form, reproduced in Fig. 4, collecting only some data about the connection of each probe, and giving instructions to run *traceroute*, either on Unix or Windows-based systems. We request our users to provide the results of running *traceroute* to all of the Tor DirAUTHs. *Traceroute*, being an ICMP probing tool, has many known shortcomings and many readily available tools would probably do a better job. The criteria for choosing *traceroute* is, again, that it is available and preinstalled in every major operating system.

![Image of the form](http://rutas.priv-anon.unam.mx)

**Figure 4.** Interface at http://rutas.priv-anon.unam.mx with the form shown to users when submitting a trace.

We acknowledge the main blocker for this form is the means we requested participants to submit their information from: They have to open an interactive terminal, paste into it a long command, wait for a couple of minutes (we have observed run times between one and two minutes from non-censored networks, and between four and six minutes from censored ones) for it to finish, and paste back their results in the browser. We reproduce here the command for Unix systems:

```bash
for i in 171.25.193.9 86.59.21.38 199.58.81.140 194.109.206.212 204.13.164.118 131.188.40.189 128.31.0.34 193.23.244.244 154.35.175.225 128.31.0.39 199.254.238.52; do traceroute $i; done
```

It is far from user friendly. This design was chosen due to the limited time and resources we had.

## IV. Related Work

There are many projects with different scopes aimed at detecting network censorship in the context of Tor participation. Even with this stated level of specificity, this section is far from comprehensive.

OONI [4] is a global project aimed at finding and reporting several instances of network censorship worldwide. OONI operates in a fashion comparable to what Tor does, based on a large amount of *probes* run continuously on hosts provided by volunteers, performing network connections and looking for censorship or filtering evidence in many ways, including tests for Tor connectivity. OONI also has user-friendly applications that can be installed in mobile devices. A major output of OONI’s work is the interpretation of the gathered data in a global fashion, often correlating censorship events with news items.

The OONI application, however, includes the probes only for web connectivity, instant messaging, network performance, and middleboxes detection. But even in the server-based probe, Tor connectivity is measured by trying to connect as a client to network. Our tests verify the reachability of the DirAUTHs, needed for setting up relays, but not for client connections.

Quite probably, we will be able to work with the OONI developers to add DirAUTH reachability to their probes. This is a clear next step for our project.

The *traceroute.org* site, set up by Thomas Kernen [7], provides a directory of servers offering a Web form from which they run *traceroute* on behalf of the users. This site has sadly not been updated since 2011, and thus contains many broken links. While the linked sites do provide a valuable resource to network administrators, it does not provide any sever in Mexico, and is thus not suitable for our needs.

The model presented by Danezis [2] has many items compatible with what we try to achieve, but goes to greater lengths to assure a given address is blocked. It also presents a series of user connections to directory servers to detect censorship. While Danezis’ model contemplates repeating measurements at time intervals of one week, given the nature of participation and our goal of not installing any software in the participating clients, ours is based on one-shot measurements. Besides, this work is presented as a model, not as a comparable implementation.

Another country-specific project worth mentioning is research on Internet censorship in China [16]. This works has a very different focus than our project’s. China is probably, together with Iran the foremost country-level censorship example, and the researchers’ approaches are applied in a much bigger scale. Of course, citing said article in no way means that Mexico’s censorship is in any way comparable to China’s.

The article starts by describing the *Great Firewall of China* at a BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) level, analyzing the conformation of the Autonomous Systems (AS), and explaining where they discovered the different filtering devices and presenting the filtering not as a *Great Firewall*, but as an
Internet Panopticon, with local and peripherial filtering points performing different tasks.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Throughout five months, we received 79 reports from 12 states (out of 32 in the country). Table I shows the distribution of reported ISPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISP</th>
<th>Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telmex</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axtel</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Play</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megacable</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alestra</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avantel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bestel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cablevisión</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Express VPN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxcom</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movistar</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexitel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telcel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distribution is close to what we expected, with Telmex (which spans its constituents, Uninet and Infinitum) clearly dominating the scene.

The results are aggregated and presented, one report per row, in a table as the one (partially) shown in Fig. 5; row colors represent the percentage of DirAuths each IP could reach: Red (0-25%), orange (25-50%), yellow (50–75%) and green (75-100%).

Figure 5. Results table. Last octet of all IP addresses has been manually obscured.

By the time this project was started, we knew for a fact that Telmex censored connections to DirAuths; this was confirmed, as most connections report 3 out of 11 successful connections. There are several records showing 0/11 — Given the similarities in them, we believe this to be caused by old modems not properly implementing NAT forwarding support for traceroute.

A second interesting finding was the high amount of connections providing sufficient but still not perfect returns — this means, connections where Tor relays could be installed, as they can exceed the 50% mark, but not by much — Most strikingly, the two tested connections at UNAM, Mexico’s largest and most important university, can barely withstand being a relay, as they can reach only 55% of the DirAuths. This is another item to verify, both technically (what kind of communications exactly are being censored) and politically (why are they being censored).

Since we managed to systematize the results, we have been inviting prospective relay operators to connect via Axtel, the ISP that has the highest success rate. This has led to the spike at the right of Fig. 3.

VI. FURTHER WORK

As for the reasons of the censorship, we have contacted Customer Support for the ISP with the largest market share, Telmex. As it was expected, they denied instrumenting this blocking. We have started contacting the Federal Institute for Telecommunications (IFT) so we can push for a real reply.

As it was said in the Abstract, this article presents a Work in Progress. We still have not analyzed the records to find evidence of deep NAT. ISPs, particularly smaller or newer ones, do not do this because of censorship, but because of their limited network resources; nevertheless, their connections are being censored.
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Abstract—Over the past decade, circumvention tools have had a significant impact in ensuring access to censored content and preserving user privacy online. In addition, circumvention network data can be used to detect early indicators of Internet censorship and identify population-level effects of changes in the network environment. Monitoring network traffic for key indicators provides an opportunity to diagnose, analyze, and respond to online censorship events in real time. This paper examines the performance of Psiphon, a free and open source circumvention tool, during blocking events that occurred over the past year in Iran, Iraq, and Turkmenistan. The study also offers insight into how Psiphon network data detected early signs of blocking in these examples. Through three case studies, we explore detailed data that were leveraged to improve Psiphon network resiliency during socially and politically critical times in various contexts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This study presents analysis of three major censorship events that occurred in 2018 in the context of observable anomalies in discrete time series data from Psiphon network. Psiphon offers free, open source tools that are accessible, easily operated, and trusted worldwide. Psiphon provides recourse to online censorship by routing a user’s Internet connection via a distributed global network of servers. Like other Virtual Private Network (VPN) software, an encrypted tunnel is established between the user’s device and a Psiphon server, allowing traffic to be transmitted securely and thereby circumvent filtering on censored networks. Although encrypted, VPN traffic tends to have identifiable characteristics and traffic patterns increasingly vulnerable to blocking by deep-packet inspection (DPI) and traffic fingerprinting. Psiphon is designed to mitigate the risk of direct attempts to disrupt network traffic by using sophisticated traffic obfuscation techniques that disguise and vary readily-identifiable features in Internet traffic and provide resilience to fingerprinting. Moreover, a multi-protocol architecture of transports ensures network resiliency in the event that censors successfully fingerprint and block a subset of those protocols. Amid intensifying censorship against VPNs and circumvention tools, the reliability of the Psiphon network has driven widespread adoption in countries that continuously censor the Internet as well as in response to spontaneous censorship events.

Consequently, both in regions where the use of circumvention tools is a persistent need, and where politically-motivated, isolated, and unexpected censorship and network attack events occur, Psiphon has consistently provided a statistically significant snapshot of circumvention tool usage patterns. Disruptions in network performance typically follow social and political contours. They also offer an opportunity to investigate blocking events in real time. Given that the dynamics and internal workings of Internet censorship are highly opaque to media and civil society, this network vantage point provides unique insight into the technical context behind these critical events.

By reviewing case studies from three different contexts, this paper offers a baseline for targeted and strategic blocking events that occurred in response to emerging Internet policy developments and critical socio-political events. The remainder of the paper comprises of the following:

Section II provides an overview of related work in this space. Section 3 explores Psiphon network data of three blocking events from 2018 that occurred in Iran, Iraq, and Turkmenistan with a population-level effect. Section IV discusses how this approach can contribute to the accurate identification of periods of anomalous Psiphon usage as an early warning sign of censorship and targeted Psiphon blocking. Finally, Section V concludes by discussing the implications of anomalies and early detection of online blocking events for Psiphon’s ability to rapidly scale and reach populations at the height of critical times. It also offers some direction for future work in this space.

II. RELATED WORK

While circumvention network data remains an underutilized point of analysis, past research in this area has used metrics from the Tor network and quantitative statistical models. The anomaly-based censorship detection system developed by Danezis analyses time series connection data over seven-day periods, flagging an anomaly whenever total Tor connections from a country deviate from the normal distribution of the top 50 Tor-using countries [1]. Wright, Darer, and Farnan refine this methodology to create a multivariate anomaly detection system using principal component analysis, to allow ongoing per-country detection of more nuanced internet
filtering events [2]. The latter emphasize the applicability of this approach to usage data of other services, including Psiphon.

While quantitative approaches are robust, one of their limitations is a tendency to be passive towards the changing social and political conditions on the ground. Two noteworthy studies have analyzed Psiphon network data using an events-based methodology. First, in 2013, Psiphon collaborated with the civil society organization ASL19 on an analysis of information controls in Iran during the 2013 Presidential elections, where censors actively endeavored to disrupt Psiphon network traffic [3]. This study conducted a detailed examination of Psiphon data over a six-month period in the context of evolving developments in Iranian Internet policy and in the political cycle, and effectively formalized this mixed-methods approach to examining the impacts of information controls. Second, in a recent paper using data provided by Psiphon, Deibert, Oliver, and Senft build on the previous study by conducting a comparative analysis of Iranian information control regimes, contrasting tactics used to disrupt the Psiphon network during the 2016 Parliamentary elections with those employed during the prior election blocking in 2013 [4]. Likewise following this mixed-methods approach, the analysis in this study couples network analytics with the evolving sociopolitical dynamics of online censorship to enhance the blocking resilience of Psiphon tools in the unfolding local contexts.

III. Case Studies

Over the past year, Psiphon registered the scale and impact of many online blocking events. Among these, the cases of Iran, Iraq, and Turkmenistan stand out due to their scope and population-level effects. The unprecedented blocking of Telegram and Instagram in Iran in late 2017 and early 2018, and the ostensibly permanent blocking of Telegram in May 2018, brought about a surge in the use of circumvention tools, in particular Psiphon [5]. A crackdown on VPN usage in Turkmenistan between January and April 2018 [6] involved intensified traffic fingerprinting that degraded the general performance of VPNs and other circumvention tools, and shifted the protocol distribution of Psiphon traffic. The government-imposed Internet and social media shutdown in Iraq in July 2018 [8] led to similar surges in the Psiphon usage. Psiphon network data captured noteworthy intricacies of these events.

The following will investigate these cases in further detail to address two main research questions: (1) to what extent does data-based analysis of Internet censorship correspond to the social and political contours of a given society, and (2) how can Psiphon data be applied to develop narratives of Internet censorship in adversarial environments?

A. Iran

For those circumventing Iran’s filtering apparatus, Psiphon has been a popular tool since its inception in 2006. Between late December 2017 and the second week of January 2018, anti-government demonstrations broke out across Iran as a reaction to economic grievances. Protesters effectively utilized Telegram and Instagram to organize, which precipitated a temporary ban on both platforms [9]. The government of Iran lifted the ban as the protests subsided [10], but reinstated the ban on Telegram four months later. As Figure 1 indicates, the December 31 disruption of international Internet traffic and the blocking of two popular communication tools resulted in a 600%
surge in Psiphon unique users and network bandwidth usage within 24 hours, and a 900% increase from baseline usage over the next seven days.

In late April 2018, as the permanent blocking of Telegram became imminent, Telegram servers actually faced a major outage that affected users across the UK, Europe, Russia and the Middle East [11][12]. However, concerned users in Iran attributed this problem to Iran’s censorship apparatus and turned to Psiphon to restore access to the Telegram network. As Figure 2 indicates, this caused a surge in the Psiphon network on April 28, two days before Telegram was officially blocked in Iran. At the time, Telegram was the most popular messaging application with an estimated 40 million users in Iran [13]. When Iran’s judiciary officially announced the ban on April 30, it drove unprecedented adoption of Psiphon on all platforms. The surge peaked at 8.5 million daily unique users, transferring 900 TB across the network. As Iranian authorities confirmed, the broad-scale adoption of circumvention tools, including Psiphon, helped mitigate the intended effects of the blocking orders [14].

B. Iraq

On July 9, 2018, protests broke out in the southern Iraqi city of Basra. Citizens took to the streets to demonstrate against widespread unemployment, corruption, and inadequate public services. In the days that followed, the protests spread to several other cities, making this the country’s longest and most widespread protest period in recent history [15]. The government responded by declaring a state of emergency and censoring access to major social media platforms Facebook and Twitter, and messaging apps WhatsApp and Viber. Subsequently, reports of complete Internet shutdowns were received from several Iraqi cities, including the capital of Baghdad, on July 14 [16]. Psiphon connections from Baghdad were observed to drop from a rate of 500,000 connections per hour to zero, simultaneously across all ISPs, for the hours the shutdown persisted. This trend was reflected across 15 other Iraqi cities, indicating that a widespread Internet shutdown had been implemented. However, in regions where Internet access was not entirely blocked, such as in the Kurdistan region where Internet Service Providers (ISPs) remain moderately autonomous from central Iraqi authorities, data transfer reflected users circumventing app or site-specific blocking. A second shutdown occurred on July 19, when Psiphon connections from Baghdad decreased by 98% and network bandwidth transfer fell to nearly zero. Initially unconfirmed by news media covering the story, Psiphon data registered a second nationwide Internet shutdown in near-real time after the termination of traffic at the ISP-level, consistent with an intentional service blackout.

Soon after the onset of the first nationwide shutdown, Psiphon experienced the beginning of a surge in users as Iraqis turned to the Psiphon network to circumvent the ongoing blocking. Though the nationwide Internet shutdowns were lifted, blocks on specific social media and messaging platforms remained in effect until July 26 [17], driving up demand for circumvention tools. Following the July 19 shutdown, eight of the top ten apps in Iraq’s Google Play store were VPNs, with Psiphon holding the top spot [18]. As indicated in Figure 3, Psiphon’s user base grew from 50,000 to over 4 million between July 12 and July 20, and elevated usage persisted until the social media blocking was lifted. Since these events, the baseline number of users connecting to Psiphon from Iraq has increased 2.9% on the pre-blocking monthly average.

C. Turkmenistan

Beginning in early 2018, the state-owned and only operating ISP in Turkmenistan, TurkmenTelecom, initiated a crackdown on VPNs. Media sources reported that TurkmenTelecom was using newly acquired high-speed DPI filtering technology at scale to identify and block circumvention traffic [19]. As Radio Free Europe’s Turkmen service reported, the ISP targeted individual Internet users and notified them that continued use of VPNs or proxy tools would result in disconnection from the Internet [20]. According to research conducted by the OpenNet Initiative, DPI technology has been in use in Turkmenistan since at least 2010 to maintain an extensive blacklist of websites and keywords [21]. More sophisticated traffic fingerprinting based on protocol type was not previously observed at national scale.

Psiphon network data corroborated these early reports and anecdotal claims. Beginning January 23, Psiphon’s daily unique users and overall network bandwidth usage consistently decreased over the next 30 days, as indicated in
Figure 4. The degradation of directly-connecting protocols in Turkmenistan was also evident in fluctuations in the normal Psiphon network protocol distribution. As shown in Figure 5, direct connections in blue and purple gradually became less viable, resulting in network tactics shifting the balance of traffic to more resilient transport protocols. While redundancy in Psiphon’s protocol architecture allowed the network to adapt to enhanced filtering measures, the interference observed against direct connections corroborates reports that general VPN performance was effectively disrupted.

Normal network performance appeared to be restored by August 2018, but similar network interference against direct connections was observed again throughout September and November 2018, and developments remain ongoing.

IV. DISCUSSION

Based on the case studies reviewed herein, our approach can contribute to the accurate identification of periods of anomalous Psiphon usage as an early warning sign of censorship events and, specifically, interference with Psiphon network traffic. Anomalies detected in the Psiphon network data correspond to other indicators of Internet interdiction in countries with a record of policies and tactics adversarial toward Internet freedom [22].

While this analysis demonstrates the strength of a mixed-methods approach, it is important to acknowledge some future directions for information controls research of this nature. First, technical, quantitative analyses still remain largely decoupled from granular social and political case studies, though the dynamics of Internet censorship involve vast and inextricable dimensions of each. Certainly, the computational methodologies discussed in Section II provide important macro-scale insights that can serve as a focal point for in-depth social scientific research, but often are not intrinsically actionable intelligence for media and civil society advocacy. Second, the event-mapping methodology as applied to selected case studies here can benefit from integration with systematized, automated anomaly-detection on data feeds to allow precise real-time alerting of such events across a broader spectrum of censored countries. Third, looking forward, exploring the application of machine-learning approaches in order to more comprehensively identify the various indicators, even precursors, of critical censorship events to facilitate rapid detection and response is seen as a valuable direction for further research.

As Crete-Nishihata, Deibert, and Senft explain, the study of information controls is a multidisciplinary challenge [23]. Technical measurements are essential but will lead to greater insights into online censorship if we interpret such data with contextual knowledge and social science methods. Performing analysis on real-time filtering events as well as historical filtering behavior provides an opportunity for collaboration with academic researchers, advocacy groups, and the media. This can, in particular, offer insights into the unfolding events in places that do not often receive sufficient media coverage and international attention.

Additionally, partnerships between circumvention tool providers and other stakeholders can support consistent methods of comparing approaches taken by authoritarian regimes to their previous actions in order to further analyze their learning in the realm of online censorship [24]. This will provide a consistent baseline for comparative scholarship and investigations of online censorship cases by academic researchers, advocacy groups, and the media.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Detecting anomalous events within Psiphon data enables us to identify anomalies in the status of Internet freedom globally, and more specifically, in countries with a poor record of securing freedom of expression and access to information. Anomalies in multiple variants such as the number of users, bytes transferred, session duration, and length of establishing connections demonstrate the seasonality in online censorship events. Such data coupled with contextual narratives from users of circumvention tools, media, advocacy groups, and other researchers can significantly enhance our understanding of network disruptions worldwide. Through these examples, we have demonstrated how Psiphon data correspond to imminent, potential, and actual online censorship events on a national or local level. In addition, combining multiple network metrics helps to identify anomalies in Psiphon network performance as an indicator of both degraded domestic Internet performance and direct interference against Psiphon traffic. Applying this knowledge can result in a customized experience of Psiphon services, which is tailored for the unique needs of specific censorship environments, both known and emerging. Comprehensive analysis of anomalies and early detection of online blocking events enhance Psiphon’s ability to rapidly scale and reach populations at the height of critical times.

Beyond the technicalities of this approach, the analysis presented herein focused on two types of state actors: (a) those that are known to engage in active filtering, and (b) states that often do not receive significant attention from the media and Internet freedom community. Partnerships between circumvention tool providers and more diverse actors will be conducive to detailed investigations of these cases and will ultimately serve a broader spectrum of stakeholders.
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